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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In the last twenty years, the use of synchrotion radiation has been one of the most rapidly 
growing fields in scientific reseaich The fiist storage lings dedicated to the production 
of synchrotion radiation were built about 15 years ago and since then many applications 
have been found, m biology, chemistiy and physics, and also m industry Some of these 
applications revealed the necessity of îadiation with even impioved intensity, brilliance or 
polarization chaiactenstics The storage rings which come into operation at the moment 
or which are planned or being built, will provide light with an intensity which is about a 
factor 10 100 higher than the synchrotrons built 10 15 years ago They will also contain 
insertion devices which can produce light with any desired direction of polarization In 
the existing synchiotron radiation sources linearly polarized light is readily available, but 
to obtain light with a ceitain degiee of circulai polarization a consideiable decrease of 
intensity and/or îesolution has to be accepted 
The main reason foi this effoit to produce especially circularly polarized light is its 
potential use to measure magnetic pioperties of materials In the last ten years, several 
techniques have been developed to achieve this, like magnetic χ ray scattering and mag 
netic χ ray dichroism both in photo emission and X ray absorption The measurements 
presented in this thesis have all been obtained using the last technique, which will be 
described in Section 2 1 
There is a large scientific interest in magnetic propeities, partly because much of the 
physics underlying the magnetic behavior of materials is not yet understood Very im­
portant aie also the possible technological applications of magnetic materials, especially 
in the field of infoimation storage and retneval 
The magnetic piopeities of a matenal aie caused by the electrons in the elements 
foimmg the material and by the inteiaction between them In -cenerai, there are two 
contributions to the magnetic moment, consisting of an orbital and a spin part When 
an atom is in spherical symmetry its ground state and its spin and orbital moments are 
given by the three Hund's iules [1] In principle, the ground-state of an atom can be 
found with these rules only when the electron repulsion (leading to the first two rules) 
is much larger than the spin orbit coupling This is the case foi atoms of 3d Transition 
Metals (TM) and Raie Eaiths (RE), the two senes of elements which are present in 
almost all magnetic matenals of piactical importance 
When atoms come togethei to foim a metal oi compound, also the mteiactions among 
them stait playing a iole In the laie eaiths the 4/ elections aie usually sufficiently 
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screened by the 5d and 6s elections, whose wave functions extend well beyond those of 
the 4 / The 4/wavefunctions are localized and haidly overlap with those of the neighboring 
atoms, and the electronic and magnetic structure in the atom can still be described using 
atomic theory and Hund's rules The magnetic interaction between the different atoms 
takes place through the interaction of the 4/electrons with the moie delocahzed 5d and 
6s electrons (indirect exchange) 
The 3d electrons, which are responsible for the magnetism of the first row transition 
metals, are itinerant, at least in the pure metals and in most alloys their wave functions 
extend over the sites of the neighbors The interaction between the different atoms is 
caused directly by the overlapping ¿-electrons (direct exchange) The difference in mag 
netic interaction between the atoms in TM and RE causes that the ordering temperatures 
are in general much higher for TM than for RE metals Above the ordeiing tempeiatuie, 
each RE atom still carnes a magnetic moment but the theimal effects aie stronger than 
the magnetic interaction between the atoms, causing the overall magnetic moment to 
vanish 
Since the TM 3d electrons, togethei with the 4s, foim the outeimost shell, they are 
strongly influenced by the electrostatic interaction with the neighboimg atoms (called 
Crystalline Electric Field (CEF) interaction) In an atomic orbital picture, the 3d elee 
trons are divided over 5 possible d oibitals (each of which can contain 2 elections of 
opposite spin) In a free atom these oibital are degeneiate, that is they all have the same 
energy CEF int«actions with neighboimg atoms can howevei lift this degeneiacy Ciys 
tal fields (and in general electiostatic fields) only act on the oibital part of the magnetic 
moment and not on the spin The oibital angulai moment about an axis is associated 
with the ability to ìotate an oibital about that axis to give an identical and degeneiate 
orbital [2] If the degeneiacy of the oibitals is lifted by a crystal field this will result m a 
loss of rotational freedom and thus in a leducing (oi quenching) of the orbital moment 
Depending on the symmetiy of the CEF, the loss of lotational fieedom of the oibitals 
will be different for different îotation axes Apart fiom having an effect on the size of 
the orbital moment, CEF therefore deteimine also its direction in a ciystal and thiough 
the spin orbit coupling the total magnetization dnection This effect, which is called the 
magneto-aystalhne anisotiopy, causes the existence of easy dnections of magnetization 
in metals and compounds and also the size of the coeicive fields, the magnetic field which 
is needed to rotate the magnetization dnection of ISO0 
The amount in which the oibital moment piesent in a fiee atom is quenched in a solid 
depends on the symmetiy and the stiength of the civstal field, but also on the stiength 
of the spin orbit coupling This lattei effect causes a mixture of the spin and oibital 
character of the electronic wavefunctions, making a stuct sepaiation of spin and orbital 
parts impossible As a consequence of spin orbit coupling there is always some orbital 
contribution to a magnetic moment, even in a CEF with such a low symmetiy that the 
rotational fieedom of the orbitals is completely lost It is thus the relative strength of 
CEF and spin orbit coupling which deteimine;, the size of the oibital moment, and of 
the magneto crystalline anisotiopy In TM, the CEF aie of the order of 0 5 1 0 eV and 
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the spin orbit coupling is about 0 1 eV The spin orbit coupling increases with atomic 
number and is thus laiger for rare earths, about 0 5 eV, than for TM The crystal fields, 
on the contrary, are smaller foi RE (~ 0 1 eV), due to the screening of the 4/electrons 
by the 5s and bp shells Therefoie, in TM the oibital moments aie usually greatly 
quenched (to less than 10% of then atomic values) and the total magnetic moments are 
dominated by the spin parts The magneto ciystallme anisotropics are generally small 
On the contraiy, foi most of the RE the orbital moment plays an important role and the 
magneto crystalline anisotropics are usually large, making the alignment of the magnetic 
moments in an (external) magnetic field difficult 
X-ray dichroism 
Several techniques have been used to measuie the magnetic pioperties of materials Most 
of them aie only sensitive to the total magnetization of the measured system and can 
not discern between diffeient atoms in a compound, oi between the spin and orbital 
components Some techniques, like Nuclcai Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Mossbauer 
spectroscopy and Election Spin Resonance (ESR) can, in a limited way, supply local 
magnetic information One of the most powerful techniques has been neutron scattering, 
which supplied a gieat deal of impoitant data The cross sections of most elements 
for neutron scattering ate however small and also the intensity of the available neutron 
souices This îequires thick samples, with a high density of the element of interest 
Moreovei, it is not obvious to split the oibital and spin contilbutions to the total moment 
The cioss sections for X ray Absoiption Spectioscopy (XAS), wheie a photon is ab 
soibed by the atom to tiansfei an election fiom a core state to an empty state above the 
Feimi level, aie in geneial much laigei The L2 з edges of TM and the M4 5 edges of RE 
have cioss sections in the oidei of 103 and 104 bain/atom (1 bain = 10 - 2 4 cm2 = 10 - 4 
A2), while only 1 10 bain/atom is typical foi neution scattenng The absoiption edges 
have eneigies which aie characteiistic foi each element and due to the dipole selection 
rules final states with different symmetries can be piobed choosing the right initial state 
The ensemble of these characteristics makes XAS a technique which can probe small 
amounts of material (~ 101 3 at/cm 2) in relatively short times (< 1 hr ), giving element 
and symmetry selected information 
In 1975, Eiskine and Stem [3] predicted that XAS, if peifoimed with polarized light, 
could also supplv magnetic infoi mation about the initial state of the absorption process 
Thole et al [4] showed that foi a laie eaith ion, whose giound state is split by a magnetic 
field, the hneshape of the M4 5 absoiption edges depends on the lelative orientation 
between the magnetization direction and the polanzation vector of the λ rays This 
effect is related to the Magneto Optical Ken Effect (MOKE), where an electron makes 
an optical transition fiom an occupied to an empty state inside the valence band Its 
inteipietation is theiefoie moie difficult than for λ ray dichroism, wheie the excited 
election comes fiom a coie state with a well defined eneigy and symmetiy 
The expeiimental pioof of χ ìaj diclnoism was given by Van dei Laan et al [5], 
measuiing teibium non garnets with lineally polaiized light The fiist experiments with 
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circularly polarized χ rays weie done in the high eneigy lange, wheie Schutz et al [6] 
found a small circular dichroism ( ~ 1% of the total signal) measuung the К edge of 
Fe Later, similar effects were found in the Л edges of other TM [7, 8] and the L 
edges of RE [9 13] For these edges the dichroism is relatively small ( < 5%) since the 
transitions are to empty ρ and d states, respectively, which aie polarized only indnectly 
through the interaction with the 3</ and 4/electrons In 1990, Chen et al measured 
Magnetic Circular X ray Dichroism (MCXD) in the L2 з edges of Ni [14] and of Co and 
Fe [15] and found effects as large as 20% This is due to the fact that for these edges 
the transitions take place directly to the empty 3d states, which are strongly polarized 
After that, the MCXD technique was also used for measuring magnetism in thin TM 
layers [16, 17], multilayers [18] and in RE, wheie stiong cuculai dichioism was found 
in the M4 s absoiption edges [19, 20], in agieement with the calculations of Thole et al 
[4] and Goedkoop et al [22, 23] The change m the intensity of the L3 and L2 edges 
upon reversal of the magnetic field already found some promising technical applications, 
like the imaging of magnetic domains using an χ ray micioscope [24] and taking element 
specific hysteiesis curves in alloys [25] 
Compaiing their MCXD data on Ni with band structure calculations, Chen et al 
found that they could get values foi the orbital and spin magnetic moment which agi eed 
well with values obtained with othei techniques [26] This agreement was also found 
by Jo and Sawatzky using a configuiation inteiaction appioach [27] Later, Thole et 
al [28, 29] showed that the integrated intensities of the MCXD and total absoiption 
spectra can be used dnectly to get values foi oibital and spin moments of the measuicd 
final state shell Then sum iules weie ìecently confumed by Wu et al [30] using a local 
density functional appioach 
This possibility of using MCXD to sepaiate oibital and spin contiibutions to the 
magnetic moments was used to show the inciease of the oibital moment in Co/Pd mul 
tilayers [31] and in Fe Co alloys [32] The sum iules aie still contioveisial esptcially 
since it is difficult to apply them expeumentally (see also Chaptei 3 5 2) Howevei, the 
fundamental possibility to study sepaiately spin and oibital moments m an element and 
symmetry selective way makes MXCD a veiy powerful technique in magnetic îeseaich 
Though the attention nowadays is mainly diawn by the cu culai dichioism, the fiist 
results were obtained m linear dichioism [5] It was shown aheady m two theses [23 33] 
and seveial papéis [34 41] that lineai dichioism can play an impoi tant iole in the study of 
magnetic and crystal fields, especially in RE Also in TM it can give magnetic liifoimation 
which can not be accessed with circulai dichioism, foi instance in anti feiromagnets 
[42, 43] In this thesis, it will be shown that it is the combination of lineai and circulai 
dichroism which can give the maximum of information on the iole of magnetic and ciystal 
fields in solids 
Scope of t h e thesis 
The woik piesented in this thesis investigates and spans a laige poition of the lange of 
applicability of soft χ raj dichioism The use of lineai dichroism foi studving magnetic 
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and crystal field effects in bulk and surface layers of RE and in thin layers of anti 
ferromagnetic NiO will be illustrated Circulai dichioism will be used to determine 
magnetic moments in bulk N1, epitaxial N1 layers on Fe and in Ni Fe alloys 
In Chapter 2 the theoretical background for the interpretation of the measurements 
piesented in this thesis will be biiefly intioduced It includes a simplified description of 
the îelation between XAS and dichioism, of light polaiization and of the sum iules 
In Chapter 3 a descnption of the expeiimental conditions will be given, including 
the piepaiation of the samples, the polaiization chaiactenstics of the used χ lays and 
the expeiimental pioblems involved in measunng dichioism 
In Chapter 4 the application of the sum iules and the dependence of the absorption 
edges on the incidence dnection and polaiization of the light will be illustrated using a 
well known system, a Ni(llO) single ciystal A similai expenment to lllustiate the powei 
of a combined use of lineai and cnculai dichioism will piesented in Chapter 7, where 
the íesults aie shown of nieasuiements on the M^
 5 edges of Tb and the L2 з edges of Fe 
in TbFe amoiphous films 
The influence of ci\stalline electiic fields and magneto ci)stalline anisotiopy on the 
magnetism of RE and TM was ahead} discussed \t suifaces, the ciystal fields aie 
usuallv diffeient fiom the bulk not only the svmmetiy of the ciystal field is lowei, but 
m geneial also its stiength is diffeient The influence of these (suiface) crystal fields 
become impoitant when thin layéis of TM oi RE aie e\apoiated on a TM crystal If the 
substrate is magnetic, the oveilayei could align its magnetic moment with that of the 
substiate This alignment is usually caused by an exchange mteiaction between the spins 
of the substiate and those of the oveilayei The ability of this exchange inteiaction to 
align the magnetic moment in theoverlayei depends on the size of the magneto crystalline 
anisotiopy In TM, the magneto ciystalhne anisotiopy is usually small, allowing an easy 
alignment of the monunts of TM lavéis deposited on magnetic substiates This will 
be shown loi thin la\eis of Ni on Fe in Chapter 5, wheie also the oibital and spin 
contnbutions to the total moment will be deteimined 
Foi thin layéis of KiO(lOO) giown on MgO the magnetic moments aie not dnected by 
an inteiaction with the substiate but aie a dnect consequence of the bieaking of the 3 
dimensionality In bulk NiO theie aie twelve equivalent dnections of easy magnetization, 
but in these thin layéis this is no longei the case Since NiO is anti ferromagnetic, it 
does not show cu culai dichioism (the net magnetization in any dnection is zeio) But 
measuiements with lineally polanzed \ lavs, piesented in Chapter 6, show that the 
magnetic moments aie aligned mainly along the suitace noimal Also the dependence of 
the Neel tempeiatuie on the thickness of the lavéis, studied with lineai χ lay dichioism, 
will be piesented in this chapU ι 
Foi RE o\eilayeis th< laig< magneto ci} stalline anisotiop\ makes an alignment of 
their magnetic moments difficult The dnect exchange inteiaction with a TM substiate 
is much smallei than for IM oveilayeis because the RE 4/and the 3d wave functions do 
not o\eilap These two effects togethei make that the level scheme of RE overlayers is 
mainly deteimined b> the suiface ciystal fields and not by a possible exchange inteiaction 
I 
with the substrate This will be shown in Chapter 8 
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Chapter 2 
Theoretical background 
In this chapter the theoretical background describing the physical origins of X ray dichro-
ïsm will be given Also the theoiy of light polaiization and its relation to dichroism will 
be shortly recalled Recent theoretical developments which increase the amount of infor 
mation which can be extracted ftom dichroism will be described 
2.1 XAS and dichroism 
In X-ray absorption a photon is absorbed by an atom, resulting in the transition of a 
coi e electron to an empty state just above the Fermi-level A schematic presentation of 
XAS and some other coie level spectioscopies is shown in Fig 2 1 
3 
Ы 
5 ^ 
N 
^ ^ ^ 
\C 
а.) Ь) c) tt) 
Fig. 2.1. Core level spectioscopies, from left to right (a) \ ray photoemission, (b) 
χ ray absoiption, (c) λ ray emission and (d) Augei electron spectioscopy 
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The cross section for the absoiption process is given by Fermi's Golden Rule 
W
absocJ2\(^f\P\^.) Γ HEt -Ej +Ehu) 
1 
(2 1) 
The first term on the right is the squared matrix element of the electromagnetic field 
operator Ρ between the initial state wavefunction Φ, and a final state wavefunction Φ/ 
The 6 function describes the conservation of energy In the dipole appioximation Ρ can 
be replaced by the momentum operator P , , wheie q accounts for the polanzation of the 
light if it is linearly polarized along the quantization axis, then 9 = 0, left and right 
circularly polarized light have q = -Ы and q = — 1, respectively 
The χ ray photon cames angular momentum one and no spin, thus tiansitionb can be 
made only between states which differ in angular momentum by one and have the same 
spin Δ/ = ± 1 and As = 0 (the dipole selection rules) The absoiption edges described 
in this thesis have as initial state the 2p level foi the tiansition metals and the 3d level 
for the rare earths So in the foimer case the 2p —+ nrf (n > 3) and 2p —• ms (m > 4) 
transitions are probed, m the latter the 3d—» n/(n > 4) and 3d —> mp (m > 6) transitions 
However, for TM the cross section foi transitions to the За final state is much laigei than 
to the other final states and the same holds for the 3d —» 4/transitions in RE 
When XAS is peiformed with polarized χ rays, some extra selection rules have to 
be taken into account, extending the lange of information available from this technique 
The polarization introduces a specific symmetry m the piobe which can be tuned to that 
possibly existing in the sample Cnculaily polarized light can then be used to show the 
existence of unidirectional asymmetnes along an axis, as m feiiomagnetic mateiials oi 
chiral molecules, while the presence of an axial symmetiy is better investigated by using 
linearly polarized light The experimental geometry to measure both kinds of dichroism 
is shown in Fig 2 2 
M 
M-
* 
h 
' 
Linear dichroism Circular dichroism 
Fig 2 2. Measuring geometry of linear (left) and circular diclnoism (light) 
In circular dichroism measuiements the piopagation dnection of the light is put pai 
allei to the symmetry direction in the sample and the absorption spectra are measured 
with left and right circularly polarized light The svmmetry is usually imposed by a mag 
netic field and the technique is called Magnetic Circular X ray Dichroism (MCXD) To 
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measuie linear dichroism, the spectra are taken with the electric vector of the (linearly 
polarized) light parallel and perpendicular to the symmetry axis Since linear dichro 
ism can be caused both by magnetic and crystal field effects, which not always can be 
sepaiated, it will be referred to just as Linear X-ray Dichroism (LXD) 
In this thesis two cases of χ ray dichroism in absorption spectra will be presented in 
the 2p —> 3d (LÌ 3) absorption edges of N1 and in the 3d —• if (M4 5) edges of the Rare 
Earths (RE) Since the 4/ electrons are localized, the dichroism in the M4 5 edges can be 
very well treated using an atomic approach This does not work for the L2 3 edges in the 
TM, for which two models aie commonly used, one based on a configuration interaction 
approach and the other on a one electron picture They will be described in the following 
sections 
The free ion 
For a free atom or ion the wavefunctions Φ, and Φ/ can be replaced by atomic wave-
functions, charactenzed by a set of quantum numbeis in what follows only the quantum 
numbers J (the total momentum) and M (the projection of J on the quantization axis, 
with —J < M < J) will be used explicitly Denoting the ground state Φ, by \JM), the 
Schiodinger equation for the system becomes 
Ho\JM)=E0\JM) (2 2) 
The mati ix element in Eq 2 1 can be separated into a radial and an angulai part according 
to the Wignei Eckait theorem [1,2] and becomes 
(J'M'|Pq|JM) = (-1) · '--«^ _JM, J ¿j(J' | |P| |J) (2 3) 
where the pnmes denote final state quantum numbers Jmax is the bigger of J and J' (Ref 
3, Eq 107 6) The second term on the right is the Wigner 3-j symbol, which dictates the 
distribution of the linestrength of the J —» J ' line ovei its different M —» M' components 
The Wignei 3 j symbol is non-zero only if \J — 1| < J' < J + 1 and M' = M + q The 
polarization of the light q determines the possible AM = M' — M transitions 
In the following the noimalization factoi m Eq 2 3 (whose modulus is always one) 
will be diopped The cioss section foi a tiansition from an initial state with quantum 
numbeis J and M' to a final state with J' and M' , excited by light with polarization q, 
is written as 
°
4JIA») = 4*2α0Λ./ ( _JM' I L ) К Л И | . / ) № . - E¡ + hu) (2 4) 
The factoi befoie the 3 j symbol and the δ function will not change in what follows, and 
will be diopped foi convenience 
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Since \J - 1| < J' < J + 1, and M' = M' + q, Eq 2 4 can be wiitten as 
wheie Л" = 0 , ± 1 Summing over q this becomes, using the sum rules for the squared 
matrix elements (Ref 3, Eq 107 11) 
^A = 2jVï l (J + A ' l |P | |J) |2 
Since a'j ¡s is independent of M' and the number of M values is 2J + 1, summing over 
M' gives 
ajh = (2J + \)σ)h -\(J + K\\P\\J)\2 (2 6) 
The aj A functions have been calculated in the atomic appioach for all the RE ions [4, 5), 
their sum over К gives the total absoiption cioss section aj of the flee ion in its ground 
state Equation 2 6 represents the cioss section for the transitions nom a ground state 
with total momentum J to all the final states with J' = J + h 
Writing down the cioss-section for transitions from a specific state \JM'), induced by 
q polanzed light and summed ovei the possible AJ values, gives 
(2 7) 
This îepresents the absoiption cioss section fiom an initial state \J V') induced by lineai 
paiallel (q = 0), left {q = +1) and light (q = —1) cnculaily polanzed light 
Summing Eq 2 7 ovei all the initial states M' gives (Ref 3 Eq 107 12) 
^ = ^ Σ Κ ^ + Λ | | Ρ | Μ ) | 2 = ^ Σ ^ Α = ^ σ , V? (2 8) 
J
 к ' л
 J 
ι e the spectia aie identical foi an\ polaiization ot the light which is consistent with 
the fact that a sphencal symmetiy can not induce dichioism 
The perturbed ion 
From the pievious discussion it follows that the ongin of dichioism must be an uneven 
occupation of the diffeient M states in that case, the sum ovei all initial states A/leadmg 
to Eq 2 8 must be îeplaced by a weighted sum, including the occupation numbeis of the 
different M states An uneven occupation can only occui when the sphencal symmetiy 
of the fiee ion is bioken by an external potential that lilts the (2J + 1) degeneiacy ol the 
ground state The dichioism enteis thiough the dependence of the 3j symbol on q This 
has been descnbed extensively in the papéis oi Ihole et al [6, 7] and Goedkoop et al 
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[4] and in the theses of Goedkoop [5] and Kappeit [8] With lespeet to their formalism, 
some simplifying assumptions are made in the description used here 
Consider a pertuibation Kintioduced on the free ion giound state, defining a new hamil 
tonian H = Ho + Vwith eigenstates \4lj) and eigenvalues E¡ 
Н|Ф}) = Я , М ) 
A fiist assumption made heie is that V can be íestiicted to peiturbations which are 
small enough not to mix levels fiom the ground state and fiom the first excited state 
of the free ion, ι e peiturbations which are small compared to the spin orbit splitting, 
which for the RE ions is of the order of a few tenths of eV [9] In this case the new 
eigenstates can be wntten as 
1 
whoie / gives again the sum ovei states with diffeient M Evpty |Φ^) is thus a linear 
combination of the eigenstates \JM') of the fiee ion giound state The relative weights 
o,j aie such, that the eigenstates |Φ^) aie orthonormal, ι e (Φ^|Φ$) = ¿jjt 
A second hypothesis involves the energy location of the absorption lines In the 
following the assumption will be made that the lines are still located at their energy 
position in the unperturbed case This corresponds to neglecting the energy separation 
of the peiturbed levels, both in the initial and final state In the initial state the energy 
only enteis the calculation thiough the occupation numbeis of the pertuibed levels, 
which aie given by a Boltzmann distilbution This assumption appears quite drastic 
the difference between the conect atomic calculation and this appioximate model would 
be evident in a bai diagiam ol the absorption lines, but it can be justified as long as the 
eneigy sepaiation is small compaied to the eneigy iesolution in the XAS expenment 
The eneigy iesolution at ~ 1000 eV, including coie hole and instiumental bioadening, is 
about 600 S00 meV, ι e of the same oidei as the eneigy sepaiation between the ground 
and fust excited state of the fiee ion If the fiist oidei peituibation theory (given by the 
first condition) is applicable, than also this second hypothesis is fulfilled automatically 
In this simplified view the new level scheme of the giound state is completely defined 
by the paiameters {atJ} and {E,} It will be shown now how the dichioism depends on 
these paiameters 
The final states foi the χ ¡л) absoiption can be wntten as 
\K) = Eb'f\J'M') 
ι 
wheie / is the index for the diffeient M' states, and the |Φ^/) eigenstates are again 
orthonoimal Denoting with s ' J the absorption cioss section of the initial state |Φ^) one 
has 
*V-j-= Σ al^b^JJ'M'lP.lJM^iJ'M-^lJM'r 
Jiklm 
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where к and m are the indices for the states with different M and M' of the ()" term. 
Since the | í j , ) eigenstates are orthonormal, for every J ' , £)ƒ b¡ib*¡m = 6¡m, hence 
41.;. = ΣΧα,,μ'Μ' \Pq\JM') (j'M' |P9! J M T 
liti 
Applying again the Wigner-Eckart theorem on both matrix elements and considering 
that the 3-j symbols are real numbers, this gives: 
4 1 , = ΣΧ«Μ ( _м< \ M' ) ( -м< I ¿ ) WWW? (2Л°) 
Using the selection rule for Δ Μ introduces a δ,к ¿Μ·+Ο,Μ' term giving: 
^ , = ÇKI2(_ ( i l/ '+ç) J ¿,) іИІЛГ (2.11) 
Indicating again J' as J + A' with A = —1,0,1 
(2.12) 
where <7j ' is the absorption cross section for the unperturbed atomic level \JM) of Eq. 2.7. 
Each level |Φ^) of the perturbed ground state has an occupation probability η3{Τ) given 
by the Boltzmann distribution 
>ъ(Л - - — ж 
Σ,-e π 
where г gives the sum over all levels of the perturbed ground state. The total cross 
section for a fixed polarization of the light can then be written as 
1 
or 
s'ÁT) = Σ 
where σ4/ are the polarization dependent free-ion components of the cross-section, which 
are modulated by the term in brackets, that only contains the parameters {E}, a4) defin­
ing the perturbed level scheme. Hence, the relation between dichroism and perturbation 
is well established. 
For the 4/ levels of the RE this atomic approach can very well be used. With a 
known description of the perturbed level scheme (from for instance neutron scattering 
Σ 
-a 
ErC ι ί 
ЯЛ 
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data) one can deduce the temperature and penalization dependent absorption of rare 
earth ions More interesting is the possibility to use the reverse path, measure the x-ray 
dichroism to deteimine the perturbed level scheme A limitation, however, is that the 
amount of dichioic stiuctuie usually is not veiy laige, so that many spectra at diffeient 
angles and tempeiatures aie needed to accurately fit all the parameters involved in the 
calculations Still then, what is measured are only mean values of Mj (circular dichroism) 
and M2j (linear dichioism) and the coirespondence between level scheme and dichroism 
is not unique different level schemes having the same mean values at every temperature 
are not discernible with dichroism It is therefore usually more convenient to calculate 
an approximate level scheme on the basis of supposed or likely CEF symmetries and/or 
magnetic fields and then check the agreement with the expenmentally obtained dichroism 
Magnetic χ ray dichroism (a Zeeman splitting of the giound state) is of course included 
in this desciiption It conesponds to a peiturbed level scheme with at] = ¿,j and E2 = 
Eo + ßegHMj, where μβ is the Bohr magneton, g is the Lande factor for the considered 
RE and H is the magnetic field stiength The entue polaiization and temperature 
dependence of the absorption is then determined by two paiameters only the direction 
(q) and intensity (H) of the magnetic field 
The mam diffeience between the appioach descubed hete and the one used in Ref 
4-S is the neglect of the splitting in the final state The advantage is that in this way one 
only needs the thiee AJ selected spectra of the free ion and the lest of the calculation 
can easily be done This takes less time and space than doing the full atomic calculations 
and is paiticulaily useful when a lot of data have to be fitted, oi when the code of Cowan 
[10] to calculate the atomic spectra is not available The appioach as presented hei e will 
be used in Chapteis 7 and 8 to calculate dichroism in TbFe amorphous films and in RE 
oveílayéis 
Transition metals 
The id elections in the TM are moie delocahzed and the giound state can not be de-
scribed by atomic theoiy The interaction between rf-electrons on diffeient sites is of 
the same order as the Coulomb and exchange inteiactioiis between ¿-elections on the 
same site (a few eV) and can not be consideied a small peituibation anymore J and 
Mj aie no long« good quantum numbeis The dichioism m tiansition metals, both in 
absoiption and photo emission, has been the subject of a great deal of theoretical papers 
[11-16] One model used to explain cnculai dichroism is based on a one electron picture 
the density of states above the Feimi level is calculaled using band stiucture theoiy, in-
cluding exchange splitting and spin oibit coupling [14, 15] in the 3d band In this model 
the shape of the XAS spectium can be well explained and also a qualitative explanation 
of the dichioism can be given The exact size and shape of the MCXD can, however, 
not be leproduced veiy well Bettei íesults can piobably be obtained if the effect of the 
core hole is propeily included, oi using a configuiation miei action approach, to take into 
account many body effects [12, 13] Until now only the MCXD in Ni has been reproduced 
accuiately A compiehensive íeview of this theoiy has been given by Stohr and Wu [17], 
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including a more quantitative treatment In what follows, the circulai dichroism, with 
N1 as example, will be discussed only qualitatively More details will be given in the 
Chapters 4 and 5, where experimental examples of MCXD in N1 will be piesented 
In the Stonei model [18], the paitly empty d-band can be divided into two subbands, 
one with spin-up and one with spin down, without an oibital moment In magnetic 
materials the exchange interaction between the election spins causes an energy difference 
between the two bands (the exchange splitting) which in the TM is about 1 2 eV [19] 
This energy diffeience causes that one band (the "majonty" band) is moie filled than 
the other (the "minority" band) In a magnetic field H applied along the +z duection, 
electrons with spin down (in the —z-direction) will have the lowei energy (election spins 
direct themselves against the magnetic field, M
s
 = — 2^д5 [20]) and thus form the 
majority band 
Consider the case of 2p absoiption Left Circulaily Polanzed (LCP) light tiavelling 
along +z gives rise to transitions with Arn = +1 ( — 1 foi RCP light) Since the electnc 
vector only acts on the orbital paits of the election wave functions, this îesults in tian 
sitions with Δ7η/ = +1( —1) and Δ?7?5 = 0 In the absence of a connection between the 
spin and oibital pait of the election angulai momentum both I,( Ρ and RCP light will 
excite 50% elections with spin up and 50% with spin down 
The situation changes when spin oibit coupling is piesent Calculations show that in 
that case, LCP light excites 37 5% spin down and 67 5% spin-up electrons at the L3 edge 
(75% and 25%, respectively, at the L2 edge) Dichroism will occur when elections with 
different spins have a different possibility to be absorbed into the d-band, 1 e when the 
d band is exchange split Foi instance, if the spin-down band is completely filled, only 
electrons with spin up can undergo the 2p —» 3d tiansition Then, at the L3 edge, LCP 
light will be absoibed moie than RCP light, and the opposite at the L2 edge 
In the absence of an oibital moment in the 3d shell the dichioism at the 2p3/2 and 
2pi/2 edges would have the same absolute value, with opposite sign II the spin orbit 
splitting is incorpoiated in the 3d states as well, this will no loagei be tiue In that case, 
the initial state (with one d-hole foi N1) will split in 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 paits and the dipole 
selection rules show that the 3d5/2 initial state can only conti ìbute intensity to the 2ρ3/2 
final state Increasing of the spin oibit coupling will mciease the 3dr,/2 chaiactei in the 
ground state [21] and thus the 2p3/2 2pi/2 branching ìatio [11] Ih i s will also be leflected 
in the dichroism, leading to a MCXD cioss section which is laigei foi the L3 than foi the 
L2 edge In fact, the diffeience between the absolute values of the two cioss sections can 
be used directly to calculate the oibital contnbution to the total moment (see Section 
2 3) 
2.2 Light polarization and dichroism 
Experimentally available x-rays are usually not 100% polanzed This is especially the 
case for circulaily polanzed light To get quantitative lnfoimation out of MCXD measuie 
ments it is necessary to know the polanzation chaiactenstics of the used λ lays In this 
IS 
section some formulas will be piesented which leíate the size of the obseived dichroism 
to the rate of polanzation of the light For an extended desciiption of the polarization 
charactenstics of light see, foi instance, the books of Born and Wolf [22] and Guenther 
[23] 
Consider a plane, monochiomatic electiomagnetic wave, tiavellmg in the z-direction 
Since the electric and magnetic field vectois lie in the plane noimal to the propaga 
tion direction, the component of the field in the dnection of propagation is zero The 
components of the wave can then be written 
ET = Äe{a,e-<T+i '>} 
Ey = Яе{а2е-<т+іЦ 
Ez = 0 
wheie r = u>t — kz, к = - and ¿1,2 aie the relative phases of the two waves The most 
general case of a polanzed light wave is that foi which the electnc vectoi as a function 
of time, at a fixed point in space, descubes an ellipse with axes a^ and а 2 (elliptically 
polanzed light), as shown in Fig 2 3 
Some special cases anse foi specific values of -g* = ^2 e ' ' 6 г *ι) = 22
 e
 l 4 
a) If 6 = Ϊ777Γ, with m = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , , then ψ = ( - l ) m f and the light is linearly 
polanzed 
b) For ay = a 2 and δ = ^, •=* = e _ ,2 = —г, giving light (Όι right-handed) circulaily 
polanzed light 
c) If αϊ — «2 and δ = — | , then -g" — e 'i = г and the light is said to be left (or left-handed) 
cu culai lij polai i:ed 
With right cncxdaily polarized, foi an obseiver looking against the direction of propa­
gation of the light the dnection of lotation of the electnc vectoi is clockwise The hehcity 
of the light is said to be negative (see next Section) Left cnculaily polanzed lotates 
anti-clockwise, and has positive hehcity 
An alteinatne way to compose a light wave of geneial polanzation is to take two 
cnculaily polanzed waves with ladn Er¡ and Er2 and opposite hehcities In this case 
one gets lineali) polanzed light if E,\ and Eri aie equal The dnection of polanzation 
will depend on the ìelatne phase of the two components If Eri 01 E,2 is zeio the lesult 
is cnculaily polanzed light, il botli of them aie nonzeio and Ε
τί
 φ E
r2 the wave is 
elliptically polanzed 
A beam of polanzed photons can cause diffeient tiansitions, depending both on its 
polarization and on the ìelative onentation of its piopagation dnection and the (magnetic 
01 ciystal field) quantization axis in the piobed sample The component of the electric 
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Rotation 
Left 
Right 
Helicity 
Positive 
Negative 
M o m e n t u m 
+h 
-h 
Spin 
up 
down 
Δ Mj 
+ 1 
1 
Table 2 1 Comparison of different conventions used to descube ciicularly polarized light 
vector of the light along the quantization axis will cause transitions with AM = 0, the 
component perpendiculai to this axis will give AM = +1 and/οι AM = — 1, depending 
on the polanzation A photon of left handed cuculai polanzation, tiavelling along the 
quantization axis, is associated with an angulai momentum + 1 (in units of Γι) along 
this axis and is theiefore said to have positive helicity Upon absorption the photon 
momentum is transferred to the absorbing atom, which theiefoie will have its momentum 
M j increased by one (AMj = +1) for left-circularly polarized light and decreased by one 
(AMj = —1) for right circularly polarized light Since lineari) polaiized light can be 
composed of two circularly polarized waves with opposite hehcities it can give rise both 
to transitions with AMj — + 1 and with AMj = — 1, ш equal piopoitions Elhptically 
polarized light will cause a mixture of AMj = +1 and AMj = —1 tiansitions the ratio 
between them depending on the rate of polai izatwn of the light, as shown below 
In the liteiatuie about MCXD seveial conventions aie used to descube the polai 
ization of the light the spin of the photons (up oi clown), the angulai momentum (+h 
or —h), the polanzation dnection (left oi light) and the helicity (positive oi negative) 
In table 2 1 they are collected These are the conventions used m optics, but it has 
to be noted that in the literature about MCXD sometimes diffeient conventions have 
been used Also given are the AMj transitions they give rise to, if the magnetization 
direction and the propagation dnection of the light aie paiallel Since the Mj is defined 
with respect to the magnetization dnection, leveismg tins dnection will in tei change the 
transitions the polarized light will give use to This is also the pioceduie noimally used 
to measure MCXD to get the absoiption foi the two opposite hehcities of the light the 
polanzation dnection of the light is fixed and the magnetization dnection is ie\eised 
The most convenient way to chaiactenze the state of polanzation of a wave is to use 
the Stokes parameters ь0, Si, s2 and s3, with 
So = a\ + al 
2 1 
*i = α, — a¿ 
*2 = 2aj«2 cos δ 
¿3 = 2<ϊι<Ϊ2 sin ò 
For cuculai dichioism s0 (the total flux density ) and s-¡ (the diffeience between the flux 
density tiansmitted bv a light cuculai polaii7ei and a left cuculai polanzei) aie the most 
impoitant If the axes of the ellipse aie chosen along the ¡ and y axes, then δ = ± ^ 
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The ι ate of cnculai polaiization (01 the ellipticity) of a light wave (£2) is wntten as 
s 3 _ ±2αια 2 
& — ~ — ~T~;—2 
where the plus sign holds foi left elhptically and the minus sign foi right elhptically 
polarized light Fiom the definition of s0 and s3 it can be seen that this is equal to 
(h — IR)/(IL + IR) wheie II (OC £^1) a n d ^я (oc E^2) aie the intensities of the left and 
light cncularly polaiized components 
Using the equalities E
rl = ^(αι + α2) and Ετ2 — \((i\ — a2) (see Fig 2 3) one can write 
foi the fi actional intensities of left and light polaiized light 
'- = 7ϊ^ = ^ $ 4 ( 1 - 6 ) 
To figuie out what the influence of £2 1S °n the measuied absoiption spectia, we 
wnte down the absorption cioss sections of the measuied matenal toi the two opposite 
dnections of the magnetization 
σ
\ =
 σ
+Ι+ +
 σ
-Ι- = 1(
σ
+ + σ~) + \ξ2(σ+ - σ~) 
(2 13) 
σ
ί =
 σ
+Ι- + σ"/+ = ί(σ++σ-) + \ξ2(σ~ - σ+) 
Heie σ + and σ~ aie the paitial cioss sections foi left and light cncularly polarized 
light, îespectively, and σ 1 and σ* aie the cioss sections foi left and light elhptically 
polaiized light, with late of cnculai polaiization £2 Summing the two equations of 2 13 
and taking the diffeience gives 
σ~ + σ+ = σ' + с' 
(2 14) 
СУ — ( Τ τ = ; 
Í 2 
Fiom Eq 2 14 it can easily be seen that to get the MCXD cui ve foi a 100% cncularly 
polaiized beam the measuied cui ve has to be divided by the tate of cnculai polaiization 
of the beam used The sum of spectia taken with the two opposite dnections of magne 
tization is 1ю\\едеі independent of this tate and equal to a specti 11111 taken with lmeaily 
polaiized light 
2.3 Sum rules 
Knowing the late ol polaiization of the light the intensities of the MCXD and total 
absoiption spectia can 111 pnnciple be used to get quantitative infoimation about the 
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magnetic moments in the measiued material Recently, sum rules have been derived 
by Thole et al [24] and Cana et al [25] which ìelate the giound state expectation 
values of the orbital momentum (Lz) and the spin momentum (52) to the experimental 
spectra The ζ subscript means that the components of the total momenta projected on 
the propagation dnection of the \ lays aie measured Since λ ray absoiption spectia are 
used, these sum rules give information which is element and symmetry specific, ι e at 
the L2 3 edges of TM one measures the local 3d momenta, at the M4 s edges of RE the 
4/momenta An extensive denvation of the sum rules can be found in Refs 24 and 25, 
while some more intuitive approaches have been proposed by Altaielh [26] and Jo [27] 
In this section, only the íesults will be given 
The fust sum rule concerns the oibital momentum It was shown that (Lz) is piopoi 
tional to the mtegiated intensity of the diffeience between the spectia taken foi opposite 
hehcities of the incoming λ lays Foi an edge which is spin 01 bit split the intensity for 
both components must be taken The expression for the (L ) sum iule is 
2 f ( / + l ) ( 4 f + 2 - n ) /ω, - μΤο, , 9 , 
{ z i
 / ( / + l ) + 2 - c ( c + l ) /4, +/To« +/*?„« y~ ' 
In this foimula / is the oibital quantum numbei of the final state of the absoiption 
process, с of the core state, η is the numbei of elections in the valence shell and μ*01 , μ,~, 
and μ°
ίο1 aie the total (mtegiated ovei both spin oibit split edges) absoiption coefficients 
for a magnetic field ìespectively pai allei, anti paiallel and peipendiculai to the photon 
angulai momentum vectoi Foi L2 3 edges of TM / = 2 {Id) and с = 1 (2/;) giving 
(L
z
) — 2(10 - n)(ßfot - μϊ0ί)/{μΐοί + that + μ°οί) The appioximation used to denve this 
sum rule is that the diffeience in the ïadial paits foi the tiansition matnx elements 
for both edges aie neglected According to Thole et al [24], the eiioi made by this 
approximation is of the order of 1% foi L2 3 edges of Zd TM, but this is still contioveisial 
Wu et al [28] give an estimate of the theoretical eiioi in the (Lz) sum iule of 10%, based 
on calculations on some model systems 
The sum iule foi the expectation value of the spin momentum is less acculate than the 
oibital one, since it involves moie appioximations The lull expitssion foi (f ), applied 
to the L21 edges of TM, states 
= Hio-n)
 χ
 < - μ;- 2 (,+ - „г, ) _ 3
 5 χ 
2 μΐα + /'toi + μ°οΐ 
where μ]+ and μ3_ aie the partial absoiption cioss sections foi final states with a c + | and 
а с — \ core hole (here lespectively the L3 and the L2 edge) and (Tz) is the expectation 
value of the magnetic dipole opeiatoi 
Apart fiom the neglect of the diffeience in the ïadial paits of the tiansition matnx 
elements, the extia appioximations made in denving and apphing this sum iule aie 
i) The spin oibit splitting of the coie hole is supposed to be big enough to piev«nt 
mixing of the two edges due to Coulomb inteiactions in the final state In TM L2 3 
?2 
edges this is usually not the case, making an exact separation of the two μ}+ and μ^ _ 
components as made in formula '2.16 incorrect. The error made in this approximation 
decreases as the spin-orbit splitting increases. Carra et al. [25] estimate that at the end 
of the 3(/TM series (Ni) it is small (< 5%). It has an influence only on the spin sum rule, 
because for the orbital moment the L2 and L3 intensities are summed and a separation 
is thus not necessary. 
ii) The (Т
г
) is thought to be sufficiently quenched to be negligible with respect to 
(Sz). (Tz) provides a measure of the anisotropy of the field of the spins when the atomic 
cloud is distorted, either by the spin-orbit interaction or by crystal-field effects. This same 
distortion of the atomic cloud also gives rise to a quadrupole moment (M7) and thus to 
the existence of linear dichroism. For mateiials presenting a strong linear dichroism this 
approximation might thus, not be valid. 
In the beginning of the TM series the errors made by these approximations can be 
large. For Cr, for instance, the first approximation can already give rise to an incertainty 
of 50% in the derived value of (S
:
) [29]. For Ni metal, the only element on which the 
sum rules are applied in this thesis, the errors made are relatively small (< 10%). The 
procedure used to apply the sum rules on the experimental spectra (see Section 3.5.2) 
probably introduces larger errors. The sum rule for the orbital moment is not influenced 
by the first two approximations and is thus more precise for all TM. 
Point ii) of the discussion above applies mainly for metallic TM. For TM ions, (Т
г
) 
can be calculated quite accurately if the symmetry of the CEF is known. In the case 
of the RE. the spin-orbit coupling is usually much larger than the CEF and numerical 
values for (T
:
) can be calculated from the atomic properties [30]. 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental details 
In this chapter a short description of the experiments will be given, including informa­
tion about the beamline, the preparation and characterization of the samples and the 
collection of the absorption spectra. Some experimental limitations in performing x-ray 
dichroism measurements are discussed. 
3.1 The beamline 
Bending magnet 
1.24 m 
Divergence (h xv) 
5x2 mrad 
Experiment 
И Е 5 
Fig. 3.1. Beamline SA22 at SuperACO (LURE). 
A major part of the experiments described in this thesis has been performed on 
beamline SA'2'2 of the storage ring SuperACO in the Laboratoire pour l'Utilisation de 
Rayonnement Electromagnétique (LURE) in Orsay (France). In general, there are two 
or twenty-four bunches of positrons stored in the ring, with an energy of 800 MeV. The 
critical energy is 670 e\'. the vertical emittance is l .Sx lO - 8 mrad (at 24 bunches, 400 
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mA and lifetime τ = 5hr) and the horizontal emittance 3.7 χ I O - 8 mrad. The x-rays for 
beamline SA22 are originating from a bending magnet and the general setup is shown in 
Fig. 3.1. The most important parts for the experiments are the filter (1), the horizontal 
(2) and vertical (3) slits, the monochromator (4) and the I 0 section (5). 
The filter (1) consists of a 1.1 μπι thick carbon foil and is meant to attenuate the 
low energy part of the radiation (visible and ultraviolet light), which is not sufficiently 
suppressed by the monochromator and can give rise to many intraband transitions, es­
pecially in the Rare Earths, and thus to a high background. The filter also reduces the 
power falling onto the first crystal by about 50% [1]. The first slits (2) define the hori­
zontal beam size: they have no influence on the rate of polarization, the resolution and 
the flux density of photons falling onto the sample, but only on the size of the beam 
and thus on the total number of photons. The vertical slits (3) have a more important 
function since their position defines the selected vertical section of the beam, and thus 
the rate of circular polarization of the light (Section 3.2). Beside the position also the 
width of the slits is of importance: it influences the energy resolution since it defines the 
angular spread with which the x-rays enter the monochromator (4). This is a two crystal 
monochromator (Fig. 3.1) equipped with Beryl (1010) crystals. The energy is selected 
according to the Bragg condition: Λ = 2dsm9 => E(eV) =
 Jd¿
 θ
. For Beryl (10Ϊ0) 
2d is 15.594 A [2]. For a perfect crystal, the energy resolution is mainly determined by 
the divergence of the incoming beam (Δ0) and by the fact that only a limited number 
of lattice planes contributes to the scattering, due to the finite penetration depth of the 
X-rays into the crystal [3]. Beryl crystals are, however, never perfect but show a mosaic 
spread, an angular distribution of small perfect domains, giving rise to an extra decrease 
in the resolution. In the energy range used in this thesis, Ε/ΔΕ is about 3000. The 
second crystal, apart from increasing the resolution, is mainly meant to keep the out­
going beam in the same position by a simultaneous angular and horizontal movement. 
The reflection of the x-rays on the two crystals strongly influences the polarization, as 
explained in Section 3.2. 
After the monochromator, the x-rays are led through the 10 section (5) which consists 
of an Al foil with a thickness of 0.8 /im. The L absorption edges of Al are around 100 
eV and the K-edge is at 1560 eV: in the energy region of the Ni L2,3 edges and the RE 
M4i5 edges (about 800-1500 eV) the transmission through the 0.8 /xm Al-foil is about 
80%. The Io signal is used to normalize the measured signal to the number of incoming 
photons. 
3.2 Polarization of the x-rays on beamline SA22 
The easiest way to describe the polarization of x-rays emitted by the insertion devices 
of a storage ring (like bending magnets or undulators) is to decompose them into two 
linearly polarized waves. The polarization characteristics of these waves can then be 
described with Bessel functions, with shapes that can be found in several textbooks [4]. 
In Fig. 3.2 they are shown for the case of a bending magnet for the horizontal (parallel 
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to the plane of the ring) and veitical components (perpendicular to this plane) of the 
emitted beam 
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Fig. 3.2. Normalized intensity of lioiizontally (dashed) and vertically (solid) polarized 
components of ч rays coming from a bending magnet, as a function of -уф and for two values 
(Ahvjhvc (see text) 
For a fixed eneigy of the photons, the polarization depends on the angle φ that the 
beam makes with the plane of the ling The cntical eneigy liv
c
 depends on seveial 
parameteis, like the eneigy of the paiticles (elections oi positions) and the diameter of 
the storage nng The paiametei 7 m the \ axis is equal to E/m0c
2
 wheie E is the energy 
of the pai tides in the stoiage nng and mo is the ι est mass of an election/positron As can 
be seen, the light emitted in the plane of the nng is 100% linearly polarized independent 
of the eneigy (in piactice theie is always "natural", unpolanzed light piesent) Going 
out of the plane the late of cncular polanzation incieases, its hehcity depending on the 
sense of rotation of the paiticles (and not on its natuie it is the same for electrons and 
positions) If foi instance, like in SupeiACO, the paiticles run through the nng in a 
clockwise clnection, looking on the nng fiom above, the light is light cnculaily polanzed 
(negative hehcit} ) above the plane of the nng At a fixed angle between piopagation 
dnection of the light and the plane of the nng the late of с 11 culai polanzation depends 
on the eneigy of the photons the highei the eneigy, the lowei the iate of polanzation 
(and the lowei the ielati\e intensity) 
This OK ig} dependence of tlu polanzation of the light is much stionger after the 
monochmmatoi The ìeflectivity of the ciystals is not the same foi the two peipendicular 
polarization components of the light Accoiding to classical optics, the leflectivity for 
p-polanzed light (with the polanzation vectoi in the plane of scattenng) is piopoitional 
to 1"^;+%] and for s-polanzed light to " " I ^ ^ l j The leflectivity foi p-polanzed light is 
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zero if tan 2{θ, + 0,) —> oo, or 0, + 0¡ = f. This happens for the angle of incidence which is 
called the Brewster angle and can be calculated using the condition tan од = ^ , where n, 
and щ are the refractive indices for air/vacuum and the reflecting medium, respectively. 
For X-rays, both of them are usually (away from absorption edges) very close to one, 
resulting in a Brewster angle given by tan од и 1 =}· ßfl Й 45°. Putting this value in the 
formula for the Bragg condition gives E ~ 1100 eV. This means that for elements which 
have an absorption edge close to this energy no circularly polarized light is available after 
the monochromator, even if before the monochromator the light were 100% circularly 
polarized. Detailed calculations were done by the group of Krill (especially Phillippe 
Sainctavit and Dominique Lefebvre) for the rate of circular polarization as function of 
energy and distance from the plane of the ring [5]. These calculations were done for the 
asymmetric wiggler of beamline SU22 in SuperACO, but are expected not to differ too 
much for a bending magnet. 
Fig. 3.3. Rate of circular polar­
ization of the light emitted 1 mrad 
below the plane (see text), after the 
monochromator. 
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In Fig. 3.3, the rate of circular polarization, after the monochromator, of the light 
emitted 1.0 mrad below the plane is plotted as a function of the photon energy. In 
Table 3.1 the energies of the M4ir, absorption edges of the rare earths, which have been 
measured in this thesis, and the energy of the Ni L2,3 edges are reported, together with 
the corresponding rate of circular polarization of the light. 
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Energy (eV) 
Pol. rate 
Ni L3 
853 
0 54 
Ni L2 
870 
0 46 
Pr M5 
923 
0 24 
Pr M4 
948 
0 17 
Gd M5 
1190 
0 03 
Gd M4 
1221 
0 05 
Tb M5 
1241 
0 065 
Dy M5 
1292 
0 12 
Table 3 1 Energy and rate of circular polarization at 1 0 mrad for the absorption edges 
reported in this thesis 
3.3 Sample preparation and characterization 
Many of the expenments described in this thesis were done on single crystals of Transition 
Metals or on oveilayéis deposited on them The quality of the samples and especially 
their suifaces aie thus of majoi impoitance In this section the piepaiation of the samples 
and the techniques used to chaiactenze them will be descnbed 
3.3.1 Transition Metal single crystals 
Foi this thesis, three single ciystals were used Cu(110), Ni(110) and Fe(100) In all 
cases, the dimensions of the sample were about 10x5x1 mm The Cu and Ni crystals 
weie cut by spaik eiosion fiom biggei single ciystals and mechanically polished using 
diamond grains down to 0 25 μτη They weie annealed in a ~ 5 x l 0 - 4 mbar hydrogen 
flow at 650°C foi 12 houis to lemove contaminants, mainly sulphui, fiom the bulk The 
Fe(100) single tiystal was cleaned and polished by the manufactuiei It contained about 
3% of Si foi stabilization Before each evapoiation oi Ni oi Raie Earths on this ciystal, 
we fiist evapoiated some Fe (~ 10 Â), followed by a slight annealing to 150°C, to have a 
clean, bcc Fe suiface 
^ 
/ ( 110 ) 
(1-11) 
Fig. 3.4. Mounting of the TM sin 
gle ciystals The shown orientation 
is for the Ni(110) and Cu(110) single 
crystals 
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The Ni and Cu crystals had their long side parallel to the [111] axis of the fee structure, 
the Fe to the [010] axis of the bec stiucture These aie easy axes of magnetization for N1 
and Fe, respectively The crystals were mounted on a soft non yoke, clamped by К type 
thermocouple wires, and could be heated by electron bombardment from the back side 
(Fig 3 4) The sampleholdei was mounted on the cold fingei of a ciyostat and electncally 
separated from it by sapphire plates The cryostat could be cooled with liquid nitiogen 
or liquid helium and a lowest temperature of appioximately 50 К was reached on the 
crystal 
After being introduced into the Ultia High Vacuum chamber (base pressure 1 x l O - 1 0 
mbar) the crystals were cleaned by repeated cycles of ion bombaidment and annealing 
In Fig 3 5, a typical Augei Electron Spectioscopy (ALS) spectrum is shown of the Fe 
crystal after cleaning the contamination (C S and O) is below the detection limit, about 
5% of a monolayer Aftei cleaning and annealing, the Low Eneigy Election Diffiaction 
(LEED) patterns were checked to see if the sulfa«, leconstiuction was conect 
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Fig 3 5 Den\ati\e of an AES spec. 
tium taken on clean Fe(100) 
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Fig 3 6 MOKE cui\es taken on 
llie middle (top) and on an edge of the 
Fe(100) civstal 
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The Ni and Fe ciystals could be magnetized by passing a cuirent (either pulsed or 
continuous) thiough the wnes aiound the horseshoe magnet Fiom ex-situ measure-
ments, the magnetic field was estimated to be about 100 Gauss per Ampere of current. 
The magnetic quality of the crystals was checked with the Magneto Optical Kerr Effect 
(MOKE), using a polanzation modulation technique [6] In Chapter 4, MOKE curves 
will be shown taken on the Ni single crystal, togethei with hysteiesis curves drawn using 
MCXD Fig 3 6 repoits the îesults of MOKE measuiements taken on the middle and on 
an edge of the clean Fe(100) In both cases, the îemnant magnetization at zero field is 
100%, with a coeicive field of about 70 Gauss in the middle and 40 Gauss on the edge of 
the crystal These values aie in agreement with values found in hteiature for pure bcc Fe 
[7], showing that the coeicivity of the riystal is not significantly influenced by the small 
amount of Si 
3.3.2 Rare Earth and Transition Metal overlayers 
After piepanng the substrates the oveilayéis could be eiapoiated Fe and Ni were evap-
orated from high purity lods ( > 99 99%) using electron bombardment Current was sent 
thiough two tungsten wnes close to the rod, which was set at a high positive voltage (~ 3 
kV) To evapoiate the Raie Earths we used eithei a Knudsen cell fui nace or, in most 
cases, evapoiators consisting of one oi two tungsten wnes with a piece of Rare Earth 
wrapped inside and two tungsten heating wnes Two diffeient methods could be used to 
evapoiate passing a dnect cui ι ent thiough the wires aiound the RE or putting a high 
voltage on them and use the othei two wnes for election bombaidment 
The base piessuie at most experiments was l x l O - 1 0 mbai or lowei, but during the 
absorption measuiements was typically around 5 x l 0 1 0 mbai due to the bad piessuie in 
the monochromatoi (~ 5 x l 0 - 9 mbai) Dining evapoiation, wetned to keep the piessuie 
below l x l O - 9 mbai, but foi the RE in some cases it went up to 5 x l 0 - 9 mbar, mainly 
due to the release of H2 absoibed in the RE The evapoiation rate was determined with 
an oscillating ciystal monitoi and was usually in the 01 dei of 1 A pei minute Foi the 
Fe and the N1 evapoiated on Fe(100) we took the thickness of a monolayer to be equal 
to half the lattice distance 111 bcc Fe, 1.43 Â Foi the RE, a monolayei means, in this 
thesis, the mass equivalent of a single layei of the hep lattice of the RE (about 2.8 A) 
Using this definition, 0 5 ML of RE is enough to covei a Ni(110) suiface [1, 13] 
3.4 Absorption measurements 
The absorption spectia îepoitcd in this thesis weie all îecoided in the Total Election 
Yield (TEY) mode The channeltion was put close to the sample suiface and usually 
biased with a positive voltage of 100 V on the fiont end to efficiently collect all photo-
elections The 1EY is piopoitional to the absoiption coefficient if the absorption length 
of the incoming photons is much largei than the aveiage escape depth of the photo-
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electrons [8] In Sections 3 5 1 and 4 2 2 the validity of this appioach in our measuiements 
will be treated 
To measure linear dichroism, one has to change the relative orientation between the 
polarization vector of the (linearly polanzed) light and the magnetization or crystal field 
axis of the sample In the experiments desciibed in this thesis, the axis of inteiest is 
always either perpendicular to the surface or in it, but parallel to the plane of the storage 
ring In almost all cases the linear dichioism is thus measured by taking spectra with the 
propagation vector of the light along and 75 to 80 degrees off the noi mal to the suiface 
Here and in the rest of this thesis the angle of incidence of the x-iays will be defined as 
the angle between the propagation vector and the suiface of the measuied sample This 
convention is opposite to the one used m classical optics (wheie the angle of incidence 
is defined with lespeet to the suiface noimal) but consistent with the one ubed in X lay 
Diffraction 
Circular dichroism has been measuied on the Ni single ciystal and on oveilayeis de 
posited on the Fe single crystal The spectia weie îecorded with the paitly cnculaily 
polanzed light at an angle of incidence of 15 oi 10 degiees (Fig 3 4), so with the piopaga 
tion direction of the light and magnetization vectoi of the sample almost paiallel Most 
of the MCXD measuiements were done with the ciystal remnantly magnetized after a 
cunent pulse of about 5 Amp (~ 500 Gauss) Changing the îelative onentation of light 
polarization and magnetization was achieved by îeveising the cunent dnection in the 
magnet wires 
3.5 Experimental limitations of dichroism measure-
ments 
In the introduction, it has been shown that fiom MCXD measuiements in pnnciple 
one can get the expectation values of the spin and oibital moments of any shell and in 
combination with linear dichioism also the exact giound state splitting of the Hund's 
rule ground state in the Rare Earths The gieat advantage of both Lineai and Cnculai 
Dichroism measuiementb is then elemtnt specificity and the tact that because of the 
usually high cioss section foi X lay Absoiption and the high intensity of the synchiotion 
light even veiy diluted alloys and thin suifaa lavéis can be measuied in a limited amount 
of time Moreovei, new theoietical and expeiimental developments stionglv mciease the 
amount of information that can be extiacted horn XAS spertia 
There are, however, limitations of mainly expenmental ongm which make the infoi 
mation one can get out of dichioism measuiements sometimes unceitain and difficult to 
obtain Some of them will be tieated in this chaptei 
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3.5.1 Linear dichroism 
The advantage of linear dichroism is that 100% lineai ly polarized light is easily available, 
with high intensity, in any stoiage ring in the plane of the nng One of the fundamental 
problems of lineai dichroism has alieady been tieated in the intioduction it is only 
sensitive to (M 2 ) and thus by itself can not discern between magnetic and crystal field 
effects, or between ferro and anti-ferromagnetic ordering (extra information is needed, 
see for instance Ref [9] and Chapter 6) A second problem is of experimental nature 
and is related to the way linear dichroism is measured To change the relative orientation 
between the polarization vector of the light and the magnetization or crystal field axis 
usually also the lighl-to-surface geometiy is changed, ι e spectia are taken at different 
angles of incidence of the light This is haid to avoid if one wants to measure linear 
dichioism with ìespcct to an axis along the noi mal to the surface, but often is more 
convenient also when the axis lies in the suiface plane This can give use to angular de-
pendent satuiation effects, especially foi absoiption edges which have high cross sections, 
like the TM L 2 3 and the RE M4 5 edges 
According to Thole et al [10], a simple model foi X lay Absorption in TEY gives 
d + λ(ω) sin a 
wheie I
a
 is the total yield, A the numbei of elections pioduced pei photon, which run 
in the dnection of the suiface, a is the angle of incidence of the x-rays, A(o») is the 
absoiption length at eneigy ω and d is the piobing depth of TEY Foi d -C A(u>)sma 
this is appioximately equal to
 x
,Ji^
mo
 , making the measuied yield inverse proportional 
to the absorption length and thus propoitional to the absorption coefficient For smaller 
Α(ω) sino , ι e foi lowei a and/οι at the maximum of the absoiption (where λ(ω) is the 
smallest), saturation can occui To deteimme the piobing depth d in Dy an experiment 
with Dy layers of different thicknesses deposited on Ni(110) was performed A detailed 
desciiption of the expeiiment is found in Ref 11 
In Fig 3 7 the normalized intensity of the Ni signal is plotted as a function of Dy 
coveiage The cuive in Fig 3 7 could be fitted with an exponential function e~ J resulting 
in a value of d = 11 ± 2 A I he expeiiment was peifoimed with the Ni substiate kept at 
Liquid Nitrogen (LN) tempeiatuie The îeason foi this can be seen in Fig 3 8, where the 
Ni L2 3 absoiption spectia aie shown for the thickest Dy coveiage just aftei evaporation 
and the next day, after the sample had warmed up to RT The strong increase of the Ni 
intensity together with a change of the shape of the spcctium with respect to Ni metal 
show that the Dy and Ni arc mteidiffusing This also explains why the value we find for 
d is much shortei than the one found in a pie\ious, lelated study on Tb oveilayers on Ni 
[12] which was peifoimed at RT 
'Part of this Section hü, been published in J Electron Specliosc Relat Phenom 67 181(1994) 
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Fig. 3.7. Normalized Ni L3 intensity 
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line is a fit with an exponential cui ve 
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Fig. 3.8. L2 3 absoiption edges of N1 
coveied with 60 Âof Dy, at LN tem 
pelature and aftei waimmg the sam 
pie up to RT 
For the thickest Dy coverage, the M5 absoiption edge ol the Dy was also measuied 
as a function of angle of incidence of the X ïays Foi this coveiage (~ 60 A) lineai 
dichroism is not expected anymore [1, 13] so that possible changes in the lineshape can 
be completely attiibuted to angulai dependent satuiation effects 
In Fig 3 9 the Dy M5 edge is shown measuied at diffeient angles of incidence, wheie 
the spectra have been normalized to the fiist peak oí lowest intensity In Fig 3 10 the 
normalized intensity in the maximum of the absoiption is plotted against the angle 
Supposing that befoie the edge and at the fust peak satuiation does not occui, fitting the 
curve in Fig 3 10 with a function F(a) = Ia sin a gi\es the value loi X/d at the maximum 
of the M5 absorption This value is found to be λ(ω)/ά = 11 5 ± 1 Combining this latio 
with the value of d = 1 1 ± 2 A denved befoie gives an absoiption length in the maximum 
of the Dy M5 absoiption of Α(ω) = 125 ± 25 Â Even considenng the laige eiioi bai of 
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about 20% this value agiees well with the es t imate of \(ω) = 121 A obta ined in a t o m i c 
calculations [10] Recently, transmission m e a s u r e m e n t s were performed [14] yielding an 
absorption length foi Dy of 180 ± 30 Â 
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the maxima of the curves in Fig 3 9 
The drawn line is a fit with the fune 
tion F ( a ) (see text) 
It must be noted t h a t s a t u i a t i o n effects depend on the detect ion technique used, 
since a larger probing d e p t h will give more s a t u r a t i o n Using fluorescence, for ins tance, 
the condition d <C λ(ω) would nevei be satisfied at the m a x i m u m of t h e M 4 i 5 edges of 
RE, regardless of t h e angle of incidence P a i t i a l electron yield or ion yield would cause 
less sa turat ion problems, but also would m a k e XAS m e a s u r e m e n t s even more surface 
sensitive 
Lineai dichioism m e a s u i e m e n t s a ie the most affected b j these angular d e p e n d e n t 
sa tu ia t ion effects, but also for s tudying in plane magnet izat ion with cucula i dichroism 
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one needs the grazing incidence geometry This will be discussed in Chaptei 4 For 
samples with an m plane magnetization 01 ciystal field axis angulai dependent effects in 
LD can be avoided by keeping the X rays at normal incidence and lotating the sample 
around the suiface normal We did some measurements in this way on thin NiO layers 
(Chapter 6) 
An even better method to measure LD would be to keep the sample fixed and rotate 
the polarization of the light With the third generation of storage rings (like the ESRF) 
insertion devices become available which can produce lineai ly and elhptically polarized 
light with any direction of the axes, assuming that the used monochromatois can preserve 
this polarization 
3.5.2 Circular dichroism 
In contrast to lineai dichroism, cnculai dichroism gnes dnect infoimation about the 
magnetic properties of the measuied sample They can be obtained by simply reversing 
the magnetization direction in the sample, which makes CD easiei to apply than LD A 
first problem with performing CD on beamhne SA22 is due to the difficulty to obtain 
circularly polarized light with enough intensity and sufficient late of cncular polarization, 
as mentioned in Section 3 2 The second one is moie geneial and lies in piactical compli­
cations which make the application of the MCXD sum iules not always stiaightfoi waid 
In Figs 3 11 and 3 12, the L2 3 absoiption edges of N1 in the Ni(llO) single ciystal 
and the MCXD cui ve aie shown As deiived in Section 2 3 the sum iules of Thole 
et al [15, 16] applied on the TM L2 3 edges gi\e (L ) = 2( 4 3 + 4 2 ) ^ and (b.) = 
| ( Д з — 2 Л 2 ) - 2 - (neglecting the (Tz) tei in) A3 and Л2 aie the а км s iiiaiked 111 the figuie 
The problem is how to deteimine n, the numbei of holes in tilt TM 3r/-band, and /t i o l, 
the total integrated intensities of the 2p —> 3d tiansitions The numbei of holes is usually 
deduced fiom the numbei of (¿-elections in the atom, which foi the solid state can not be 
more than a rough estimate Calculations foi N1 metal, foi instante, have shown that in 
fact there are about 9 4 electrons in the d band, but because of hybiidization with the 
4(sp) band some of them have s o\ ρ chaiactei, making the numbei of d elections 111 the 
¿-band about 8 8 It is also not easy to deduce μ1υ( hom the spectia, because the 2p —» 3¿ 
transitions are supenmposed on a backgiound of 2p —> ns tiansitions, the shape of which 
is not accurately known Usually this backgiound is appio\imated with a double step 
function, with the first step at the maximum of the Lj absoiption and the second one at 
the maximum of the L2 The appioximation by a double step function is justified by the 
fact that the L3 and L2 absoiption edges of \g, which has no white lines, íesemble step 
functions [17] 
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F i g . 3.12. MCXD curve of Ni(110), 
with areas needed foi the sum rules in 
dicated 
These combined uncei ta int ies can make the e u o i in the e x p e n m e n t a l value on - 5 -
1
 ßtot 
quite laige and to this has then to be added the eno i in the values of Λ3 and A2, mainly 
due to noise in t h e spect ra T h e tota l e x p e n m e n t a l e n o i in t h e d e t e i m i n e d values of 
(L ) and (S.) can be as laige as 20% T h e case of N1 is still quite favorable, because the 
plateau in between the L 3 and L 2 edges can be used to e x t i a p o l a t e the s tep function For 
eailier T M like C i , Mn Fe and Co the spin 01 bit spl i t t ing is smallei , causing an ovei lap 
between the L 3 and L 2 edges Apait fiom the difficulty to define a p iopei backgiound 
to s u b t i a c t , even t h e o i e t i c a l h it becomes i n a c c u i a t e to s e p a i a t e t h e two edges since t h e 
2рз and 2¡>Í final s ta tes s t a i t mixing, as discussed above 
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Chapter 4 
Polarization and angular 
dependence of the L2 3 absorption 
edges in N i ( l l O ) 1 
The fiist measuiements of en culai dichioism in the soft χ lay lange weie peiformed on 
the L3 and L2 absoiption edges of a Ni( l l l ) single ciystal by Chen et al [1] Dichioism 
was already piedicted in a qualitative way in a paper of Eiskine and Stern in 1975 (2] 
To check the feasibility of measuring MCXD on beamline SA22 a similar experiment 
was performed on a Ni(llO) crystal These measuiements were also aimed to check 
the expei ìmental applicability of the sum iules and to sei ve as lefeience data foi the 
measuiements on thin Ni layéis that will be piesented in the next chapter By measuring 
the spectra as a function of the applied magnetic field, a hysteresis cui ve could be diawn 
which is compaied to one obtained with MOKE on the same crystal 
We also tned to measuie a possible lineai dichioism in XAS, as was piedicted for the 
2p photoemisson of Ni metal [3] Spectra taken with lmeaily polanzed light show clear 
vanations as the angle of incidence of the light on the sample is changed The existence 
of lineai dichroism and othei possible origins of this angular dependent absorption are 
discussed, togethet with its consequences for MCXD measurements taken in grazing 
incidence 
4.1 Theory of MCXD in Ni. 
In Fig 4 1 the Ni L2 3 absoiption edges foi the two hehcities of the light are shown, 
togethei with the diffeience (MCXD) cuive Some of the featuies found in the total 
absorption spectia and especially in the MCXD cui ve were not explained by theories 
existing before the publication of the spectra of Chen et al [1] In their calculations, 
Eiskine and Stem [2] used a relativiste approach foi the core states (including spin-
oibit splitting) but treated the 3d valence band non lelativistically They supposed that 
the unoccupied 3d states he in a narrow lange just above the Fermi level Ep and are 
exclusively of minonty spin Within this model one gets a L3 to L2 intensity ratio of 
'Part of this Chapter has been published in Phys Rev В 49 3230 (1994) 
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2 1 for the total absorption cross section and —1 1 for the MCXD cross section 
The experimental spectra however show L3 to L2 intensity latios of 2 6 1 and —16 1, 
respectively Also the satellite observed in the MCXD at 4 eV (see Fig 4 1) above the 
main peaks does not emerge from this theory 
Chen and co workers [4] refined the model of Erskine and Stern by taking into account 
relativistic effects in the 3d valence band as well, 1 e spin-orbit splitting was included also 
in the final states As explained in Section 2 1, this increases the lelative contribution of 
the L3 edge to both the total absorption spectrum and the MCXD The correct L3 to L2 
ratios for both cases could be obtained, using a one electron tight-bindmg approach, by 
varying the spin-orbit parameter ζ and the exchange splitting 6
ex
 The satellite at 6 eV 
above the white lines in the total absorption came out of these calculations as well, and 
in this theory is thus a feature of the band structuie It was recognized however that the 
values needed foi ζ and <5
ex
 differed substantially from the giound state values and also 
the 4 eV satellite in the MCXD was not ìepioduced by the calculations The conclusion 
was that to explain the shape of the MCXD cut ve correctly one had to go beyond the 
one-electron band theoiy and coi 1 elation effects had to be taken into account 
This was done by several groups [5, 6, 7] using a many-body configuration interaction 
approach, in which the electronic state of N1 is described as a superposition of different 
3d" configuiations Supposing the ground state of a N1 atom to be descubed by a 
supeiposition of 3d10, 3d9v and 3dav2 configurations with different weights (where ν 
denotes an extra election in oibitals on neighboimg sites), the expenmentally observed 
L3 to L2 ratios could be reproduced The same holds foi the satellites in the MCXD 
curve, which weie shown to be due mainly to the contnbution of the 3 F teim in the 
3d 8 υ 2 ground state multiplet [5] 
4.2 Experimental results 
4.2.1 Circularly polarized light 
The details of the preparation of the Ni(llO) single crystal were given in Chapter 3 3 1 
The circulaily polarized light for this expenment was obtained using high precision vei-
tical slits, at a distance of 8 m from the source, to select an angulai section of 60 //rad 
at an angle of 1 miad below the orbit plane In these conditions the light is elhptically 
polarized with positive hehcity and the degiee of cuculai polanzation ξ2 is about 0 9 
before and 0 55 (at 850 eV) aftei the monochiomatoi [8] (see also Section 3 2) 
In Fig 4 1, the N1 h2 3 edges are shown, measured with the light incident 10° off the 
[111] magnetization axis of the crystal (see Fig 3 4) Open and closed cueles coirespond 
to opposite signs of the current in the electromagnet, 1 e to opposite magnetizations 
along the [111] axis The spectra weie taken with the crystal lemnantly magnetized, 
after a current pulse of 40 A The sum of the peak heights of the L3 is set to 100 The 
diffeience cui ve in Fig 4 1 is collected both foi the incomplete polanzation of the light 
and for the fact that ξ2 is not constant ovei the measuied energy lange (it is about a factoi 
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L3/L2 (tot.) 
L3/L2 (diff.) 
(L.) Ш 
(S;) (μ
Β
) 
(L.) + 2(S.) (μ
Β
) 
Chen et al. 
2.6 
-1.6 
0.05 
0.26 
0.57 
This work 
2 6 ± 0.2 
-1.7 ± 0.2 
0.06 ± 0.01 
0.27 ± 0.05 
0.60 ± 0.10 
Table 4.1: The experimental parameters obtained from our spectra compared to those of 
Chen et al. [1] 
1.2 smaller at the L2 than at the L3 edge [9], Section 3.2). The curve is not corrected 
for the disalignment of 10° between the light piopagation vector and the magnetization 
axis. 
Fig. 4.1. Spectra taken below 
plane (φ = 1 mrad) with helicity 
of the light and Ni majority spin 
direction parallel (·) and anti-pa­
rallel (o), together with the differ­
ence curve, corrected for the in­
complete polarization of the light. 
The satellites, mentioned in the 
text, are indicated. 
840 850 860 870 880 890 
Photon Energy (eV) 
The spectra of Fig 4.1 were used to obtain the L3 L2 branching ratios of the total 
spectrum (σ + + σ_ ) (using the pioceduie described in Section 4.2.2) and of the difference 
curve (σ + — σ_). Using the sum rules mentioned in Section 2.3 the expectation values of 
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the orbital and spin moments of the ¿-shell (Lz), (Sz) and the total moment (Lz) +2(SZ) 
were derived from the spectra according to the procedure described in Section 3.5.2. In 
Table4.1, they are compared with those from the experiments of Chen et al. [1]. The 
values they obtained for (L2) and (5
г
) from comparison of their data with tight-binding 
calculations [4] are identical to those found by Thole et al. [10] using the sum rules. 
Like in the present case, their Ni single crystal was magnetized along a [111] direction, 
but perpendicularly to the surface plane, and the spectra were measured with the x-rays 
at normal incidence. The parameters for the two geometries are remarkably close, con­
sidering the angular dependence of the absorption spectra, discussed below. The values 
we obtained for the magnetic moments agree well with those from other experiments 
and calculations [11]. The ensemble of the results also shows that the approximations 
underlaying the sum rule for the spin moment (Section 2.3) and the neglect of (Т
г
) do 
not introduce large errors as far as bulk fee Ni is concerned. 
The absorption spectra were also measured with a continuous current flowing through 
the wires of the horseshoe magnet. Stable and reproducible data were found up to about 
2 Amperes, indicating a fairly well closed magnetic circuit with very small stray fields. 
For higher currents the signal-to-noise ratio degraded rapidly. 
In order to draw semi-quantitative conclusions from the current dependence of the 
XAS spectra the following procedure was adopted: 
- a reference spectrum (S
r {/) was taken after a negative current pulse. 
- after normalization of the spectra S
r e
/ was subtracted from each spectrum S(I) 
measured with a continuous current flow I. 
- the difference was integrated over the energy range 850 eV to 860 eV (L3 edge) to 
give the area A (I) as a function of the current I. 
In Fig. 4.2(a) the resulting values of A(I) for the crystal used in this experiment are 
plotted for I ranging from —2 to +2 Amps. The hysteresis curve taken with MCXD 
shows that the Ni-crystal exhibits a remnance at zero field of 100%, in agreement with a 
MOKE (Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect) measurement performed on the same sample and 
the same mounting, before inserting the manipulator into the vacuum chamber. 
In Fig. 4.2(b) a similar comparison between MOKE and MCXD is shown, in which the 
procedure mentioned above to get the areas for the L3 edge is also used to get a hysteresis 
from the Lj edge. Another difference with the curves in Fig. 4.2(a) is that in this case the 
MOKE was obtained in-situ as well. They were taken in a second experimental session, 
in which the crystal exhibited a remnance of less than 100%, probably due to problems 
in the mounting of the crystal on the magnet. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the crystal 
is clamped onto the horseshoe magnet with thermocouple wires. If these are tightened 
too much, the induced stress will have a negative influence on the magnetic properties of 
the crystal. 
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Fig. 4.2. Hysteresis curves taken with MOKE (top) and MCXD (bottom) for the 
Ni(110) crystal as measured in this chapter (a) and in a later mounting (b). In (b) 
the MCXD curve has been taken both on the L3 (squares) and L2 (circles) edges. 
The values obtained for the L2 edge were multiplied by a factor -2.6 to make them 
coincide with those of the L3 edge. 
4.2.2 Linearly polarized light 
In Fig. 4.3, some experimental data are presented obtained in-plane (linearly polarized 
light) by changing the angle of incidence of the photons on the sample. Shown are three 
spectra, taken at α = 90° (normal incidence), 30° and 10°, which present clear changes in 
the relative height of the structures. In Table4.2, the normalized L3 and L2 peak heights 
are given for different angles of incidence, together with the total integrated intensity 
(normalized to 100 for normal incidence) and the L3 : L2 branching ratio. 
45 
angle 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
15 
10 
L3 
max. 
100 0 
103 3 
103 2 
100 1 
99 1 
98 2 
93 9 
91 7 
86 1 
83 7 
и 
max. 
51 1 
50 8 
50 7 
50 9 
50 0 
50 6 
49 9 
50 2 
48 9 
48 2 
Integrated 
L3 -f- L2 
100 0 
102 0 
100 3 
98 7 
97 7 
98 5 
96 9 
94 8 
91 7 
90 0 
Branching 
ratio 
2 7 
2 8 
2 8 
2 7 
2 7 
2 7 
2 6 
2 7 
2 8 
2 6 
Table 4.2: Normalized L3 and L2 
peak heights, total integrated in 
tensities and branching ratios for 
different angles of incidenc The 
error bar on the branching ratios 
is estimated to be about 0 2 
To determine the intensities and blanching ìatio, the expenmental spectia weie noi 
mahzed at two points, befoie the L3 edge and aftei the L2 edge An extia check of 
the validity of this procedure consists of the fact that noimalized in this way also the 
intensities in between the L3 and L2 edges coincide Aftei noimahzation, a double step 
function (also shown in Fig 4 3) was subtiacted, with the fust step at the maximum of 
the L3 and the second at an energy 17 3 eV higher (the spin oibit splitting of the 2/J coic 
hole) Though it is quite rough, this is a generally accepted way to deteimine blanching 
ratios of transition metal L2 3 edges 
The most likely explanation foi the lowenng of the peaks going to giazmg incidence 
consists of angular dependent saturation, as aheady ìepoited foi absoiption and photo 
emission from the 3d core states in raie earths [12, 13] Accoiding to the model discussed 
m Section 3 5 1 (see also Refs 14 and 15) the signal measuied in TEY is piopoitional to 
Ι
α
(ω) = Ad/{d + λ(α>) sin a)= 4/(1 + ( \/d) sin a) 
In Fig 4 4, the noimalized L3 peak heights aie plotted, taken fiom Table4 2 Suppos 
ing that before the L3 and aftei the L2 edge (the noimahzation points) satuiation does 
not occur, fitting the cui ve in Fig 4 4 with a function F(a) = I0 sin a gives the value foi 
X/d at the maximum of the L3 absorption The lesult of the fit is also shown in Fig 4 4, 
giving a value of \/d= 18 ± 2 In Table4 2 also the total integiated intensities, obtained 
after subtracting the step function, aie given The decrease of the intensities staits to 
get impoitant at angles of incidence lowei than 30°, going fiom less than 3% at 30° to 
about 10% at 10° 
Although the function F ( Q ) gives good fits foi all the expenmental data othei effects 
can not be excluded Two of them aie given below 
1) Like visible light, X iays aie paitly ìeflected going fiom one medium to anothei 
The reflectivity R is in geneial veiy small and staits getting impoitant only foi angles of 
incidence below 2 5° Howevei. neai absoiption edges of high cioss section the ìeflectivity 
may be non negligible at much higher angles This effect has been cleailj measuied in NiO 
and TbFe samples [16], showing the existence of laige variations in R and consequently, 
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in the absorption already at angles around 10° (see also Chapter 6) 
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11) \n alternative and more appealing interpietation calls foi the existence of linear 
magnetic dichroism in metallic nickel as theoietically piedicted foi photo emission [3] 
and lecentlj expenmentallj confiimed in expennients on the 3p photo emission of Fe 
[17] It would onginate both fiom the bulk, wheie the effect is caused by the anisotiopy 
of the chaige distribution ((M 2)), and fiom the surface, where the magnetic moment is 
expected to be laigti than in the bulk [18 19] Also the suilace itself gives rise to an 
amsotiopic chaige distnbution, due to electiostatic effects The lineai dichioism from the 
bulk, as expected fiom an Anderson impuiitj model, looks moie 01 less like the circular 
dichioism but with all peaks ha\ing the same sign [20] 
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In Fig 4 5, twospectia are lepoited, both obtained at noi mal incidence on the Ni(llO) 
crystal In one case the polanzation dnection of the light was pai allei to the magneti­
zation direction of the sample, in the othei case perpendiculai to it This means that 
the relative orientation of the two vectors was changed without changing the angle of 
incidence on the sample The difference between the two spectia is very small Howevei, 
it has to be taken into account that the spectrum for the perpendiculai configuration 
was taken on a different mounting The corresponding hysteresis curves in Fig 4 2(b) 
show that in this case the remnance was only 50%, indicating the piesence of moie than 
one magnetic domain Since there is another easy axis of magnetization in the same 
(110) suiface plane of Ni (the [111] dnection), which makes an angle of about 70° with 
the [111] direction, occupying domains with a magnetization along that dnection would 
considerably decrease an eventual magnetic dichroism 
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4.3 Summary and conclusions 
In this chapter, results have been piesented of angulai and polarization dependent X-ray 
absorption in a N1 single crystal The main conclusions are 
1) The magnetic parameters obtained fiom the MCXD at glazing incidence compare 
very well to data taken at normal incidence, even though the absolute intensities of the 
peaks change consideiably Apparently, the diffeient integrated intensities (needed to 
calculate (L2) and (Sz) with the sum iules of Thole et al ) aie influenced in a similar way 
This is of mteiest for measuiing mateiials which have then easy axis of magnetization in 
the surface plane, like many magnetic multilayers The value found for (Sz) agrees well 
with theoiy and other experiments, showing that neglecting the (Tz) teim in the sum 
rules at least foi bulk fee N1 is a good appioximation 
n) The intensities obtained from the spectia as a function of the angle of incidence 
can be fitted with a function F(0) = Asina/(1 + it sin a) , supposing saturation effects 
For the maximum of the L3 mtensitj we find a value of к = \/d = 18 ± 2 The decrease 
of the intensities staits getting impoitant below 30°, going fiom less than 3% to about 
10% at 10° This is of paiticulai impoitance when one wants to compaie spectra taken 
at diffeient angles on diffeient samples I his was done, foi instance, in a paper about 
MCXD in Со/Pd multilayeis [21] The laige diffeience between the peak intensities in 
a multilayei measuied in noinial incidence and a puie Co layei measuied in glazing 
incidence that was ìepoited can ceitainly not be attiibuted to angulai dependent effects 
only, but oui data show that they should be taken into account foi a moie acculate and 
reliable analysis 
in) Effects othei than saturation might contiibute to the angulai dependence of the 
absorption spectia The existence of lineai magnetic dichioism in Ni metal (an effect 
similai to that has aheady been obsei\ed in NiO [16] and Г е 2 0 3 [22] ) would be of par 
ticulai inteiestfoi systems in which diffeient Ni layéis aie coupled anti-feiromagnetically, 
like in some magnetic multila\eis, and which theiefoie exhibit no cncular dichroism We 
have obtained some e\idence of lineai magnetic dichioism in Ni, but the expeiiments are 
not conclusive about this point 
IV) Using MCXD one can obtain hysteiesis cui ves in an element selective and suiface 
sensitive way Recently this was nicely confiimed by measuiements on Fe/Cu/Co tulayers 
[23] Analogous studies can be perfoimod on suiface oi buned layers and diluted samples 
(impuiities, etc ) 
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Chapter 5 
M C X D in thin Ni layers on Fe(100) 
In this chapter we will present and discuss XAS measurements performed at the L2 3 edges 
of N1, deposited in thin layéis (1-15 ML) on Fe(100), using circularly polarized light The 
chapter is divided into two paits, concerning the as deposited and the annealed layéis, 
respectively In the low deposition limit (< 4 ML), epitaxial growth of N1 on Fe is 
observed, in the body centered cubic (bcc) structure In the first part, the magnetic 
moments obtained from the MCXD analysis, are compared to the values predicted by 
theory foi thin layéis and bulk bcc N1 The validity of the sum rules for the use on our 
experimental results is discussed 
In the second part, the îesults foi annealed layéis aie given Upon annealing the 
N1 appeals to foim a bcc alloy with Fe, íesulting in a strong inciease in the N1 oibital 
moment These íesults give an example of the use of sum iules for MCXD to determine 
spin and oibital magnetic moments in an element specific way 
5.1 Thin layers (< 4 ML)1 
5.1.1 Introduction 
In the last ten jeais, the search foi matenals with novel magnetic properties has partly 
been directed to thin layéis of 3d Tiansition Metals (TM) They can serve to study mag 
netism of quasi 2 dimensional structuies or of interfaces, which aie of majoi importance 
foi the magnetic piopeities ot multilayeis Some of these thm layéis show magnetic 
amsotropy perpendiculai to the film plane, which makes them inteiesting candidates for 
high densit) magnetic stoiage media Anolhei ímpoitant aspect is that with the mod 
ein Molecular Beam Epitaxy techniques it is sometimes possible, by choosing the right 
substrate, to stabilize thin layéis in ciystallogiaphic phases which at room temperature 
do not exist in the bulk matenals Examples aie bcc Co on GaAs [1] or on thin Fe(100) 
films [2], fee Fe on Cu(100) [3] and bcc Ni on Fe(100) [4, 5] and Fe(llO) [6] Paral 
lel to these expenmental achievements, consideiable theoietical effoit has been put in 
calculating magnetic moments in sin faces and oxeilayers [7, 8] For many systems, an 
inci eased magnetic moment with ι с sped to tin bulk is expected, though until now, little 
'Part of this Section will be published in Physiol Review В 50 1 ьер 1994 
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experimental evidence suppoiting these expectations has been found [9, 10] 
At Room Temperature (RT), bulk Fe has the bcc structure, with a lattice constant 
of 2 89 Â and a nearest neighbor distance of 2 48 Â Ni at RT has the fee structure, 
with a lattice constant of 3 52 Â and a nearest neighbor distance of 2 49 A The nearest 
neighbor distances in the two materials are thus very close Several experiments have 
been published on the structure of thin Ni layers on Fe, which usually also addressed the 
magnetic properties Wang et al [4] used a quantitative LEED study to characterize the 
structure of the layers Comparing the intensities of the LEED spots with calculations 
they concluded that the Ni grows epitaxially (bcc) up to about 6 M L They also found 
that the distance of the first Ni layei to the Fe substrate is relaxed downward 5% with 
respect to mterlayer distance in the bulk Fe The second mteilayei spacing, in contiast, 
shows an expansion of 5% with lespeet to this value On the basis of their obseivations 
they suggested that the Ni overlayers aie non-magnetic 
Another study was peiformed by Heinnch et al [5] using RHEED They observed no 
changes in the RHEED stieakes up to 3-6 ML and a contiaction of the distance between 
them of about 2% for higher coverages Fiom this they concluded that the Ni has a 
different structure for coverages highei than 6 ML, and that the lattice constant of bcc 
Ni is 2% smaller than for bcc Fe Using Ferro Magnetic Resonance they found no change 
in the overall magnetic properties of the sample upon depositing thin layers (< 4 ML) of 
Ni They concluded that bcc Ni on Fe is piobably non-magnetic 
A recent paper of Wieczoiek et al [6] îeports on a study of Ni layéis deposited on 
anothei surface of Fe, the (110) face Using RHEED, they found that in this case the 
Ni grows epitaxially foi at least 8 M L On the basis of Mossbauei measuiements they 
concluded that the Ni layers are fei ι omagnetic 
Also some theoietical studies have been done on bcc Ni, both in the bulk phase 
[11, 12] and specifically for thin layéis deposited on Fe(100) [13] In Fig 5 1, we report 
the results obtained by Marcus et al [12] who calculated the total energy as a function of 
the Wigner-Seitz (WS) ìadius for the bcc and fee phases of Fe, Co, Ni and Cu For a bcc 
structure, the ìelation between the WS ìadius and the nearest neigh boi distance d is d к 
1 76 rws and for fee d ~ 1 81 i~ws These calculations show that bcc N1 іь non-magnetic 
for the WS ìadius giving the minimum eneigy, but if the lattice is expanded to the value 
for bulk bcc Fe, the magnetic phase is more stable This can be seen again in Fig 5 2 
which shows the lesult of a calculation of Moruzzi et al [11] foi the magnetic moments as 
function of the WS 1 adi us The thick line gives the magnetic moments without magnetic 
field applied For the most stable configuiation (given by the cioss) N1 is non magnetic, 
for the WS ìadius of bulk Fe the magnetic moment is about 0.44 μ^ This result is in 
principle only valid foi bulk bcc N1 N1 at the surface or at the interface with the Fe 
might carry a magnetic moment which is quite diffeient Calculations of the same type 
by Lee et al [13] give a magnetic moment per N1 atom of 0.86 μ
Β
 foi 1 ML and of 0.69 
μΒ for 2 ML of N1 on Fe(100), an enhancement of 40% and 15% ovei the bulk fee values, 
respectively 
It is clear fiom the above mentioned obseivations and calculations that theie is geneial 
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agreement about t h e epitaxial growth of Ni on Fe(100) up to at least 4 M L , but its 
magnet ic propert ies are ra ther uncerta in. We tried t o clarify this point by measur ing 
M C X D in t h e L2,3 absorpt ion edges of t h i n layers of Ni deposi ted on an Fe(100) single 
crystal. A comparison of t h e dichroism in these layers with t h a t in metal l ic Ni can give 
already a qual i ta t ive description of t h e magnet ic m o m e n t s . Using t h e s u m rules also a 
more q u a n t i t a t i v e comparison with t h e theoret ical values can be obta ined . 
. (au.) 
F i g . 5.2. ( t o p ) . Total magnetic moment for 
bec Ni vs. гц/£ (in a.u.), calculated by Moruzzi 
et al. [11]. The thick line gives the values at 
zero field. The χ marks the stable TWS a * zero-
pressure. 
Fig. 5.1. (left). Binding energy curves (the­
ory) for bcc and fee phases of Fe, Co, Ni and 
Cu relative to zero at the minimum of the more 
stable phase; FM means ferromagnetic and NM 
nonmagnetic. Light vertical lines are drawn at 
the fee and bcc equilibrium radii of Fe to relate 
them easily to the equilibrium radii of the other 
metals. Taken from Marcus et al. [12]. More 
recent calculations can be found in Barbiellini 
et al. [14] 
5.1.2 Experimental details 
Details a b o u t the sample preparat ion were given in Section 3.3. Next to using t h e 
oscillating crystal moni tor , t h e thickness of the deposited Ni layers was also checked by 
comparing t h e intensit ies of t h e LVV and MVV Auger lines with those of t h e Fe subs t ra te . 
We es t imate the accuracy of this procedure to be about 10%. We examined t h e L E E D 
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for all the layers and noticed that for N1 thicknesses up to 4-5 ML theie is no change 
with respect to the clean Fe(100) pattern while foi ~ 10 ML no cleat pattern is visible 
anymore This is in agreement with earlier observations [4, 5, 6] 
During Ni evaporation, the Fe substrate was kept at RT, or at least it was not in 
tentionally heated The maximum reading on the thermocouple while depositing Ni 
corresponded to a temperature of about 50°C Comparing the Auger spectra for the 
as deposited layers with those taken after a theimal cycle evidenced the occurrence of 
interdiffusion already at very short annealings (10 sec ) at 300°C (see Section 5 2) 
To measure the Ni L2 3 absorption edges the light coming from the bending magnet 
1 //rad below the plane of the ring was used, with a rate of circular polarization £2 of 
about 0 55 at the sample position [15] (see Section 3 2) 
The spectra weie collected with the light in grazing incidence (15°) using Total Elee 
tron Yield (TEY) In this configuration, one has to be awaie of satuiation effects, as 
shown in the previous chapter, but these aie not expected to be impoitant foi the thin 
N1 layers used m this experiment ( < 4 ML, with 1 ML ~ 1 44 A ) Most of the data weie 
collected at RT, with the Fe(100) crystal îemnantly magnetized after a cunent pulse of 
about 5 Amp through the wires around the horseshoe magnet Foi two samples (~ 1 and 
~ 3 ML), the polaiization dependent absorption was also measured at low temperature 
(90 ± 10 K) using a liquid nitrogen cooled cryostat 
To determine the magnetic moments of N1, the foimulas given in Sections 2 3 and 
3 5 2 weie used ((L2) = 2(A3 + A 2 ) ^ and (S2) = 3 (\3 2 A 2 ) ^ - \{T,)) In the 
following analysis it will be supposed that the (T2) tei m can be neglected, an hypothesis 
which will be commented in Section 5 14 
Two diffeient piocedures weie used to calculate the magnetic moments in the fiist 
one, a double step function was subtiacted fiom the total absoiption spectium to get 
/u(c,( and η was set to 1, as described in Section 3 5 
The second procedine is similar to the one adopted by Wu et al [16] the MCXD 
curve of the N1 single crystal, measured in the same conditions, and the commonly 
accepted values of (L2) and (S2) for N1 (0 06 μβ and 0 27 μ^) were used to deduce 
-
n
- The theoretical eiror in the orbital sum rule is small (< 10%) [17], but can be 
consideiable in the sum rule for the spin, especially foi the eaihei TM Foi N1, howevei, 
it seems to be quite acculate (see Chaptei 4) the deduced \alues foi -s- using (L2) or 
(S2) show a difference of only 3% With the obtained value of -JL- the magnetic moments 
for N1 atoms in other configurations can now be deteimined b> noimalizing the spectra 
to those of puie N1, supposing that the intensity p u hole is independent of the number 
of holes [16, 18] The found values of (L2) and (S2) in the thin layéis weie collected foi 
saturation effects in the bulk leference (Ref 19 and Chaptei 4) and foi the incomplete 
alignment of magnetization direction and light piopagation vector 
The values reported in this chapter are obtained using the second method and denving 
-2- from the sum rule for the oibital moment The values denved otheiwise fall well 
withm the given error bais 
Ή 
5.1.3 Results 
In Fig 5 3(a) and 5 3(b) the law spectra for 2 ML and 3 ML of Ni on Fe are shown, 
taken with the hehcity of the incoming light parallel and anti paiallel to the direction of 
magnetization 
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Fig. 5.3. L i 3 absorption edges of 2 ML (a) and 3 ML (b) of Ni on Fe(100) The 
spectia aie foi majontv and photon spin paiallel (·) and anti paiallel (o), together 
with the diffeience cui ve 
For the thin layers, the backgiound slope after the L2 edge differs from the one before 
the edge The explanation for this can be scon in Fig 5 4, where the total absorption 
(μ+ + μ~) for the 3 ML of Ni is shown, togethei with the background taken on the clean 
Fe in the same energy range Befoie companng the spectia for the thin layers with the 
one foi Ni metal this background was subtracted from the law data Then they were 
aligned to the Ni metal befoie the Lj and fai aftei the L2 edge before deriving values for 
(L.) and (S.) The expeiimental enoi mtioduced in the whole procedure is estimated to 
be about 209c 
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Comparing the spectrum in Fig 5 4 with the one for bulk fee N1 in Fig 4 1, some 
differences are visible in the line shapes, especially in the 6 eV satellite (see also Sec 
tion5 2) This might be due to the diffeience in ciystal stiuctuie In Fig 5 5 the MCXD 
curves of 1, 2 and 3 ML of Ni are compared with the one foi the single crystal 
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Fig 5 5 Noimalized M( XD cuives 
foi 1 ML (open squaies), 2 ML (filled 
sqiicius) and J MI (optи cueles) of Ni 
on Fe( 1ÜÜ) togethei with the curve foi 
bulk fee N1 (filled cueles) 
The thin Ni layéis feattue dichioism and aie thus magnetic though the dichioism 
is smaller than foi bulk fee N1 The cui\es for the diffeient thicknesses aie lemaikably 
similar In Table 5 1 the expenmentalK deduced magnetic moments foi the diffeient 
layers are compaied with the calculated \alues loi the total moments and the \alues for 
Ni metal The eiior bais in the deduced moments aie maiiiK deteimined b\ the noise in 
the curves, in addition to the unceitaint\ caused b\ the abo\ e mentioned noimahzation 
procedure Howe\ei, even if the uppei limits aie consideied the moments aie about 
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Layer 
thickness 
1 ML 
2 ML 
3 ML 
fccNi 
(£,) Ьв) 
0 05 ± 0 03 
0 03 ± 0 02 
0 07 ± 0 03 
0 06 ± 0 02 
(&> Ш 
0 14 ± 0 06 
0 13 ± 0 04 
0 18 ± 0 04 
0 27 ± 0 03 
Total 
moment (μβ) 
0 33 ± 0 12 
0 29 ± 0 09 
0 43 ± 0 09 
0 60 ± 0 06 
Theoretical 
value 
0 871 
0 691 
0 442 
Table 5 1 Measured orbital and spin moments for different layer thicknesses Theoretical 
values are from 1) Lee et al foi thin layéis and 2) Moruzzi et al for bulk bec Ni 
half the value given by the calculations of Lee el al [13] On the contrary, the derived 
moments are reasonably close (considenng the enoi bai) to the value calculated for bulk 
bec Ni Unfortunately, the spin orbit splitting of the 3d band was not included in either 
of the calculations and theiefoie the orbital and spin moments can not be compared 
separately 
5.1.4 Validity of the results 
Experimental conditions 
There are some expenmental conditions which might influence the measured magnetic 
moments With MCXD, only the component of the magnetic moments along the prop-
agation dnection of the incoming light is measuied This dnection was put 15° off the 
magnetization direction of the Fe ciystal, and the measuiements aie essentially not sen-
sitive to the components of the moments noi mal to the [010] direction The strong 
exchange mteiaction expected between Fe and Ni makes it, however, unlikely that the 
Ni moments do pielerentially align along some othei direction A second point is that 
the measurements piesented in the table were done at loom temperature for some thin 
layéis of TM it is known that the Cune tempeiature can be quite different from the one 
for the bulk matenal [20] This means that the moments at room temperature might not 
be completely satuiated To test this point we peiformed additional measurements on 
thin (1 and 3 ML) Ni layers at RT and 100 ± 10 К The obtained values were consistent 
with those in Tab 5 1 and did not depend on the tempeiatuie, within the ertoi bars 
Hence, thermal disordei can not explain the large difference (a factor 2) between our 
values for the magnetic moments and the calculations performed for thin layers 
Validity of the sum rules 
Though the validity of the sum rule foi the oibital moment ha¡> been well established 
theoretically [17, 21, 22], the sum iule foi the spin is contioversial (Section 2 3 and 
Ref 22) According to Wu et al [22], it can give large eirors even for bulk Ni, though for 
our measuiements (Chaptei 4 and Ref 19) it gave íesults in good agreement with theory 
and other measuiements Foi thin suiface layers, however, the neglect of the (Tz) term 
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might not be valid In t h e 3d t rans i t ion metals , (Т
г
) essentially measures t h e anisotropy 
in t h e spin field which is caused by crystal field effects on t h e spatial d is t i ibut ion of t h e 
electrons [23] T h i s t e r m is zero for a bulk cubic system, but can be i m p o r t a n t m reduced 
symmetry , as is t h e case foi a suiface layer [24] Based on the calculations of Lee [13] a 
negative value for (Т
г
) would be expected [23] and t h u s neglecting it results in a too low 
value for (Sz) However, a non vanishing (T 2 ) should also imply t h e presence of linear 
dichroism [25], ι e , diffeient absorpt ion s p e c t i a when t h e electi ic vectoi of the linearly 
polarized p h o t o n s is or iented parallel and perpendiculai to the surface This was also 
calculated for t h e surface layers of bcc Fe [17] and fee Ni [22] 
Fig 5 6 Ni L2 j edges for 3 ML of 
NionFe(lOO) as deposited t a k e n 
with linearly polarized light The 
spectra were taken with the light in 
15° grazing ( · ) and normal (o) in 
cidence, with the polanzation vec 
toi of the light almost peipendicu 
lar and noi mal to the suiface re 
spectively They aie not corrected 
foi the Fe backgiound 
840 850 860 870 880 890 
Photon Energy (eV) 
Foi some t i a n s i t i o n metals lineai dichroism has been o b s e n e d e x p e n m e n t a l l y at 
surfaces as well as in bulk m a t e n a l s Measurements h a \ e been done mainly at the Cu 
L2 3 edges, like for Cu/Si intei facts [26 27] and high Τ с supei conductors [28] T h e 
dichioism was p iobably due to t h e two dimensionality of bonds leading to pai t ia l ly 
e m p t y ¿ o i b i t a l s in the plane and filled oibi tals peipeiicliculai (o it In both cases the 
Cu is in a quasi two dimensional e m i i o n m e n l it is known tha t С u haidly forms bonds 
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with Si and in the superconductors the Cu atoms are situated in CuO planes, with strong 
Cu-0 bonds in these planes and much weaker bonds perpendicular to them. 
In contrast with the measurements on Cu mentioned before, in the case of Ni on Fe 
there is a strong hybridization with the substrate and, effectively, only the neighbors 
on the vacuum side are missing. Moreover, it is not known if the Ni atoms are really 
placed on top of the Fe, or are "embedded" in the substrate. In Fig. 5.6, the spectra 
for normal and grazing incidence, taken with linearly polarized light, are shown for 3 
ML of Ni on Fe(100). In normal incidence, the electric vector of the light is parallel to 
the surface, at grazing incidence almost perpendicular. For both spectra a straight line, 
extrapolated from the pre-edge slope, has been subtracted. The spectra are normalized 
in the regions before the L3 and after the L2 edges. The difference curve reveals no sign 
of linear dichroism, within the noise. The same result was found for very thin (~ 1 ML) 
layers and for annealed samples. 
5.1.5 Conclusions 
Summarizing this part, we think that the obtained results contribute to the discussion of 
the magnetic properties of bec Ni layers on Fe(100). The occurrence of circular dichroism 
at the L-edges is a direct and unquestionable proof that the layers are magnetically 
ordered. Adopting the hypothesis of a negligible (Т
г
) contribution, the size of the moment 
per Ni atom is smaller than in bulk fee Ni. contrary to the prediction of an increased 
value for the surface bec layers. In particular, we estimate for the total moment a value 
of 0.35 ± 0 . 1 0 μ β , which does not vary, within the error bars, for the different thicknesses 
of the Ni layers that wc considered, nor does it depend on the temperature, in the range 
of ~ 90 - 300 K. This value is quito close to the one calculated for bulk bec Ni when the 
lattice parameter of Fe is assumed. It has to be noted that also in other experiments on 
thin TM layers a discrepancy with theory has been observed, like for Ni overlayers on 
Cu(100) [20] and for Cr on Fe(100) [29, 30]. 
5.2 Thick (> 4 ML) and annealed layers 
5.2.1 Introduction 
It is known since long ago that the electronic structure of a material is of major impor­
tance lor its magnetic properties. In 1937, Stoner proposed a model for the magnetism 
in 3d TM [31] where the interaction between the 3</ electrons leads to the splitting of the 
band in spin-up and spin-down subbands, with an energy separation Δ (the exchange 
splitting). 
The Stoner model provides a quite simplified picture, supposing a rigid shift of two 
equally shaped bands. In reality, the shape of the ьріп-up and spin-down bands are not 
the same, and some of the magnetic properties of a material depend quite critically on 
the exact shape of the bands. The Stoner model also supposes pure spin states, without 
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orbital moments In recent yeais, the theoietical methods have become poweiful enough 
to calculate the spin-polanzed band stiuctuie foi 3d metals foi any crystallogiaphic 
structure [11, 32] Most of these calculations have been done neglecting the spin-orbit 
coupling in the 3d states, resulting in the presence of a spin magnetic moment only In 
the presence of a strong crystal field the spin orbit coupling is, however, íesponsible for 
the existence of a non-vanishing oibital moment Knowledge of the oibital moment is of 
great impoitance foi understanding the magnetociystallme anisotiopy, which deteimines 
the easy directions of magnetization and coercivities in magnetic matenals [33] 
Some calculations for the 3d metals in which the spin-oibit coupling was included 
were recently published by Eriksson and co woikeis [34, 35], showing the role of the 
filling of the 3d band foi both the spin and orbital magnetic moments Expeinncntal 
information about the occupied and unoccupied DOS and thus the band filling can veiy 
well be obtained by high eneigy spectioscopies [36], like X-iay Absoiption Spectioscopy 
(XAS) Apait fiom the possibility to denve the oibital and spin moments using MCXD, 
XAS also provides infoimation about the shape of the unoccupied densitv of states 
This section will repoit about an Χ Λ S study on the changeb m the unoccupied DOS 
and the spin and oibital moments of Ni when it is alloyed with Fe, using MCXD at 
the Ьг,з absorption edges of Ni A MCXD study on the K-edges (Is —» np transitions) 
of Ni-Fe alloys has recently been lepoited by Sakuiai and co-woikeib [37], showing the 
influence of the Ni concentration on the 4/J states In the spectia piesented heie, cleai 
changes are visible in the intensities and positions of the main absoiption peaks and in 
the relative intensity between the white line and the satellite at 6 eV highei eneigy 
5.2.2 Results 
Thicker layers 
For layéis thicker than about 5 ML the obseived LKLD pattern in oui expeiimcnts 
becomes less evident and above 7 ML no cleai pattern is visible anymoie Wang et al [4] 
observed a c(2x2) pattern for coveiages fiom 8 20 ML, but could not sohe the stiuctuie 
of these layéis For thickei layéis (up to 100 ML) they still obsened LEED spots, which 
however did not have any obvious íelation to each othci Heinnch el al [5] supposed 
that aftei leaching a cntical Ni thickness the bcc stiuctuie is modified by an anay of 
misfit dislocations and lattice leconstiuctions 
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Fig. 5.7. Total absoiption (μ+ + μ~ ) for 5 ML and 15 ML of N1 on Fe(100), together 
with the MCXD curves 
In Fig 5 7 the total absoiption (μ+ +μ~) and diffeience cuive (/¿+ — μ~) are reported 
foi 5 ML and 15 ML of Ni on Fe Also foi the thickei layéis the definition of 1 ML is 
with iespect to the Fe bulk bcc layei distance (1ML ~ 1 44 Ä), even though the Ni 
does not glow bcc anymoie Γ he total absoi prion foi the 15 ML coveiage starts looking 
moie like the Ni metal spoeti um (Fig 4 1), indicating that the stiuctuie ioi these thick 
layéis is getting closei to fee Using the sum iules foi the 5 ML coveiage, one finds 
(Lz) = 0 05 ± 0 02 μΒ and (b¿) = 0 17 ± 0 04 μβ These values aie still close to values 
found foi the bcc la}eis, though the LEED indicates that the stiuctuie is not puie bcc 
anymore Foi the 15 ML coveiage the spin moment is still aiound 0 15 μβ, but the orbital 
moment is close to zeio This might be due to the lack of long lange order and thus to 
ι educing of the ciystal field symmetiy at the Ni sites, leading to a further quenching of 
the orbital moment Only one measuiement has been done at this thickness, making any 
inteipietation hazaidous 
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5.2.3 Annealed layers 
The annealing was done using electron bombardment from the back of the crystal, while 
the temperature was measured using the chromel alumel thermocouple with which the 
crystal was attached to the horseshoe magnet (Fig 3 4) After every evaporation and 
subsequent annealmg(s), the LEED pattern of the sample was inspected and also the 
relative intensity between the Ni and Fe MVV and LVV Auger lines was measured In 
Fig 5 8, the Ni and Fe MVV Augci lines aie shown for the 15 ML Ni coverage For the 
as deposited layei and aftei a flash at 300°C, only the Ni is visible The mean free path 
of electrons of this energy (50 60 eV) is expected to be about 5 A [38] 
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posited and after annealing at 300°C 
foi 3 min The shift bettei shown 
in the inset is about 200 meV 
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No LEED pattein was \isible loi these lajeis onl) some veiv bioad featuies on a high 
backgiound This is in agieement with the piexious obseivations that N1 does not grow 
epitaxiall) on Ге(ЮО) abo\e 4 6 ML ^ftei annealing toi 30 seconds at 300°C, the spots 
aie still veiy bioad but a squaie pattuii becomes \ ìsiblc In the Augei spectrum, the 
Ге MVV line appeals Aftei a second annealing (foi anothei 150 sec ) at 300°C, the Fe 
MVV line is moie intense than the one of Ni the LEED spots aie much nanower and 
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show the same pattern as for the clean Fe The decrease in the Ni/Fe intensity ratio 
clearly evidences a diffusion of N1 into the Fe, as observed by Wang et al [4] This 
could also be seen in the X ray absorption spectra, where the peak to background ratio 
decreases upon annealing This is due to the fact that the absorption cross section at 
850 eV (just before the N1 L3 edge) for Fe is about 5 times higher than for Ni 
In Fig 5 9, the total absorption spectra for the same layer are shown for the as 
deposited layer and after the longest annealing To get the total absoiption, the spectra 
for the two directions of magnetization were noimalized befoie the L3 and aftei the L2 
edge, and then summed Upon annealing, there is a clear shift of the peaks to higher 
photon energy, of about 150 200 meV This is in agreement with the shift of the 2p3/2 and 
2pi/2 core levels with respect to Ni-metal found in XPS foi many Ni alloys [39, 40] For 
a dilute alloy of an element Ζ (in this case Ni) in a host A (Fe), one expects a chemical 
shift of the levels of element Ζ if the heats of solution of the Ζ and Ζ + 1 (Cu) elements 
in A are different [41] 
Fig 5.10 L3 edges, for 15 MI 
of Ni on Fe( 100), as deposited and 
aftei heat treatment The spec 
tra are shifted to the same edge 
position The shifts aie 20, 110 
and 200 meV foi the thiee subse 
quent annealings Also shown is 
the difference between the spcctia 
for the as deposited layei and after 
the longest annealing 
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The obseivation of the bcc LEED pattern, the decieasing latio of the Ni and be MVV 
15MLNionFe(100) 
As deposited 
Flashed to 300°C 
Ann 30 sec at 300°C 
Ann 3 mm at 300°C 
Difference between 
— — and 
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lines in the Auger spectra and the energy shift in XAS togethei strongly suggest that N1 
is forming a bcc alloy with Fe The phase diagram of Ni/Fe gives a bulk bcc phase for 
up to 10% N1 in Fe [42] but, on top of a bulk bcc substrate, the Ni/Fe alloy might stay 
bcc also for higher N1 contents 
In Fig 5 10, only the L3 part of the spectra of Fig 5 9 is shown, together with the 
spectra for the flashed and shortly annealed layei The spectra were aligned to the same 
edge position, to better show the íelative changes in line shape Also reported is the 
difference between the spectra for the as deposited layer and aftei the last annealing 
There is a consideiable change in the line shape the white line intensity is seen to go 
down consideiably, while the intensity of the satellite at ~ 6 eV from the main peak stays 
moie or less constant 
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Fig. 5.11. Total abbOiption (a) and MCXD (b) foi a thin la\ei of N1 on Fe(100), af 
ter annealing (·) compaicd to bulk Ni(110) (o) 1 he spectium foi Ni/Fe is corrected 
foi the Fe background 
In Fig 5 11(a), the total absoiption spectrum foi a thin layei of N1, annealed for 1 
mm at 400° С immediately aftei evapoiating, is compared with the spectium of Ni 
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15 ML (cis dep ) 
flash 300°C 
ann 30 sec 
ann 3 min 
5 ML (as dep ) 
flash 300° С 
ann 30 sec 
1 ML ann 
Ni metal 
(I·.) 
0 00 ± 0 03 
0 07 
0 04 
0 05 
0 05 
0 08 
0 09 
0 11 
0 06 
(S.) 
0 15 ± 0 04 
0 24 
0 25 
0 25 
0 17 
0 19 
0 27 
0 26 
0 27 
<J;) 
0 30 ± 0 10 
0 55 
0 54 
0 55 
0 39 
0 46 
0 63 
0 63 
0 60 
<LZ) / <S2) 
0 01 
0 31 
0 17 
0 20 
0 33 
0 44 
0 33 
0 45 
0 22 
Table 5 2 Magnetic moments for 5 and 15 ML oí Ni on Fe(lOO) as deposited and attei 
annealing, and for a thin layer after annealing foi 1 mm at 400°C 
metal The satellite gets significantly bioadei, compaiable to what was obseived for the 
epitaxial layers After the annealing the Ni can probably be consideied as an impuiity 
in the bcc iron, so that both the stiuctuie and the type of neighbois has changed with 
respect to the fee Ni metal In Fig 5 11(b) the MOXD cunes of both the Ni 'impuiity" 
and the Ni metal aie shown 
To deiive the orbital and spin moments foi the annealed samples, the same pioceduie 
was used as foi the as deposited layéis In Table5 2 the obtained magnetic moments foi 
the different samples are given, togethei with those foi a 5 ML Ni/Fe sample and the Ni 
metal Also given is the latio between (Lr) and (Sz) this value does not depend on -^-
and can thus be determined moie accurately We found only one theoietical value foi 
the total moment of a Ni impuiity in Fe [43], but the value of 0 7μβ which is ìepoited 
refers to Fe in the fee phase 
5.2.4 Discussion 
The most stnking changes upon allowing the Ni with Fe air the deciease of the white 
line intensity and the strong inciease ot tin oibital moment In this section, a tentati\e 
interpretation of these íesults will be given 
Line shapes 
As mentioned in Chaptei 4, the L23 absoiption spectium ot N1 has been explained both 
with itinerant and localized models In the fust model, the white lines aie the ìesiilt of 
transitions of the 2;J63 d9 giound statt to ¿p'id}ù final states (with ¿P3/2 and 2р,/2 coic 
hole) The satellite at 6 eV abo\ethe white lines (haidK visible loi the L¡ edge) emeiges 
from the band-structuie [44] and can be attnbuted to stales of d chaiactei hybndiztd 
with the unoccupied sp band Upon allowing with Ге not onlj the natine ol the neaiest 
neighbors (fiom N1 to Fe) but also the stiuctuie (fiom fee to bcc) and thus the number 
of nearest neighbors (ftom 12 to 8) changes This will influence the band stiuctuie and, 
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in turn, probably also the absorption spectrum. In X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
(XPS) studies of the core levels and valence bands of a large number of alloys, Fuggle 
et al. [39, 40] found that upon alloying of Ni with more electropositive elements the 
density of d states of Ni at the Fermi level decreases, indicating a filling of the d band. 
This is in agreement with the decrease of the white line intensity found in the present 
experiment, where Ni is slightly more electronegative than Fe (the Pauling negativity is 
1.9 for Ni and 1.8 for Fe [45]). Fuggle et al. [39] also suggested that the ¿ s t a t e density 
in the unoccupied sp band is spread out upon alloying, which would be consistent with 
the broadening of the satellite observed here (Fig. 5.11(a)). 
In the localized model (or many-body configuration interaction approach) the ground-
state of Ni is described as a superposition of d8^2, d9v1 and d10 configurations, where v1 
and i? mean that there is one, respectively two, extra electron(s) in the "reservoir", in 
Ni metal mainly consisting of neighboring Ni 3d orbitale [46, 47, 48]. In this model the 
satellite can be caused both by mixing between the 2p53d9 and 2p53d10 configurations in 
the final states and to 3d8 character in the ground state [46]. This last contribution to the 
spectrum consists of a multiplet, of which the 3 F term is the lowest lying in energy. Since 
this is a triplet state, with two holes with equal spin, it is expected to play an important 
role in the magnetism of Ni [49, 50]. It is also responsible for the shoulder observed in 
the MCXD curve of Ni (Fig. 4.1). The number of parameters in the CI model makes it 
quite difficult to attribute changes in the experimental spectrum to one mechanism. The 
strength of the satellite in this model depends critically on the hybridization between 
the d8 and d9 configurations in the ground state (and their energy difference Δ) and on 
the hybridization between the 2p53d9 and 2p 53d 1 0 configurations in the final state (see 
for instance Ref. 51 and 52). Δ is the charge transfer energy, i.e. the energy cost to 
transfer a hole from a Ni atom to a neighboring atom (Δ = E(di0) + E(d?v) — 2E{<P)). 
It is clear that upon alloying with Fe the character of the "reservoir" states changes and 
therefore also the relative energy and occupation of the d 8 υ 2 , d^v1 and d 1 0 configurations. 
A relative increase of the amount of d8 character in the ground-state would, however, 
increa.se the intensity of the shoulder in the MCXD curve. In fact, the relative strength 
of the 4 eV shoulder in the MCXD curve is lower for the Ni impurity with respect to the 
Ni metal (see Fig. 5.11(b)). Also in the difference between the total absorption spectra 
(Fig. 5.10) a shoulder is observed at the same position as in the MCXD curve. This 
might indicate a decrease in the amount of de in the ground state (consistent with a 
filling of the d band). 
From this discussion it becomes clear that some of the observed changes, especially 
the lowering of the white line intensity and the broadening of the satellite, agree with 
previous results obtained using XPS [39. 40]. The increase in ratio between the intensities 
of the satellite and the white line can not be explained easily, neither in the itinerant nor 
in the localized model. 
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Magne t i c m o m e n t s 
In atoms the size of the orbita] magnetic moment is dictated by the electron-electron 
interaction (the first two Hund's rules). In the solid state other parameters influence 
the orbital moment as well, like the symmetry and the strength of the crystal field, the 
spin-orbit coupling, the size of the spin moment and the density of states at the Fermi-
level. In this section, we will try to examine how they relate to the increase of the orbital 
magnetic moment in Ni/Fe bcc alloys, reported in Section 5.2.3. 
Looking at Table 5.2, it can be seen that there is no difference in the spin moments 
for Ni metal and the Ni impurity, so this factor can not be very important. There is 
a difference in the structures, fee for the Ni metal and bcc for the Ni impurity. The 
symmetry of the CEF in both cases is O^, but (he character of the states at the Fermi-
level changes, as well as the number of nearest neighbors (from 12 for fee to 8 for bcc). 
However, Table 5.2 shows that for the 15 ML of Ni after annealing the orbital moment 
is still more or less equal to that of the Ni metal, though the structure, as seen from 
the LEED, is already closer to bcc. The change in structure apparently does not have 
much influence on the size of the orbital moment. Apart from changing the structure, 
annealing also causes intermixing, resulting in replacement of part of the Ni neighbors 
by Fe. This effect will be strongest for the thin layer while for the thick layers the Ni 
concentration after annealing will strongly depend on the depth, and close to the surface 
the number of Ni-Ni bonds will still be considerable. It looks, therefore, like it is mainly 
the nature of the nearest neighbors which gives rise to the increase of the orbital moment. 
This increase agrees well with calculations of Söderlind et al. [35] for Fe-Co and Co-Ni 
alloys. In these calculations, the spin-up band is essentially filled and the rigid spin-down 
band gets gradually filled going from Fe, via Co, to Ni, supposing "average" atoms with 
an atomic number which is the concentration weighted atomic number of the alloy. They 
show a strong increase of the orbital magnetic moment going from Ni to a bcc alloy of 
25% Ni in Co. The maximum of the orbital moment is related to a high spin-down DOS 
at the Fermi-energy around that composition. MCXD results by Idzerda et al. [53] show, 
however, a similar increase in the orbital to spin moment ratio for diluted Fe in Co and 
Co in Fe, which can not be explained by the above mentioned theory. Calculations by 
Nautiyal et al. [54] for N¡3Fe, where the Ni and Fe-sites are treated differently, show a 
strong peak close to the Fermi-level in the spin-up band, which would give rise to an 
orbital moment in the opposite direction. The calculations of Söderlind et al. [35] also 
suppose an emptying of the d band going from Ni to Co, while the opposite is observed 
upon alloying with Fe. 
Our results, together with those of Idzerda et al. [53], might also suggest that the 
increase of the orbital moment is inherent to the impurity character of the Ni. One of 
the reasons has already been mentioned: the strength of a crystal field is dependent on 
the amount of covalency between the atoms, and this will always decrease when, in a 
certain structure, the nearest neighbors are changed from equivalent atoms to those of 
another element. Moreover, the electronic states of an impurity are more localized on the 
impurity atom site, increasing the electron-electron interaction and therefore decreasing 
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the quenching of the orbital moment A highei localization of the election states is also 
expected at the surface, an aigument which was ïecently used to explain the increased 
orbital moment found at the sui face of N1 metal [9] 
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Chapter 6 
Magnetic linear dichroism in thin 
NiO films on MgO 
In the two previous chapters, it has been shown how the asymmetry in the absorption 
spectra, taken with circularly polarized light of opposite helicities, can give information 
about ferromagnetic ordering, in an element selective and surface sensitive way. Circular 
dichroism, however, is not adapted to study Anti-Ferromagnetic (AFM) ordering: the 
average of the magnetic moment taken over all the atoms is zero. Circular dichroism is 
directly proportional to (M) and can therefore not distinguish between anti-ferro and 
non-magnetic order. On the contrary, the average of the squared magnetic moment (M2) 
is rather sensitive to the onset of AFM ordering, and it is this same quantity which 
determines the presence of linear dichroism. 
As an example of soft x-ray dichroism applied to the study of AFM ordering, in 
this chapter we will present part of the results obtained at the L2i3 edges of Ni, in thin 
NiO layers of different thicknesses grown epitaxially on an MgO(OOl) substrate. The 
combined study of the angular and temperature dependence of the absorption spectra 
allows to estimate the Néel temperature of the films as a function of their thickness. 
Experimental problems and peculiar aspects of the measurement will be discussed. 
6.1 Introduction 
The electronic structure of NiO has been the subject of many experimental and theoretical 
studies, where band-structure calculations have been used as well as a Hubbard model. In 
the latter model, the insulating character of NiO was initially explained by a correlation 
gap induced by the large Zd-'3d Coulomb interactions [1, 2], classifying NiO in the Mott-
Hubbard region of the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen diagram [3]. More recently, however, it 
was shown that the ligands have a considerable influence and the band gap in NiO is in 
fact of charge-transfer type [4, 5, 6]. Studies on Li^Nii-jO indicated that the hole states 
induced by Li doping contained primarily 0 2p character and the main component of the 
Ni ground state is then 2d8L (where L denotes a ligand hole) and not 3d7 [7, 8, 9]. 
Also the magnetic structure of NiO has been widely studied. The Bravais lattice of 
NiO is simple cubic, with the Ni and О occupying fee sublattices. Various techniques 
have been used to reveal the magnetic structure of bulk NiO to be of type-II fee, i.e. 
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ferromagnetic sheets of spins in {1,1,1} planes, which aie anti feiiomagnetically stacked 
along the (1,1,1) directions In total theie aie 12 distinct domains possible Four 
principal so called Τ domains, corresponding to the four possible (1,1,1) directions, which 
are themselves divided into three S domains corresponding to three possible (1,1,2) spin 
directions If all these domains weie piesent in the measuied thin layéis, no magnetic 
linear dichroism would be observed, since (M]) would be equal in eveiy direction Linear 
dichroism could, however, still be caused by CEF effects In the bulk of NiO the cubic 
symmetry inhibits CEF induced lineai dichioism, but an eventual effect can originate 
from the surface and from the mteiface with MgO, where the cubic symmetry is broken 
6.2 Calculations 
Recent development in the piograms to calculate the electionic structuie of highly corre 
lated materials have considerably incieased the amount of infoi mation available fiom the 
TM 2p and the RE 3d absorption edges They can be used, loi instance, to get values for 
the local crystal field, valency, magnetic stiuctuie and oibital and spin moments [11 15] 
Theoietical studies of the L23 edges of NiO with cluster and multiplet calculations in 
eluding the crystal field showed a good oveiall agieement with expenmental spectra [16] 
The N1 (2p53 d9) final states aie dominated by the 2p spin oibit coupling, which splits 
the spectrum mto two parts, îoughly conesponding to states with a 2/)3/2 and with a 
2pi/2 c o r e hole (the L3 and the L2 edge, íespectively) Both edges consist of a multiplet, 
whose detailed shape is deteimined by the ciystal and magnetic fields and the final state 
pd-Slater integrals F£¿, G^d and G^d Г ^ and G£¿ lepresent the dnect and exchange 
parts of the electiostatic ínteiaction between the ρ and d holes Since divalent N1 m 
the final state contains only one d and one ;; hole dd and pp ronelatioiis do not have 
to be considered [14] The calculations piesented in this chaptei weie peifoimed with 
a version of Cowan's progiam [17], modified by Thole et al [11] to include ciystal field 
effects in any point gioup desned The sp<clia are calculated foi 0/, symmetry, using a 
value of lODq = 1 65 eV The Haitiee Fock Slat« integrals used aie scaled down to 80% 
of their atomic values to simulate solid state effects [14] Magnetic effects are introduced 
using an exchange field acting on the 3d oibitals This leads to an exchange term in the 
Hamiltonian equal to H
ex
 = η (S¡) J , wheie η is the numbei of neaiest neighbors (6 foi 
N1 in NiO), (Sz) is the spin spin conelation function and /is the supeiexchange With 
neutron scattering a value foi J of 19 meV has been obtained foi bulk NiO [19, 18], a 
value which has also been used foi the calculations piesented 111 this chaptei In fact, 
small changes in the line shapes of the L2 3 edges weie obseived foi diffeient thicknesses 
of the NiO layéis, due to modifications 111 the supeiexchange paiametei J (see Ref 20) 
These changes do howevei not influence the inteipietation of the data piesented here 
The calculated spectra foi noi mal and peipendiculai oiientations of light polanzation 
vector and net magnetization axis are shown in Fig 6 1 To account foi lifetime effects, 
the theoretical Ime spectra were bioadened with a Loient7ian of δ = 0 4 eV foi the L3 
part, and of 6 = 0 50 eV and δ = 0 54 eV foi the fiist and second peak oí the L2 pait 
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Fig. 6.1. (a) Theoretical 1,2,3 absorption spectra for Ni2+ at 0 K, with superex-
change parameter J = 19 meV and the magnetic moments along the [1,1,2] equivalent 
directions. The spectra are for perpendicular (top) and parallel (middle) orientations 
of the [0,0,1] direction and the electric vector of the linearly polarized light, (b) The 
L2 edge in more detail. 
The increased broadening at higher energy agrees well with the decreased lifetime 
due to the opening of Coster-Kronig Auger decay channels. The spectra were further 
convoluted with a Gaussian of 6 = 0.1 eV to simulate the limited experimental resolution. 
See Ref. [20] for more details. 
6.3 Sample preparation 
The NiO films were grown on MgOfOOl ) substrates, and details about the preparation can 
be found in Ref. [10]. Single crystal MgO samples were cleaved ex-situ, yielding platelets 
of ~ 5 x l 0 mm2. They were annealed for 4 to 16 hr., at 750°C, in a UHV system, to remove 
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hydrocarbon contamination The NiO layéis were giown in an UHV MBE system with 
a base pressure of less than 10~10 Torr Ni metal was evapoiated fiom alumina crucibles 
at 1300 to 1375°C, in a NO N 0 2 pressure of lx lO" 7 Torr 
During preparation, the quality of the films was moni toi ed with RHEED, observing 
layer-by-layer growth LEED was used to check the surface stiucture of the films, while 
XPS measurements were perfoimed to check if the films weie well oxidized The resulting 
samples were very smooth, well oxidized and did not contain any nitrogen impurities 
6.4 Experiment 
Five NiO samples of different thicknesses (3, 6, 12, 17 and 50 ML, 1ML ~ 4 Â) were 
used for this experiment Most ot the XAS measuiements weie perioimed in the UHV 
chambei desciibed in Chaptei 3 The samples weie clamped on a coppei plate, attached 
to the cold fingei of a liquid nitiogen cooled uyostat Heating wnes inside the ciyostat 
allowed to stabilize at any tempeiatuie in the ι ange ~ 80 К — 650 К, the temperature 
being controlled by two theimocouples, one of them placed at the sample position and 
the other close to the heat source The sample could be lotated by 360°, with an accuracy 
of ± I o , around the vertical axis, peipendiculai to both the piopagation and the electric 
vector of the incoming light With this mounting, for every sample at least three spectra, 
corresponding to different orientations of the polarization vector and the surface normal 
(the [001] direction of the substrate), weie taken, at diffeient tempeiatuies 
In a second experiment, the 17 ML sample was mounted on a diffeient sample holdei, 
where an additional rotation of 360° could be peifoimed, with an accuiacy of 2°, around 
the photon beam piopagation axis In this case the sample could neithei be heated noi 
cooled 
In between preparation and measuiements the samples weie kept in au foi a consid­
erable time Once introduced in the vacuum chambei, with a base piessuie of 5 x l 0 - 9 
mbar without bake-out, they weie measuied without cleaning In situ LEED patterns 
turned out to be equivalent to the ongmal ones, and XPS measuiements combined the 
very scarce reactivity and contamination of the NiO films 
Data were collected in TEY mode, hence they weie stiongly affected bj chaiging of 
the insulating sample, an effect that becomes paiticulailv stiong at low tempeiatuie To 
avoid distoitions in the spectia, we woiked with small beam sizes, and when the cuiient 
in the nng was low An Al-filtei was placed in the beam befoie the sample, and the edges 
of the MgO substiates were metallized with silvei paint 
The chaigmg pioblems being solved, some unexplained angulai dependent effects weie 
left, which could only paitly be attnbuted to satuiation (see Chaptei 3) 
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6.5 Results 
In Fig. 6.2 two spectra are reported, taken on the 17 ML sample at RT, with the polar­
ization vector perpendicular (normal incidence) and almost parallel (grazing incidence) 
to the [001] direction of the substrate. The difference between the two is compared to 
the calculated one from Fig. 6.1. 
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It is evident that experiment and calculation match well, apart from the energy region 
where the maximum L3 absorption occurs. A more detailed angular dependence for the 
L3 and L2 edges is given in Fig. 6.3: while the L2 edge exhibits large changes in line shape 
and in relative intensities of the two main structures, the variations in the L3 edge are 
dominated by a saturation like effect. This is shown in the inset of Fig. 6.3(a), where the 
maximum intensity vs. angle is reported. The line is a. fit to the points with the function 
F(a) defined in Section 3.5.1, giving a value of X/d of 8 ± 1, which is much shorter than 
the values found for Ni metal (X/d = 18 ± 2) and Dy [X/d = 11 ± 1). This can partly be 
explained by the larger value of the escape depth ¿expected for insulators [21], but some 
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other observations suggest that saturation is not the only effect causing the deci ease of 
t h e L3 intensi ty (see next Section) 
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Fig. 6 .3 . ( a ) N1 L 2 3 absorption edges of 17 ML NiO/MgO(100) taken al ΠΙ foi 
different angles of incidence In the insel L-j normalized intensity fitted with a 
function F ( a ) as explained m the te\t ( b ) the I
 2 pai t of the same spectia 
Because of t h e possible occui ience ol sa lu ia t ion and othei angulai depend« nl efTecIs, 
we decided to c o n c e n t i a t e t h e analysis on the L¿ edge only T h e cioss section at the L¿ 
is much lower than at the Lj and the two peaks which build it up have moie οι less equal 
intensi ty T h e above ment ioned effects, which make the i n t e i p i e t a t i o n of the changes in 
t h e L3 absorpt ion r a t h e r hazardous, have theiefoie much less influence on t h e shape of 
t h e L2 edge In Fig 6 3(b), which shows the L 2 p a i l of the spectra, the change in the 
relative intens i ty of t h e two peaks upon changing the angle is cleailj obseivable 
Fig 6 4 compares t h e angulai d e p e n d e n t spect ia , at RT, for la\eis of chffeient thick 
ness, showing t h a t below 12 ML t h e i e is cssentialh no dichioism This lesull confiims 
t h a t t h e lower symmet iy at the sui face ( C 4 , ) is not the main souice of lineai dichioism 
7S 
in the NiO thin layers, since in that case the effect should decrease with increasing layer 
thickness 
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Fig. 6.5. Polarization dependence of 
the L2 edge of N1 for 17 ML of NiO on 
MgO(OOl), at diffeient tempeiatuics 
In Fig 6 5 the penalization dependent spectia aie lepoited toi 17 ML. taken at diffei 
ent sample tempeiatuies The dichioism disappeais at a tempeiatuie between 420 and 
480 К The tempeiatuie changes aie complete]} te\eisible, as confiimed by the top curve 
in Fig 6 5. taken aftei a complete theimal cycle Foi 50 ML, the dichioism vanishes at 
about 500 Κ, ι e , veiy close to the Néel tempeiatuie of bulk NiO (525 I\) The piesence 
of dichioism can theiefoie safely be associated with the presence of anti-ferromagnetic 
oideimg in the NiO layéis, in analogy to the work done lecently by Kuiper et al [15] on 
Fe203 , by measunng the L2 з edges of Fe in the temperatine lange including the Monn 
spin flip tiansition 
Assuming the magnetic ongin of the dichioism, the dnection oí the magnetic moments 
can be found compelling the expeiimental spectia with calculations foi diffeient diiections 
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of the exchange field J As mentioned in the introduction, in bulk NiO there are 12 
distinct magnetic domains possible For S domains with spins along the [2,1,1], [1,2,1] 
and [1,1,2] equivalent directions the average (Mj) is along the [1,0,0], [0,1,0] and [0,0,1] 
axes respectively In bulk NiO these axes are equivalent, making a preferential ordering 
of the magnetic moments along one of them unlikely This is however not the case for the 
thin layers, where the breaking of the cubic symmetry at the surface and at the interface 
with the MgO makes the [0,0,1] direction inequivalent to the [0,1,0] and [1,0,0] Though 
not directly influencing the absorption spectra, the reduced symmetry in the thin layers 
can still have an effect by causing a preferential aligning of the magnetic moments along 
an axis of high symmetry 
Fig. 6.6. Spectra taken at normal 
incidence, foi the 17 ML sample at 
RT, for diffeient angles φ between 
the polarization vector of the light 
and the [010] axis 
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In the present case, where the scattering plane is the (100) plane of the NiO(OOl) film 
and the light is p-polanzed, an (Mj) along the [1,0,0] axis does not lesult in an angular 
dependence of the spectia The calculations show that for the [0,1,0] axis the angulai 
dependence should be reveised with respect to the one obseived in the expenment Ap 
parently only the [1,1,2] domains aie present in the thin films, resulting in a maximum 
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value of (Mj) along the [0,0,1] axis, perpendicular to the surface. This is confirmed by 
the three spectra in Fig. 6.6 which are taken on the 17 ML sample, at normal incidence, 
but with different angles between the polarization vector of the light and the [0,1,0] di-
rection. The spectra are very similar, showing the absence of an azimuthal dependence 
around the [0,0,1] direction. Fig. 6.1(a) shows the theoretical L2,3 spectra for normal 
and 15 degrees incidence if only the [1,1,2], [1,1,2], [1,1,2] and [1,1,2] (and opposite) spin 
directions are taken to be present, in equal proportions, to have the resultant (Mj) along 
the [0,0,1] axis. In Fig. 6.1(b) the L2 edges of the same spectra are drawn. A comparison 
with the spectra of Fig. 6.3(b) shows that the agreement is good. 
600 
Fig. 6.7. Observed dichroism 
as a function of temperature for 
different layer thicknesses. The 
symbols are explained in the text. 
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A summary of the results of the angular and temperature dependent measurements 
is reported in Fig. 6.7. The x-axis represents the NiO film thickness in ML, the y-
axis the sample temperature during the measurement. A filled square in the graph 
means that the sample at that temperature showed dichroism, an open square that it 
did not. Half filled squares mean the observed difference was just above the noise level, 
hence doubtful. Even taking into account the difficulty to determine exactly where the 
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dichroism vamshes, and the indeteimination in the temperature scale, a semi-quantitative 
trend for the Néel tempeiature Тдг vs the number of NiO layers can be drawn It should 
be stressed that this result, by no means tu vial at the monolayei scale, can be obtained 
with measurements that take less than 1 hr for each point in Fig 6 7 
6.6 Small angles 
Effects other than the angular dependent saturation (see Section 3 5 1) can intervene 
when the surface/beam geometry is changed, especially when the photons are incident 
on the sample under a glazing angle In Fig 6 8 some piehminaiy ïesults are presented, 
obtained on the NiO/MgO films, which are indicative for a moie geneial phenomenon 
concerning the reflectivity/absoiption of photons, whose eneigy is close to an absorption 
edge 
The spectra in Fig 6 8 show changes which certainly can not be explained by angular 
dependent satuiation only The most obvious inteipietation of these spectia, lecently 
supported by combined absorption/ ìeflectivity measuiements peifonned in Daiesbuiy on 
the same samples, ìehes on the mteiplay of leflectivity and absoiption, at small angles 
of incidence and close to tiansitions of high oscillatoi strength I he leflectivity at a 
given angle, over a nanow range as shown in Fig 6 8, is usually a smooth function of the 
photon energy This is, however, not the case if, e g , the 2ρ —» id tiansitions of Ni-3rf8 
are included in this range The expenmentally measuied absoiption spectium is actually 
proportional to the absorption over the tiansmitted part, i e 4 α μ{Ε) * (1 — R(E)), 
where μ(Ε) is the absorption and R(E) the leflectivity at eneig} E Absoiption and 
reflectivity are also coirelated through the Kiameis-Kionig if bilious, and to disentangle 
them from experiments is not an eas> task 
Two applications of grazing incidence absoiption/ieflectiuU can be envisaged fiom 
this piehminaiy experiment 
ι) The different lines in the multiplet stiuctuie of the absoiption spectium show 
different dependencies on the angle of incidence As appâtent fiom Fig 6 8 and confirmed 
by calculations for NiO, some weak absoiption lines, which aie hidden in the noimal 
incidence spectrum, become îelatively strongei and even dominant below ~3° This 
effect can be used to study these weak structuies in detail, allowing a moie stiingent 
comparison with calculations 
n) The simultaneous measuiement of leflectivity and absoiption might give access to 
a direct deteimination (ι e , without using the Kameis Kionig ι dations) of the complex 
dielectric function in the energy lange which includes excitations with a high cioss section 
Finally, we want to mention that measunng the leflectiwtj of cncularh polarized 
photons vs energy represents a photon m/photon-out detection scheme that allows the 
determination of the in plane magnetic piopeities of the measuied sample 
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I I i I i I i I I 
850 860 870 880 
Photon Energy (eV) 
Fig . 6 .8. Ni L2 i edges foi 17 ML of NiO on i\lgO. at RT, at diffeient angles of 
incidence. The spectia die noimalized In multiplication in the pie-edge legion 
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Chapter 7 
Magnetic propert ies of Tb^Fe1_a : 
amorphous films studied with linear 
and circular dichroism 
This chapter will repoit about a penalization dependent soft XAS study on FexTbi_x 
amorphous films The investigated absoiption edges aie the M4 5 of Tb (3d —> 4f transi-
tions) and the L2 3 of Fe (dominated by 2p —» 3d tiansitions) A pait of the expenmental 
data, limited to the lineai dichioism at the l b M5 edge, was discussed in Ref 1 The 
íesults piesented heie confirm the powei of a combined use of circulai and linear dichro 
ism to study separately the contnbutions of different elements to magnetic properties in 
alloys As the measuiements on the N1 single crystal foi the N1 edge, the measurements 
on the Tb edges were also done to test the feasibility of peifoimmg cucular dichroism 
measuiements on the M4 5 edges of RE with a double ciystal monochiomatoi 
7.1 Introduction 
Rare Eaith (RE)/ Tiansition Metal (TM) amorphous films piesent peculiar magnetic 
piopeities, which have attiacted gieat înteiest m bolli fundamental and applied ie 
search [2] Bmaiy and teinaiy allovs with diffeient R E / I M ratios, when piepared in 
the foim of thin films, can show a laige magnetic anisotiopy peipendiculai to the film 
plane Then application as high density lecoiding media has been pioposed seveial years 
ago, and since then a laige eifoit has been made to undeistand the physical mechanism 
undeil>ing and contiolhng the macioscopit magnetic piopeities Appaiently the simpli-
fied picture of a "disordered" amorphous matenal does not apply the large magnetic 
anisotropy peipendiculai to the film plane is dnven by a stiuctural anisotiopy, 1 e the 
RE-RE, ΤΜ-ΊΜ and RE TM distances aie different in and peipendicular to the film 
plane [3, 1] Howevei, theie is no geneial agieement about the physical mechanism which 
causes this stuictuial anisotiopy, though seveial models have been pioposed [4 7] 
Less confusion exists about the maciostopic magnetic propeities of these films them-
sehes To chaiaclen/t them, manoseopic magnetic measuiements, like Magneto Optical 
Ken Effect (MOKE) and Supeiconducling Quantum Inteileience Device (SQUID) mag-
netometn (Ref 8) ha\c been used as «ell as techniciues adchessing the piopeities at 
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film 
A-l 
A-2 
A-3 
B-l 
B-2 
B-3 
C-l 
C-2 
C-3 
D 1 
D-2 
D-3 
E-l 
X 
0 14 
0 183 
0 235 
0 279 
0 476 
coercive field 
0 148 kG 
0 177 kG 
0 181 kG 
3 506 kG 
3 331 kG 
4 143 kG 
6 902 kG 
6 523 kG 
6 874 kG 
2 213 kG 
2 193 kG 
2 234 kG 
> о 
Curie temp 
390 К 
410 К 
410 К 
415 К 
Table 7 1 Values for the coercive field foi the Tb^Fei-r films, obtained by MOKE 
measurements, and calculated Cune tempeiatuies 
the microscopic and/οι atomic level, like X iaj Absoiption (XAS) [9], Small Angle Neu 
tron Scattering [10] and Mossbauei spectmscopy [11] The} show that the net magnetic 
moments of the RE and TM sublattices aie anti paiallel, the RE moments exhibiting a 
canted structuie[2] aiound the net magnetization dnection The size of the peipendiru 
lar magnetic anisotropy depends on the film composition [12] and on details of the film 
preparation, like the temperatine at which it was deposited [5] 
In Section 7 2 of this chapter a bnef descnption will be given of the sample picpa 
ration and characterization with techniques other than XAS Section 7 3 contains the 
expenmental details concerning the XAS data collection The expoimcntal data at the 
Tb M4 5 edges for five samples ot diffeient compositions aie ìepoited m Section 7 1 while 
Section 7 5 contains Fe L2 з cnculai dichioism data Finally in Section 7 6 the conclusions 
will be piesented, togethei with the ensemble of the magnetic piopeities as obtained fiom 
XAS 
7.2 Sample characterization 
The Tb ïFe i - j samples weie piepaied at IBM San Jose b\ sputLeiing deposition They 
are ~ 1000 Â thick, sandwiched between two 125 A thick SHNJ la^cis and suppoited 
by either Si or S1O2 substiates A detailed descnption of the sample pi< paiation can be 
found elsewheie [13] 
The five different compositions we anah zed aie listed in lable7 1 loi each compo 
sition at least foui samples on the two substiates weie алаіІаЫе fable 7 1 also îepoits 
the coercive fields as obtained fiom Ken lotation measuiements on clifTeicnl samples, 
together with the calculated Cune tempeiatuie 
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7.3 Experimental details 
The dala collection was pei formed at diffeient synchiotron radiation centers over a long 
penod of time, on diffeient samples of the same batch The agieement between the 
results of the different measurement sessions was rematkable 
Linear dichroism studies were peifoimed at the Tb M4 5 edges The samples were 
mounted on a cryostat which could be cooled with liquid helium, spanning the tempera-
ture lange fiom 30 to 300 K. The samples could be îotated aiound an axis perpendicular 
to the storage ling, allowing to change the îelative onentation of the lineai polarization 
vector of the light and the magnetization dnection of the sample Since this magne 
tization dnection was peipendiculai to the suiface plane, light polaiization vector and 
magnetization dnection weie peipendiculai with the x-iays in noimal incidence Glazing 
incidence spectra were lecoided with an angle of 10 ± Io between the light polarization 
vector and the suiface noimal 
Circular dichioism measurements weie peifoimed both at the L2 3 edges of Fe and 
the M4 5 edges of Tb In oidei to have the piopagation vectoi of the light along the 
magnetization axis, the circulai dichioism measuiements had to be taken with the light 
in normal incidence The samples were theiefoie btoken into two parts, which were 
glued on the same sampleholdei aftei being magnetized between the poles of a S1T1C05 
permanent magnet The two paits weie magnetized with opposite dnections along the 
surface normal, allowing to measuie the ciiculai dichioism keeping the same hehcity of 
the light Changing this hehcity usually involves diffeient angles of incidence of the beam 
on the monochiomatoi and a consequent shift in the eneigy scale As appeals fiom the 
above presentation, all the spectia have been taken in îemnance, 1 e , with no applied 
field during the measuiements 
The Fe L2 3 edges (700-800 eV) have been measuied at beamlme 1 1 of the Synchiotion 
Radiation Source at Daresbuiy The monochiomator is a spherical grating and gives a 
rate of cnculai polarization of ~80%, 0 1 mrad away fiom the plane of the ring, with 
positive hehcity above that plane The lesolution at 700 eV was about 0 5 eV 
The Tb Mi 5 edges (1230 1280 eV) weie measuied at beamlme SA22 The lineai 
dichioism was taken with the light emitted in the plane of the ling, with a late of linear 
polaiization close to 1 Foi measuung the cnculai dichioism, the light emitted 1 mrad 
below the oibit plane was used, wheie the late of cnculai polaiization is about 90%, 
with positive hehcity The calculated late of polaiization [14] aftei two ìeflections at 39" 
is only ~ 5 % (see Section 3 2) 
7.4 Dichroism at the Tb edges 
The lineai and cnculai dichioism measuiements on the Tb edges ha\e been analyzed 
using the foiinaliMii descnbed in Section 2 1 In all cases a puie Zeeman splitting of the 
7 F 6 giound state of Tb v\as supposed The theoietical spectia taken with lineai and 
cnculai polaiization oi the light at 1 = 50 К and H = 10 Τ, aie shown in Fig 7 1 
S() 
τ Tb M ΔΜ = ±1 • 
ΔΜ = 0 -
• Difference 
Δ Μ = + 1 
ΔΜ = -1 
Difference" 
_L _L 
rSampleAA τ = 35Κ" 
1235 1240 1245 1250 1235 1240 1245 1250 
Photon Energy (eV) Photon Energy (eV) 
Fig. 7 . 1 . Theoretical linear (top) and 
circular (bottom) dichroism at the Tb 
M5 edge. The calculations were done 
for a Zeeman splitting with Η = 10 Τ 
at Τ = 50 К. 
F i g . 7.2. Exp. and cale spectra for 
sample Α (λ = 0.14) al ,)5 К, taken 
with hneaily polaiized light The same 
value of Η is used foi all the spectia 
(see text). 
W i t h i n the as sumpt ion of a pure Zeeman splitt ing, only one p a i a m e t e i ( H ) is needed 
to fit t h e exper iment , given the t e m p e r a t i n e . An example is shown in Fig. 7.2, wheie Η is 
fitted for t h e normal incidence s p e c t i u m of sample A (x = 0.14), taken at T = 35 К with 
linearly polarized light. T h e spect ra at the other angles are calculated using the same 
value of H . T h e e x p e r i m e n t a l and calculated spect ia m a t c h ver}- well. I'sing this fitting 
procedure one can deduce (AIj) fiom the lineai and (AIj) fiom the circular clichroism 
However, for a p u i e Zeeman spl i t t ing the relation between (Mj) and (AJj) is known and 
given by (Mj) = J (J + 1 ) 4 - (Mj) colli j¿, where 0 = кТ^і
в
д„,П [15] and g(yJ is the 
Lande factor [16] All the pai amelé i s (Mj). (AIj) and the local magnetic field Η can 
then be deduced fiom the lineai οι fiom the cnculai d i i h i o i s m s p e d i a independent ly 
T h e validity of this a s sumpt ion of a p i n e Zeeman split t ing will be discussed latei based 
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on the e x p e i i m e n t a l lesults 
7.4.1 Linear dichroism 
T e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n c e 
In Fig 7 3, t h e spect ra of t h e M 5 edge of T b at two different t e m p e r a t u r e s are l e p o r t e d , 
taken with t h e lineai polar izat ion vector of the light perpendicular (normal incidence, 
filled circles) and almost parallel (open circles) t o t h e direction of t h e t o t a l magnet izat ion 
of t h e sample, ι с , t h e sui face noi mal T h e specific s a m p l e consideied in Fig 7 3 is В 1 
with χ = 0 183 T h e diffeience сш еь between the two or ientat ions a ie also reported, 
multiplied by an ( a i b i t r a i v ) tactoi 3, and compared to the theoiet ical dichioism 
Sample D 
Tb M«. edge \ J'\ ^ ^ 
120 К » ^ * У * > 
•|110 K ^ - 5 ; 
|105 К ^ Ч 
•95 К 
а 
в 
1235 1240 1245 1250 123812401242124412461248 
Photon Energy (eV) Photon Energy (eV) 
Fig 7 .3 . Lineai dichioism foi sample 
В (\ = 0 183) at 35 К and RT ( J00 K) 
Spectia aie foi noi mal ( · ) and 10° mei 
dence (о) I he diffeience is multiplied 
b\ a factor i 
Fig 7.4. Noi mal incidence spectra of 
sample D (\ = 0 274) at different tern 
peiatuies In the inset the difference 
between the spectia at a given temper­
atine and 35 К is reported 
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In Fig. 7.4 t h e normal incidence spectra for sample D (with χ = 0.279), taken at three 
different t e m p e r a t u r e s , are reported, and the inset of t h e same figure shows t h e differ­
ence curves between spectra collected at various t e m p e r a t u r e s and t h a t corresponding 
to t h e lowest t e m p e r a t u r e of 35 K. No variation occurs up to a b o u t 100 K, within t h e 
exper imenta l error, suggesting t h a t the T b sublat t ice magnet iza t ion sa tura tes a r o u n d 
that t e m p e r a t u r e . T h e same value, within t h e error bar of a b o u t 10 K, has been found 
for samples A (x = 0.14) and В (x = 0.183). T h e T b magnet iza t ion at RT appears to be 
small. 
Fig. 7.5. Normal ( · ) and grazing (o) incidence spectra for the different samples, 
taken with linearly polarized liglit al 35 К. The difference curves arc multiplied by 
an arbitrary factor 3. 
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7.4.2 Composition dependence 
Fig 7 5 shows the spectra taken at the lowest temperature (35 ± 10 K) for the entire set 
of samples, and the conespondmg diffeiences At glazing incidence and foi the higher 
Tb contents, there aie cleai signs of saturation effects in the spectia (see Section 3 5 1) 
These effects strongly affect the line shapes for samples D (x = 0 279) and E (x = 0 476), 
making a quantitative analysis rather difficult and not reliable on the entire angular 
range 
Fig. 7.6 Nonnal incidence spec­
tia foi the diffeient samples, at 
35 К 
1238 1240 1242 1244 1246 
Photon Energy (eV) 
The composition dependence is bettei lllustiated by a dnect companson of the low 
tempeiatuie data collected at noimal incidence Fig 7 6 shows that the deviation from 
the unpolanzed spectium mcieases going tow aids lowei Tb contents Fitting the spectia 
of Fig 7 6 with the Zeeman model ïesulted in the values foi J(Mj) and H ïeported in 
Table 7 2 The euoi bai in \/(Mj) is mainly gnen by the accuiacy of the fitting, while 
the eiior in H іь mainh due to the unceitainty m the tempeiatuie Τ 
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Sample 
A 
В 
С 
D 
E 
χ 
0 14 
0 183 
0 235 
0 279 
0 476 
MgH (meV) 
1 25 ± 0 25 
1 45 ± 0 30 
1 25 ± 0 25 
1 0 ± 0 2 
0 45 ± 0 2 
Η (Tesla) 
14 ± 3 
17 ± 3 
14 ± 3 
11 ± 3 
5 ± 2 
(Mj)1' 
4 70 ± 0 2 
4 85 ± 0 2 
4 70 ± 0 2 
45 ± 04 
39 ± 04 
Table 7 2 Experimental parameters obtained fitting the Linear Dichroism data (T = 35 
K) of Fig 7 6 For samples D and E only the normal incidence spectra are used The 
isotropic value for (Afj)ï is 3 74 
7.4.3 Circular dichroism 
As mentioned before, the experiments peiformed on circulai dichroism at the Tb edges 
are severely limited by the low degree of circular polarization of the light tiansmitted 
through the double crystal monochromator The signal to noise ratio is therefore small In 
order to get the dichroism for 100% cu culai ly polarized light, the expenmental dichroism 
has to be divided by the rate of polarization (Section 2 2) This tate is not accurately 
known, which, in combination with the small signal to noise ìatio, causes a large euor 
bar in the determination of (Mj) Foi this reason they ìepiesent a test and check of the 
linear dichioism îesults lather than a self suppoiting set of data foi the deteimination 
of the magnetic propeities of Tb in our samples 
The spectra of Fig 7 7 have been taken on the В sample (x = 0 183) at RT and 100 
K, in the conditions described in Section 7 3 The fitting of these data gives an (Mj) of 
-3 6 at 90 К and of -1 5 at RT The theoretical dichioism coiiesponding to these values 
of (Mj) is given as well Supposing a pure Zeeman splitting, the above mentioned value 
of (Mj) results in a \/(M3) at 90 К of 4 45, in good agieement with the lineai dichioism 
results More important, however, is that these measuiements allow a bettei description 
of the orientation of the Tb magnetic moments Fiom the lineai dichioism only, one 
can not distinguish between a feiromagnetic and an anti lenomagnetic oideimg within 
the Tb sublattice, since they would give the same value of J ( M J ) The data of Fig 7 7 
allow to clanfy this point, since an anti feiromagnetic ordenng would give (Mj) = 0 and 
correspondingly no circular dichroism 
7.4.4 Discussion 
In the case of a puie Zeeman splitting, at veiy low tempeiatuie only the Mj = —6 
level should be occupied, leading to a satuiation value foi y ( M j ) ot 6 By conti ast, in 
Table 7 2 it can be seen that this value is always below 5 Actually, the puie Zeeman 
splitting is not a veiy accurate descnption of the leal situation The piesence of other 
perturbing fields, like crystalline electnc fields (CEF), leads to the occunence of complex 
magnetic structuies and to a mixing of the \Mj) atomic wave functions in building up 
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the perturbed level scheme. In a semi-classical picture, for the RE-TM alloys this can be 
represented by a situation where the Tb moments are lying on a cone making an angle 
θ with the net magnetization direction. The (Mj) along this direction is then given by 
yJ{M2j) = ^(Щ)
тлх
 * cos θ => θ = arceos ^ ( М ^ / З б . Using the values of Table 7.2, this 
gives an average angular aperture θ around the axis perpendicular to the plane ranging 
from 35° for χ = 0.183 to 50° for χ = 0.476. 
Tb M5 edge 
Sample В _ 
1235 1240 1245 1250 
Photon Energy (eV) 
Fig. 7.7. Tb M5 edges of sample 
В (x = 0.183), taken with circu­
larly polarized light, at RT and 
100 K. The rate of polarization 
of the light was about 5 %. 
In principle, the linear dichroism could be completely caused by CEF effects (see 
next chapter). The measurements with circularly polarized light show, however, that 
there is a net magnetic moment in the Tb sublattice. From the size of (Mj) and the 
good agreement between the linear and circular dichroism results under the assumption 
of a Zeeman splitting, it can be concluded that magnetic (exchange) effects are more 
important in splitting the Tb ' F 6 ground state than crystal field effects. 
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7.5 The Fe L2 3 Edges 
The Fe absorption spectra have been measured on the same samples used foi the cu culai 
dichroism at the Tb edges, without further magnetization The data ìeported in Fig 7 8 
also refer to the χ = 0 186 sample and are taken using the photons emitted above plane 
(positive hehcity) The same samples measured with light emitted below plane gave 
interchanged spectra The absorption curves in Fig 7 8 have been normalized to the 
edge jump between 700 eV and 740 eV, ι e below the L-¡ and above the L2 lhey have 
been set to zeio at 700 eV and the vertical scale factoi was chosen in order to have a 
value of 100 at the maximum of the sum 
60 
50 
40 
Ш30 
| 2 0 
gio 
Ι ­
Ο 
z о 
-10 
-20 
о 
Τ 
F e L 2 3 edges 
Sample В 
ββοοοο
0 0 0 
Ъ K ^ » y l — ; * т*»|»м'УШ*> 
> 
J ι L J_ X 
Fig. 7 8 Fe L¿ 3 edges of sample 
Β (χ = 0 183), taken with ciicu 
larlv polarized light at RT The 
rate of polarization was about 80 
% 
700 710 720 730 740 
Photon Energy (eV) 
Applying the sum rules (Section 2 3) and the pioceduie given in Section 3 5 2, an 
orbital contnbution to the magnetic moment of Fe of (L„) ~ 0 06 ± 0 02 /¿g was obtained 
and 0 50 ± 0 05 /ig foi the spin contnbution ( f ) , gi\ ing a total magnetic moini ut peí Fe 
atom of 1 0 6 ± 0 12 дв (corrected for the late ol ciiculai polanzation of 80%) This value 
is much lower than the one obtained foi Fe metal (2 22 /tg), most likel} due to the fact 
that the measurements are taken at RT ι e close to the expected Cune Umpeiatuie for 
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this sample (~ 410 K). The error bars on the calculated values have their main origin 
in the determination of μ(01 and in the assumption of the occupation number n. In this 
case the generally accepted value of η = 7 was taken [17]. 
The spectra in Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.S are obtained using the same helicity of the light 
and in subtracting the spectra for both edges the same sequence of the two samples 
is used. The sign of the difference curve of Tb is the one found theoretically for the 
difference between AMj = — 1 and AMj = + 1 transitions. Since the light used here 
had positive helicity, this means that the magnetization directions were anti-parallel and 
parallel to the light propagation, respectively. 
Also for the Fe spectra light with positive helicity was used. In this case, the difference 
corresponds to calculated and experimental curves for helicity and majority spin (or 
magnetization direction) parallel minus anti-parallel, opposite to what was observed for 
Tb. The Tb and Fe sublattices are thus magnetized in opposite directions, in agreement 
with theory and other measurements [2]. 
7.6 Concluding Remarks 
Performing XAS measurements with polarized x-rays on the Tb M4,5 and Fe L 2 | 3 ab­
sorption edges of different T b
r
F e i _
x
 amorphous thin films at different temperatures, the 
following conclusions about the magnetic properties of these films could be drawn: 
i) There is a net magnetization on both the Fe and Tb sublattices, with the main axis 
perpendicular to the film plane. 
ii) From the temperature dependence of the linear dichroism in Tb, the Tb magneti­
zation at RT is very weak, but increases rapidly on cooling and saturates at about 100 
K, with little dependence on the specific composition. The saturation value of \j(Mj) 
ranges from 4.70 for sample В to 3.90 for sample E. 
iii) From the combined circular dichroism measurements at the Fe and Tb edges on 
the same samples with no intermediate magnetization, the relative orientation of the Tb 
and Fe moments can be determined. In the analyzed sample В they are found to be 
anti-parallel, i.e. the sample behaves, in a simplified scheme, as a ferrimagnet. 
iv) Using the magnetic moment found from the circular dichroism for Tb ((Mj) = 
— 1.6 —» M = ßBCaJ WJ) = —ΊΑμβ) and Fe (1.06 /¿в), an average magnetic moment of 
0.43 μβ per atom, along the surface normal, is found for the Tb^.aFegj.y sample, at RT. 
These results are not new, but confirm the possibility of a combined use of Linear 
and Circular X-ray Dichroism for magnetic studies. The high cross-sections for X-ray 
Absorption and the availability of synchrotron radiation with excellent polarization char­
acteristics combined with high intensity will make this technique rather easy to apply. 
The measurements can moreover be done very fast (less than 1 hour per sample), even 
for dilute allovs. 
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Chapter 8 
X-ray dichroism in Rare Earth 
overlayers 
Alloys of RE and TM foim an important class of materials in science and engineering 
Amorphous alloys (like the TbFe alloys described in the previous chapter) are promising 
as high density magnetic storage media, while some crystalline alloys (like SmCos and 
Nd2Fei4B) are among the strongest permanent magnets available The magnetic coupling 
between the different elements in these alloys and the influence of Crystalline Electric 
Fields (CEF) in most cases gives use to complex magnetic stiuctures and large magneto 
crystalline anisotropics In general, the spin moment of the RE 5d electrons is coupled 
anti fenomagnetically to the TM 3d spin This is analogous to the anti ferromagnetic 
coupling found in alloys of light TM (with a d shell less than half filled) with heavy TM 
(with moie than half filled shells) Since the 4 / spins couple ferromagnetically to those 
of the bd elections, also the if spin moment is anti paiallel to that of the TM 3d For 
Gd TM alloys this alignment usually is fully anti parallel (for Gd the orbital moment L 
= 0) but for othei RE crystal field effects cause only partial alignment, even at very low 
temperatures [1] In a semi classical picture, this can be described by a fan structure of 
the RE magnetic moments, wheie the angle the moments make with the direction of net 
magnetization depends on the temperature (see previous chapter) 
The exact mechanisms ìuling the magnetic properties are not very well understood 
yet and difficult to study in the alloys, since their structures are usually complicated, 
with seveial non equivalent TM and RE sites Thin layers of RE deposited on TM 
ciystals piovide a simplified model system to study these interactions, both regarding 
ground state piopeities and theimal excitations To this end, several studies have been 
peiformed, mainly using techniques sensitive to the spin part of the RE 4/ magnetic 
moments 
Among the RE oveilayer/TM systems, the one of thm layers of Gd deposited on 
Fe(100) has been studied most extensively Since Gd has no orbital moment it is aligned 
easily thiough an exchange interaction with the substtate and it also has a big satura-
tion spin moment (S = ^) , which makes it very suitable for spin polarized techniques 
Using Spin Polanzed Augei Election Spectioscopy (SPAES) Taborelh et al [2, 3] found 
that the Gd 4/ moment couples anti fenomagnetically to the Fe 3d moment, even for 
coveiages of 0 1 ML This indicates that, foi the anti fenomagnetic coupling between 
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Gd and Fe, no thiee dimensional RE TM cooidination or RE RE coupling іь necessaiy 
From temperature dependent measurements it was found that the Gd at the sui face has 
a magnetic ordering temperature around 800 K, considerably higher than the Curie tem­
perature for bulk Gd (Tc = 293 K) The rate of polarization of the excited 4/-electrons 
was constant for coverages up to 2 4 Â (~ 1 ML), but decreased rapidly for thicker films 
Below the Tc of bulk Gd, the Gd Gd interaction causes magnetic ordering even for these 
films, with the direction of the magnetic moment imposed by the anti-paiallei alignment 
at the Gd Fe interface 
Carbone et al [4] performed spin-resolved photo emission studies on the same system 
They observed that the Gd 4 / photo-emission for 1 ML Gd on Fe(100) at 175 К was 
incompletely polarized, but that also the polarization of the Fe 3¿ was íeduced with 
respect to the emission for clean Fe at the same temperature This was attributed to 
demagnetization effects at the inteiiace, due to the anti paiallel alignment of the Gd and 
Fe moments They obseived a stiong leduction of the polanzation of the Gd 4/emission 
upon increasing layer thickness as well (fiom 60% for 1 ML to 10% for 15 ML), which 
was attributed to a partial alignment of the Gd moments along the sui face noi mal 
The anti-parallel alignment of the Gd and Fe moments was also found theoietically 
by Camley [5], who calculated a phase diagram for the system as a function of the 
temperature and the magnetic field applied Foi high fields and moderate tempeiatures 
the ground state of the system (with the Fe moment paiallel and the Gd moment anti 
parallel to the applied field) can change into a state wheie the moments aie "twisted", 
having their main component peipendiculai to the external field (analogous to what 
happens for anti fenomagnets) 
Also other RE and othei TM substiates ueie studied Caibone et al [6] used spin 
resolved photo-emission to investigate Tb, Dy and Nd oveilayéis on Fe(100) Likefoi Gd, 
an anti-parallel alignment of the 4/spin moment to that of the Fe substiate was found 
Since for Nd the 4/shell is less than half filled and the orbital moment of Nd is bigger 
than its spin, foi this RE the oibital moment and thus the total moment is anti paiallel 
to the spin moment (Hund's thud iule), giving a total moment which is paiallel to the 
one of the substrate For Tb and Dy the polanzation of the 4/emission was not complete, 
which was attnbuted to anisotiopy effects (due to ciystal fields) In the case of Nd, a 
fully polarized emission was found suggesting a completely anti paiallel alignment e\en 
at elevated temperatures 
Using SPAES, Paul et al [7] louiid that the magnetic moment of Gd deposited on 
Ni(110) aligned fully anti paiallel to the one of the substiate, at veiy low temperature 
The effective polarization deci eased, howevei, very fast with temperatine, indicating a 
much weaker coupling of Gd to Ni than to Fe This is in agieement with measuiements 
on RE TM alloys, showing that the exchange fields in RE Fe compounds can be ten times 
as large as in comparable RE Ni compounds [8] For Tb on Fe, Paul tt al [7] found a 
coupling which was even stiongei than foi Gd on Fe, though the polanzation decieased 
very fast with incieasing layei thickness 
Dowben et al [9] studied the magnetization of Tb on Cu(100) and N'i(llO) without 
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analyzing election spins but using the blanching ratios of the 5рз/з and 5pi/2 peaks of Tb 
in photo emission The thickness and temperature dependence of the Tb magnetization 
on Ni(llO) could be explained applying the Ginzbuig Landau theory A deviation from 
the statistical branching ratio was found both for Tb on Cu and for Tb on N1 above the 
Curie temperature, which was attubuted to CEF effects 
The chcmistiy of the Gd/Ni and Gd/Cu inteifaces was studied by LaGraffe et al 
[10, 11] (see Section 8 11) The growth mode of the RE layers on 3d TM was found to 
be non epitaxial, like was pointed out in most of the above mentioned papers as well 
The LFED pattein of the substrate disappears as soon as 1 ML or more of the RE is 
deposited This also indicates that island formation does not occui 
X-ray Dichroism 
Most of the above mentioned studies gave infoimation about spin moments only For 
most of the RE, howevei, the oibital moment plays an impoitant iole and in general it 
is biggei than the spin moment In 1985, Thole et al [19] piedicted a laige dichroism 
in the M4 s χ lay absorption edges of the RE, which should be proportional to the total 
magnetic moment (M) in the case of circularly polarized χ rays, or to (M 2 ) if linearly 
polarized light is used An experimental pioof heieof was given in 1986 [20] using TbFe 
garnets 
After this pionecimg woik, seveial studies have been pcifoimed on thin RL layers 
deposited on TM and Si ciystals In the fust studies, the RE weie deposited on a 
Ni(110) single ciystal The main candidate to cause the observed dicluoism was thought 
to be a magnetic coupling of the RF moment to that of the substiate [21, 22, 23], in 
analogy to the above mentioned studies This leads to a Zeeman splitting of the Hund's 
rule ground state of the RE Seveial obseivations led howe\ei to the suspicion that also 
ciystal fields might plav a iole 
In Fig 8 1, the M 5 absoiption spectia aie shown of a 0 5 ML thick layer of Dy on 
Ni(110), deposited at Room Temperature (RT) The spectra weie taken with linearly 
polanzed light with angl< s of incidence of 90° and 15° (so with the clcctnc vectoi of the 
light paiallel and almost noi mal to the magnetization axis of the substiate, respectively) 
In the same hguie also the theoietical curves are diawn supposing a pine Zeeman split­
ting The cuive foi glazing incident light is heieby fitted to the expenment It can be 
seen that the expenmental angulai dependence does not match the theoiy veiy well In 
the case of Tb on Ni(110) [21, 22], this could be accounted foi adopting a two domain 
model, justified by the low ïemnance (70%) exhibited by the Ni ciystal CEF effects 
were thought to be too small to cause the observed dichroism, due to the screening of 
the ƒ oibitals 
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Fig. 8 . 1 . Experimental spectra 
for 0 5 ML Dy on Ni(llO), as de 
posited, at RT (bottom) The 15 
degrees incidence spectrum lias been 
fitted using a Zeeman splitting of 
the ground state, with a magnetic 
field II = 70 Τ The conesponding 
theoietical spectium for normal in 
cidence ( Δ Μ = ± 1 , top) is clearly 
different fiom the experimental one 
In la ter s tudies, it was. howevei, found t h a t dichioism similai to t h a t obseived foi R E 
on Ni was also exhibited by R E oveilayéis on polj ciystal l ine Mo, on S i ( l l l ) [24] and 
on Cu(110) [25, 26] In these cases, a magnet ic coupling with the subs t i a t e could not 
explain the observed dichroism, but in pnnciple a two-domam model oi a model in which 
the magnet ic moment s of the RE ions vveie landomly o n e n l e d in plane could still explain 
t he observed angulai dependence of the spect ia Sacelli cl al [21] suggested, howevei , 
t h a t t he dichroism might also be induced by the asymmet iy of the chaige d i s tnbu t ion 
at t he suiface Foi a thin layei of Dy on S i ( l l l ) the \ s imulated this a s u n m e t n with 
a c iysta l field with C ^ symmet i} (with one oo fold ìo ta t ion axis pei pondu iilai to the 
surface) 
In Fig 8 2, the level spl i t t ing foi a D y 3 + ion in C ^ , symiiu t iy is shown, togethei with 
the spl i t t ing caused by a magnet ic field In the Cocí model , the (2J + 1) fold degeneia te 
a tomic ground s t a t e splits in (J + 1/2) doublets if J is semi mtegei and J doublets plus 
1 singlet if J is integer T h e wave functions a ie given by -JÎ(\MJ) ± I — \1J) ) f°> the 
doublets (and by |0) foi the singlet) T h e eneig) spli t t ing between the diifeient levels 
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is AEtJ = e(M,2 — Mj2), the occupation of the diffeient levels is given by a Boltzmann 
distribution At a given temperatine, the only free parameter in this model is the factor 
E 
±15/2 
Fig. 8.2. The Dy3+ fiee ion ground state (a) and its splitting induced by a 
magnetic field (b) and by a crystal field of puiely axial symmetiy (c) 
In Fig 8 3, the M5 absoiption spectia die ìcpoited of 2 ML of Dy on S i ( l l l ) , at 
different angles The lowei spectium is the one taken at 10° inud< nu and the paiameter 
e is optimized on this spectrum The spcctia foi the othei angles aie calculated using the 
same e, and it can be seen that the agieement with the expenmental angulai dependence 
is excellent An extensive companson between the magnetic and C^, models has been 
given in Ref 25 
Though the angulai dependence ot the theoietical spectia using the Coov model 
matches the expeiiment bettei than the magnetic model, the tenipeiatuie dependence is 
not accuiately piedicted In Table S 1, the paiameteis f aie given used to fit the data of 
diffeient RE oveilayeis on seveial substiates and tempeiatuies The paiametei t found 
at low tempeiature (100 K) is systematically about 1/3 ot the Rl \alue, which means 
that the dichioism is much less tempeiatuie dependent than expected fiom a CooV (oi 
fiom a magnetic) model It can also be seen that the total eneigy splitting (between 
the lowest and highest ljing level) is moie οι less independent of the RE The paiameter 
£ decreases with incieasing numbei of ƒ elections In TableS 1 also (i2), the aveiaged 
square of the radius ol the 4/wavetunctions, and the Stevens' factoi aj ate given [27] 
Accoiding to the notation of Stevens [28], the pait of the Hamiltoman due to the crys-
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Rare 
Earth 
Pr/Fe(100) 
Nd/Fe(100) 
Tb/Ni(110) 
Dy/Ni(110) 
RT 
e 
0.7 
0.5 
0.33 
AE 
14 
18 
18.5 
LN 
t 
0.4 
0.25 
0.2 
0.08 
AE 
6.8 
5 
7.2 
5 
(r2) 
1.086 
1.001 
0.75 
0.726 
Qj 
χ 102 
-2.10 
-0.64 
-1.01 
-0 63 
Table 8.1: Parameters e for diffeient RE at RT and liquid nitrogen temperature. 
talline electric field can be written as HCEF = Z!(,m(r') ^/C/m with, in the case of the raie 
earths, / < 6 and m < I. The C,m incorporate the position operators of the 4/-electrons 
and the potentials they experience due to the surrounding chai ges This term, theiefore, 
depends on the symmetry and strength of the crystal field. The other two factors, θι 
and (r '), depend only on the RE ion undei consideration: 0¡ equals the Stevens' factors 
aj, ßj and 7 J for / = 2,4 and 6, respectively 
Fig. 8.3. Expenmental angular de-
pendence of the M5 absoiption for 
an annealed 2 ML Dy/Si mteiface 
(symbols) is compared to the model 
calculation for the Dy ion in Coo« 
symmetry (lines) The free param-
etei e is adjusted on the α = 10° 
spectium 
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The Stevens' factors and the (r') aie tabulated, e g., in Ref. [27] In genei al, aj ^> ßj Э> 
7j, and it can be seen that the paiameter t shows more 01 less the same tiend as aj 
χ (r2). Apart from the size of QJ, also it sign plays a iole the angulai dependence of 
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the spectia revealed that, deposited on any substiate, the RE in Table8 1 all had a |0) 
(for integer J ) or a | ± -|) (for semi-integei J) giound-state Fig 8 2(c) refers to Dy 3 + , 
which has a negative aj E r 3 + has, as Dy 3 + , a J = y ground state, but a positive aj 
[27] This implies that in C^v symmetiy E i 3 + should have a reversed level scheme with 
respect to Dy 3 + , ι e , a lowest lying level | ± y ) This was recently shown foi Er/Si(l 11) 
layers, where lineai dichroism cleaily indicated a laige ciystal field splitting with, in the 
C
xv
 model, a | ± y ) giound state [29] 
8.1 Crystal fields 
In this Section, the dichroism obseived experimentally in several RE, on several sub 
strates, will be discussed considering CEF lather than magnetic effects It has to be 
stressed again that with lineai dichroism measurements one can not discern between the 
two, and magnetic effects on the observed dichioism cannot be excluded The differ 
enees in dichioic behavioi between D j / S i ( l l l ) and Ei/Si(111), discussed in the pievious 
section, give a cleai indication, howevei, that at least in this case the inteipretation in 
terms of crystal fields is coirect We will show moieovei, that an inteipietation in terms 
of ciystal fields can give plausible explanations foi most of the obseived phenomena 
Some examples will be given, based on CEF level schemes from literature, proving that 
CEF dichioism can be laige in bulk systems as well In the next Section (8 2), it will 
be shown that magnetic effects are usually of minoi influence, at least foi surface layers 
above cryogenic temperatures 
8.1.1 Chemical behavior of the R E / T M interface 
To understand the behavioi of the dichioism in RE oveilayeis at diffeient temperatures 
and foi diffeient substiates it is impoitant to know how these inteifaces behave chemi 
cally Foi the symmeti\ of the CEF it makes a big diffeience if the RE atoms are on top 
of the substrate (in which case a Co^, model might be a good appioximation) or if they 
mix with the substiate to form a surface alloy It is known fiom liteiatuie that the rate of 
înterdiffusion and the tempeiature at which this occurs can depend on both the RE and 
on the TM substiate Fiom photo emission and angle-iesolved Augei measuiements La-
giaffe et al [10] deduced that in the case of Gd on Cu(100) no ìnteidiffusion takes place 
below ~ 330K Foi Gd on Ni ( l l l ) they observed inteidiffusion aheady at 150 К [11] 
This last conclusion was based mamly on the angulai dependence of the Auger signals 
foi Gd and Ni Thev stated that in piinciple also the giowth of islands of Gd on the cold 
Ni could explain this behavior but tins possibihtv was iuled out using thermodynamic 
aiguments Foi both Cu and Ni a stiong mciease of the id binding eneigy was found, 
indicating that the Gd foims stiong bonds with both substiates, also at tempeiatuies at 
which no intei diffusion occuis 
In the case of Tb, the same authois found a completely diffeient behavior [9] for 
the Cu substiate, they found evidence foi inteidiffusion even at loom tempeiatuie, while 
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Deposition 
Temperature 
100 К, as dep 
100 К, in time 
100 К, ann 600K 
300 К, as dep 
300 К, in time 
300 К, annealed 
Cu(llO) 
Dichroism 
yes 
decreasing 
increasing 
yes 
increasing 
increasing 
Peak/backgr 
decreasing 
decreasing 
deci easing 
deci easing 
Ni(110) 
Dichroism 
no 
7? 
inci easing 
yes 
stable 
inci easing 
Peak/backgr 
?? 
inci easing 
decreasing 
deci easing 
Table 8 2 Dichroism and peak-to backgiound ìatio for 1 ML of Dy on Cu(110) and 
Ni(110), as a function of substrate temperature, aging and annealing 
this was not observed for Ni 
A difference between Cu and Ni substrates was obseived by oui gioup as well, looking 
at the dichroism of a Dy oveilayei deposited on Cu(110) and Ni(110) single crystals 
[26] The îesults aie summaiized in Table S 2 The diffeience in boliavioi foi Dy layéis 
evaporated on cold Cu and Ni substiates might be due to a highei ìeactivity of Ni 
with Dy, resulting in a lower mobility of the Dy atoms [26] On the Ni substiate, Dy 
apparently foims disoideied islands, while on the Cu substiate Dy glows layei-by-layei, 
even at low tempeiatuies This is suppoited by the obseivation of an inci easing peak to 
background ratio (PBR) foi Dy on Ni upon annealing and by the absence of dichioism 
in the as deposited layers At RT on the Cu substiate most likely a suiface alloy is 
formed, leading to a slow increase of the dichioism, while foi Ni the situation is not cleat 
At elevated temperatuies, theie is cleai evidence foi the foimation of suiface alloys foi 
both substiates The stiuctuie of these allojs is unceitam, since LLbD studies showed 
a wide variety of urnepioducible patterns, even foi long annealings at high tempeiatuies 
(700°C) [30] 
A decreasing PBR can also be caused bv contamination of the suiface, especially at 
low temperatine, wheie sticking coefficients aie geneially laigei Гіош the similanty in 
dichroic behavioi of the Dy layei on Cu upon aging at RT and upon annealing we conclude 
that here alloying is the most piobable leason foi the decieasing PBR Contamination 
might however very well be the cause of the decieasing dichioism and PBR foi Dy 
deposited on the cold Cu substrate (see also next Section) 
The above mentioned obseivations suggest that the appioximation of the CEF sym­
metry by a Coot, model is likely to fail foi R l layéis and ceitainlj foi annealed layéis In 
these cases, moie complicated CEF syinmeliics ha\e to be consideied 
8.1.2 C u / D y / C u sandwiches 
For Dy evaporated on cold Cu the C^>u model might still be a ìeasonable appioximation 
To check this the following expenment was peifoimed ~ 0 5 ML of Dy was evapoiated 
on a Cu(110) single ciystal and immediately coveied with a few nionola\eis of Cu The 
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evapoiation and the measuiements weie done at low tempeiatuie (100 K) to avoid alloy 
foimation In Fig 8 4 the lineai dichioism at the Dy M5 edge of 0 5 MLDy/Cu(110) is 
compared to that of a 4 MLCu/0 5 ML Dy/Cu(110) sandwich 
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0 5MLDy/Cu(110) 
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evap 100 К 
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Photon Energy (eV) Photon Energy (eV) 
Fig. 8.4 Lineai \ lay dichioism of (a) 0 r> ML Dj/Cu(110), deposited with the 
substiate at 100 К and (b) a same la\ei aftei depositing 4 ML of f u on top 
While in the foimer case Dy is clearly dichioic, in the lattei no diffeience can be discerned 
between the two spectia Appatently it makes a diffeience vvhethei theie is vacuum on 
one side of the layer and Cu on the othei, oi Cu on both sides of the Dy layer, thus 
liicieasmg the symmetij of the CEF A not hei explanation might be that the absence of 
dichioism is caused by a diffeient s jmmetn at each Dy site which causes an aveiaging 
out of the dichioism as in XAb mam Dj atoms aie measuied This is moie or less 
ecjimalent to measuiing a poh civstalhnt RF compound Foi the uncoveied Dy layer 
theie aie piobabl} diffeient sites as well with diffeient С Et s\mmetiies, but in that 
case on a\eiage theie will be a chaige contnbution (of Cu) on one and vacuum on the 
othei side (if mteidiffusion is neglected) 
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Fig. 8.5. Normal and grazing incidence spectra for 0.5 ML Dy deposited on a 
cold (100K) C'u(llO) substrate, (a) freshly evaporateci and (b) after 2 hours in a 
vacuum of l x l O - 9 mbar. 
This effect can also be observed in Fig. 8.5, where the spectra are shown for 0.5 ML Dy 
evaporated on a cold substrate, recorded immediately after deposition and 2 hours later. 
We attribute this effect to contamination of Dy. contributing charge density at the side 
of the Dy layer at which before was the vacuum. It has to be noted that this effect is 
opposite to the one observed at RT, where the dichroism of the Dy layer increased as a 
function of time [25, 26] (see discussion in previous Section). 
8.1.3 Ho/Dy/Ni 
The experiment presented in this Section, on a Ho/Dy/Ni tiilavei. has been extensively 
discussed in References 25 and 26 will be used here to illustrate the complicated ef­
fects that the charge asymmetry and the CEF at the surface can have on the observed 
dichroism. 
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As already mentioned in Section 8.1.1, a 0.5 ML thick overlayer of Dy is dichroic when 
evaporated on Ni(110) at RT. As mentioned before, our definition of a monolayer is with 
respect to the RE metal. For Ni(110), 0.5 ML of Dy or Ho is enough to cover the 
substrate surface [21, 25]. When on top of Dy a layer of Ho is deposited the dichroism 
of Dy disappears, like what was observed for the Cu/Dy/Cu sandwich. The evaporated 
Ho layer, on the contrary, is dichroic, suggesting that it stays on top of the Dy layer 
and thus at the surface. This also suggests that within the time scale of the experiment 
(about one hour) not much interdiffusion takes place of Dy and Ho, nor of Dy and the 
Ni substrate. 
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Fig. 8.6. Linear dichroism ofO.5 ML Dy on Ni(llO) after annealing for 1 min. at 
600 K, measured at 50 К (a). In 8.6.(b) the spectra for the same layer are shown, 
after depositing 0.5 ML of Ho on top. 
The situation completely changes if Ho is deposited after annealing of the Dy/Ni 
system. In Fig. 8.6(a) the Dy M5 edge is shown of 0.5 MLDy on Ni(110), measured at 
a sample temperature of 50 K, after annealing for 1 minute at 600 K. The sign of the 
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dichroism is the same as for all the layers shown up to now, i.e. the middle peak is 
higher at normal incidence than at grazing incidence. If now on top of this sample a 
layer of Ho is evaporated, the sign of the dichroism reverses, as can be seen in Fig. 8.6(b) 
(see also Ref. 26). The first remark which can be made is that probably most part of 
the Dy is still located at the surface (not necessarily on the surface), since its dichroism 
is influenced by the Ho put on top. The evaporated Ho apparently changes the charge 
distribution of the Dy at the vacuum side and therefore the symmetry and size of the 
CEF. This experiment clearly shows the sensitivity of linear X-ray dichroism to changes 
in the charge distribution and, in general, to changes in the local symmetry at the RE site. 
It makes it therefore very suitable to monitor phase transitions in materials containing 
rare earths. 
8.1.4 B e y o n d Ο
χ
,
ν 
In this Section some examples will be shown of computational studies of the temperature 
dependence of LXD of RE ions in some more complicated crystal fields. Λ lot of work 
has been done on characterizing CEF levels of RE in several symmetries (lower than 
cubic) and materials, mainly using Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS). In some cases, a 
complete description of the CEF level scheme could be given, including the assignment of 
the 2J + 1 wavefunctions and their energies. Knowing these parameters, the dichroism for 
the involved RE ion can be easily calculated using the formalism described in Section 2.1. 
Tb in O2d ( T b P 0 4 ) 
The first example of a RE ion in a low symmetry CEF is that of Tb in T b P C v This 
compound has some peculiar physical properties, like two magnetic phase transitions, at 
2.28 К and 2.15 К [31]. The local symmetry at the Tb site is D 2 j, like in the case of 
the Ti-ion in anatase (see Fig. 8.7, taken from Reference 32). Loong ti al. [31] did INS 
experiments on this compound at temperatures between 4.2 and 150 К and arrived to 
the conclusion that the CEF partly lifts the 2J + 1 degeneracy of the T b 3 + 7 F 6 atomic 
ground-state multiplet into seven singlets and three doublets, with an energy splitting as 
shown in Fig. S.S. 
The resulting splitting, as measured by INS, was matched with theory to give the 
wavefunctions as shown in Table S3. Here, the wavefunctions are written as linear 
combinations of the atomic wavefunctions \Mj), with parameters n
u
. The notations 
Г; are the irreducible representations for the wave functions coming from group theory 
(see for instance Ref. 33). The three Г5 wavefunctions are in fact doublets and are 
written in the table in a simplified form. The first Г5 at 0 meV, for instance, consists of 
two degenerate wavefunctions, |</>i) = —0.33) + 1) - 0.19| - 3) - 0.92| - 5) and \<p2) = 
+0.331 - 1) + 0.191 + 3) + 0.92] + 5). For the calculations of the dichroism this makes 
however no difference, since the}· have the same energy. Also the sign of the parameters 
does not matter, since they enter the calculations as |«,,|2. 
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'Fe 
states 
г 5 
Гз 
г4 
Г! 
г 2 
г 5 
Гз 
Гі 
г 5 
г 4 
Energy 
(meV) 
0 
0.46 
0.97 
2.60 
9.20 
9.50 
9.91 
29.4 
31.0 
32.3 
Wave functions 
±6) 
-
0.68 
0.70 
0 
0 
-
-0.20 
0 
-
0 
±5) 
±0.92 
-
-
-
-
Τθ.34 
-
-
-0.14 
-
±4) 
-
0 
0 
0.60 
0.70 
-
0 
-0.37 
-
0 
±3) 
±0.19 
-
-
-
-
=F 0.78 
-
-
-0.60 
-
±2) 
-
0.20 
0 
0 
0 
-
0.68 
0 
-
0.70 
±1) 
то.зз 
-
-
-
-
±0.51 
-
-
0.79 
-
0) 
-
0 
0 
0.53 
0 
-
0 
0.85 
-
0 
Table 8.3: Crystal field parameters and ground state wavefunctions for T b 3 + in T b P 0 4 
(D2¿ symmetry). Taken from Ref. 31 
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Fig. 8.7. Local symmetry at the Tb site 
in T b P 0 4 (D2(i symmetry) 
Tb3+: 7F6 in TbPQ, 
Fig. β.8. Splitting of the T b 3 + 7F6 atomic 
ground-state multiplet by the crystal field. 
In Fig. 8.9, the absorption spectra for the Tb M5 edge are shown for two different 
temperatures (50 К and 300 K), using the parameters given in Table 8.3. There is still 
a strong temperature dependence, smaller than for a pure magnetic but comparable to 
that for a ('^„-model. For comparison also the calculated spectra for the Ο«,« model 
are given, where the parameter t is set such that the size of the dichroism at RT is 
equal to that of the D2,/ case. It can be seen that the Δ Μ = ±1 and Δ Μ = 0 spectra 
are interchanged and that also the angular dependence of the shape of the spectra is 
different for the two cases: in the C^,, symmetry the intensity of the higher peak for 
the AMj = ±1 transitions is equal to the intensity of the higher peak for AMj — 0 
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transitions, while this is not the case for the D2d-
I I ι I ι ' I ι I ι I I 
1238 1243 1248 1238 1243 1248 
Photon energy (eV) Photon energy (eV) 
Fig. 8.9. Calculated dichroism of T b 3 + with a gioii ml state .spi il ling as shown in 
Table 8.3 and Fig. 8.8. compaied to the spectra for a ('EF with C ^ t symmetry 
(see text). 
In Fig. 8.10, the temperature dependence oí tho dichroism parameter См ( = —β—Д„, .. , 
see Refs. 21 and 25) is plotted, as a function of temperature, for the different ( 'EF models 
and for a magnetic model (Zeeman splitting). The parameter e in the CKV model and the 
magnetic field Η in the magnetic model have been adjusted to give the same dichroism 
at RT for all the models. The parameters Сщ in the C
xv
 model are negative, but 
the absolute value is taken to make a comparison possible with the two models. This 
corresponds to a rotation of the quantization axis of 90° (or an inversion of the AMj = ±1 
and AMj = 0 spectra). It can be seen that the température dependence of the dichroism 
for the tyvo CEF models is very similar down to very ІОУ tempeiatures, which would 
make it difficult to discern between them in a real experiment fiom tins dependence 
alone. Therefore, also the shape of the absorption spectra has to be taken into account. 
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The magnetic model shows a much stronger temperature dependence. It has to be noted 
that to get a dichroism at RT as big as for the D2¿ case, an external magnetic field or 
exchange field of H = 66 Τ is needed. This shows that also in bulk samples the CEF 
effects in many cases can not be neglected with respect to magnetic effects. The curves in 
Fig. 8 10 have been drawn supposing that the energy and wavefunctions of the CEF split 
levels are independent of the temperature. In general, this will not be the case, especially 
when phase transitions take place. In this case, of Tb in TbP04, the real temperature 
dependence of the dichroism will thus certainly deviate from that in Fig. 8.10 below ~ 
2 5 K 
Fig. 8.10. Dichroism parameter 
C M ( s e e text) for T b 3 + as a func­
tion of temperature, supposing a 
Zeeman splitting (H = 66 T) and 
CEF splittings with Ü2¿ and CooV 
symmetry. 
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Ho and Er in ϋ 2 Λ (Ä£Ba 2 Cu 3 0 7 _ f ) 
An important class of materials containing RE ions are the high-Tc superconductors 
with the formula REJB^CU-ÍOTS, where δ usually lies between 0 and 1. The basis of the 
research is the high Tp which was first found for the La-(Ba,Sr)-Cu-0 and (Y,La)-Ba-
Cu-0 systems (~ 100 K). It was discovered that the Tp essentially does not change if 
the Y and La ions are replaced by "magnetic" RE ions (La and Y have 0 /electrons and 
thus carry no 4/ moment). There are, however, some differences between the behavior 
of compounds containing different RE ions [34], especially at very low temperatures 
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states 
Гз 
г4 
г2 
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Гз 
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Гз 
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г4 
г2 
г, 
ГІ 
г4 
г, 
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-
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Table 8 4 Crystal field parameters and ground state wavefunctions for H o 3 + in 
HoBa 2 Cu 3 07 (T>2h symmetry) Taken from Ref 34 
(< 4K), which are probably caused by the differences in the ground state determined by 
CEF effects 
The RE in these compounds has an orthorhombic site symmetry (D2/i), a symmetry 
low enough to completely lift the 2J + 1 degeneracy of the ground state The CEF split 
ground state for H o 3 + has been characterized by Furrer et al [34], giving a ground state 
splitting as shown in Fig 8 11 The wave functions Г
п
 = Σ,;α,_,|Μ,) and their energies 
are collected in Table 8 4 In Fig 8 12, the parameters См are plotted again for Ho 3 + 
in the different CEF symmetries and for a Zeeman splitting The dichroism in the С«,,, 
and magnetic cases is normalized to that of the D2^ symmetry at RT For the D2/L case, 
the dichroism is almost constant between temperatures of 40 400 K, below 40 К the 
dichroism decreases and even changes sign around ~ 8 К The reason for this can be 
seen in Table 8 4 calculating the parameters C'M for the separate CEF levels values are 
found of C$ = - 0 017, C$ = 0 033, C$ = 0 047,CJ^ = 0 116 and C$ = 0 124 for 
the first five levels Here C'M is the resulting dichroism if only the г th level would be 
occupied Close to 0 K, with only the lowest level occupied, the dichroism will therefore 
be negative When the temperature increases also the higher levels start to contribute 
to the dichroism and it will therefore change sign and increase, since the parameter C'M 
increases going from the second to the fifth level Only starting from the ninth level 
the contribution to the dichroism is largely negative again, but since this level lies at an 
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energy of more t h a n 55 meV (~ 600 K) from t h e g r o u n d - s t a t e it will s ta r t to be occupied 
only at very high t e m p e r a t u r e s . This explains why t h e dichroism is s table over a large 
t e m p e r a t u r e range. 
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Fig. 8.11. Splitting of the H o 3 + 5 I 8 
ground state in НоВагСизОт-й. Taken 
froiri Ref. 34 
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Fig. 8.12. Dichroism parameter CAÍ f ° r 
Ho 3 + in a magnetic field with Η = 50 Τ 
and CEF with D2/1 and Cco„ symmetry. 
In Fig. 8.12, also t h e t e m p e r a t u r e dependence for E r 3 + in D2A-symmetry, in the equiva­
lent c o m p o u n d ( Е г Е ^ С і і з О т ) . is plotted [35]. T h e behavior with t e m p e r a t u r e i s different 
from t h a t for H o 3 + in the same symmetry and s t r e n g t h of the crystall ine electric field: 
the sign of the dichroism is negative at any t e m p e r a t u r e and the size is very small. 
8.1.5 Conclusions 
In this Section, it was shown that C E F effects can have a large influence on the linear 
x-ray dichroism of R a r e E a r t h s , comparable to or even bigger t h a n magnet ic effects. This 
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is not really surprising, since it is well known that CEF effects and exchange interactions 
can be of the same order of magnitude in determining the ground-state of RE materials 
[36], and usually the former even dominate for the lighter RE. In cubic symmetry or 
in amorphous or polycrystalline samples only a magnetic anisotropy can lead to linear 
dichroism, but the ground-state will still be influenced by the CEF and a simple Zeeman 
splitting of the levels can not be accurate (see also Chapter 7). The same holds for 
measurements of circular dichroism: the magnetic moment (M) is the only parameter 
that can be deduced from the spectra, to extract a value for the local magnetic field H 
the exact splitting has to be known. 
At the surface, the symmetry of the CEF is always lower than cubic, giving a con-
tribution to linear dichroism even for bulk cubic materials. We have shown that for 
RE layers deposited on a cold TM substrate the dichroism can be fitted well supposing 
a Ccov-symmetry of the CEF, as was already proposed by Pescliel et al. [38] for the 
surface of a Pr crystal. At more elevated temperatures (RT and above) intermixing of 
the RE layer and the substrate is likely to take place, in which case the symmetry of 
the CEF is hard to guess without knowing the structure of the surface compound. Just 
from the dichroism, it is probably very hard, if not impossible, to completely determine 
the splitting of the ground-state, due to the lack of fine-structure in the spectra. CEF 
linear dichroism can therefore certainly not ìeplace Inelastic Neutron Scattering, where 
the energies of the different levels can lie determined accurately. It can, however, be used 
complementary to INS data, or in cases where the ground-state splitting is approximately 
known from calculations based on a well defined CEF symmetry at the RE site. 
8.2 Magnetic effects 
In the previous Section, it has been shown that CEF can play an important role in 
determining the ground state of surface RE ions and thus on the linear χ ray dichroism. 
On the other hand, spin-polarized techniques show that in the case of RE deposited on 
a magnetic substrate also exchange interactions can play a role. In this Section, several 
experiments will be described which were used to check if the influence of the substrate 
magnetization can also be detected using x-ray dichroism. 
8.2.1 Magnetic field: Dy/FeNiB1 
A first experiment was performed with linearly polarized light and a layer of Dy deposited 
on two amorphous FeNiB substrates, which were mounted on horseshoe magnets as shown 
in Fig. S.13. In this way, one of the substrates could be magnetized with the magnetic 
vector perpendicular to the plane of the storage ring, the other with the magnetic vector 
in the plane. The saturation magnetization of the substrates was reached with a current 
of about 0.2 A through the magnet wires. 
'This Section was published, in extended form, in Appl.SiuT.Sci 65/66, 170 (1993) 
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To check the magnetization of the substiate, we иьесі the light emitted 1 miad below 
the plane of the storage ung Using the horizontally mounted substiate with the light 
m grazing incidence, the circulai dichioism could be measuied in the Ni L2 3 edges by 
changing the magnetization direction inside the substiate 
Fig. 8.13 Mounting of the FeNiB sub 
stiates The lower substiate could be mag 
netized with its magnetic vector in the 
plane of the stoiage ung, the uppei per 
pendiculai to that plane 
Magnets 
Befoie evaporation of Dj , the subshates weie cleaned by Ai sputteimg The base 
piessure duiing this expenment was 1 χ 10~9 mbai and duimg e\apoiation of Dy went 
up to 1 χ 10" 8 mbai 
In Fig 8 14, the absoiption spectia aie shown ol a 1 ML thick lajei of Dy on the 
honzontal FeNiB substiate, al noi mal and giazing (10°) incidence The diclnoism is 
compaiable to that of similai layéis on Ni(110), Cu(llO) and Si(ll 1) In Fig 8 15, the 
spectra foi a layei of 1 ML on the veitical substiate is lepoited Comparing Figs 8 14 
and 8 15 one sees that the spectra taken at noimal incidence aie similai m both cases, 
though the orientation of the polanzation \ectoi of the incoming light with lespeet to 
the magnetization dnection of the substiate is diffeient Moieovei by changing the 
angle between the polanzation vectoi of the light and the suiface noimal the absoiption 
spectia of the two samples change in the same way The suiface ci\stal field, for which 
the suiface noimal is the pnncipal axis of s\mmetiv, seems to pia) again the dominant 
iole, while the magnetic moment of the substiate in this case has no obseivable effect on 
the dichroism 
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Fig. 8.14. M 5 absorption edge for 1 
ML Dy on the horizontal substrate: (open 
squares) grazing incidence (E J_ Η, E || n). 
(closed squares) normal incidence (E || H. 
E 1 η). 
Fig. 8.15. M$ absorption edge for 1 
ML Dy on the vertical substrate: (open 
squares) grazing incidence (E 1 li, E || n), 
(closed squares) normal incidence (Ε X H, 
E i n ) . 
8.2.2 Dy on Ni(llO) 
To check for a magnet ic effect, we also tried t o measure circular dichroism in thin R E 
layers. In Fig. 8.16, t h e M 5 absorpt ion edges are shown of 0.5 M L o f Dy evaporated on a 
Ni(110) crystal at R T and subsequent ly cooled down to liquid nitrogen t e m p e r a t u r e . T h e 
spect ra were measured with t h e X-rays emit ted 1 mrad below the plane of t h e storage 
ring, where at the Dy M 5 edge t h e r a t e of circular polarizat ion is about 1 2 % (Section 
3.2). This should be large enough to reveal the existence of a possible circular dichroism, 
since it is larger t h a n in case of t h e T b M.5-edge ( ~ 5 % ) . where M( 'XD effects were clearly 
detected (see C h a p t e r ? ) . T h e spectra in Fig.S.lG were collected with the x-rays at 15° 
incidence, reversing the magnet izat ion direction of the Ni s u b s t r a t e . T h i s magnet izat ion 
was checked using the circular dichroism in the Ni L2,3 edges. 
U S 
Fig. 8.16. Dy Ms edge for 0.4 ML 
Dy on Ni(110), taken with circularly 
polarized light, for photon helicity 
and magnetization direction of the 
Ni substrate parallel (o) and anti-
parallel ( · ) . The difference curve is 
multiplied by a factor 8 to account 
for the rate of polarization of the 
light. 
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The difference carve in Fig. 8.16 cleaily shows that the two spectra foi the opposite 
magnetizations are identical within the noise. The same Dy layer exhibits, however, a 
strong linear dichioism, comparable to the cases shown before (foi example m Fig. 8.1). 
As mentioned befoie, foi a puie ciystal held the levels in the ground state are linear 
combinations of | + Mj) and |-Mj) with equal weights, giving (Mj) = 0. Since with 
circularly polarized light one probes (Mj), ciystal fields do not give rise to circular 
dichroism. For a pure magnetic splitting, (Mj) = 0 only at temperatures high enough 
to uniformly occupy all the Zeeman levels, but then also (Mj) has its isotropic value 
iJ(J + 1), giving no linear dichioism either. The absence of circulai dichroism in the 
Dy oveilayeis together with a stiong linear dichioism, which is not influenced by the 
diiection of the substrate magnetization, indicates that the (siuface) ciystal field has a 
much larger effect on the giound-state splitting of D\ adatoms than eventual magnetic 
interactions with the substrate. 
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8.2.3 P r on Fe(lOO) 
There are some circumstances which might negatively influence the size of a possible 
magnetic dichroism in the previous experiments It is known that the magnetic coupling 
of RE with a N1 substrate is not very strong Paul et al [7] found that the magnetic 
coupling of Gd on Fe is three times as stiong as foi Gd on N1 They measuied the spin 
polarization of the Gd N45N67N67 Auger line for 1 ML of Gd on both substrates, as a 
function of temperature A decrease to 25% of the maximum polarization was reached 
at 280 К for Ni and at 600 К for Fe A clear difference was found also for the spin 
polarization of the Ni and Fe M23M45M45 Augei lines With lespeet to the value for a 
clean N1 surface, the polarization of the top layer decreased 40% upon adsoiption of Gd, 
at 80 К For Fe, a depolanzation was haidly discerned at low tempeiatuies 
To optimize the expeiimental conditions, we theiefoie decided to ìepeat the measuie 
ments with an Fe(100) single crystal Instead of Dy, we used Pi as the adsoibate in 
our experimental setup, the rate of cnculai polanzation of the χ lays at the M4 5 edges 
of Pr is higher than for most of the othei RE, making an eventual cu culai dichroism 
better observable Foi Ce the polanzation late is even highei, but this is not a suitable 
candidate for these experiments due to valency instabilities 
In Fig 8 17(a), the M4 absorption edge is shown foi 0 5 ML of Pi on Fe(100), evap 
orated and measured with the substiate at 100 К The spectia aie taken with χ rays 
emitted 1 mrad below the plane of the stoiage nng, with a late of cnculai polanzation of 
the light at the Pr M4 edge of about 20% The spectra weie collected with the light at 
15° incidence, with the magnetization direction m the Fe(100) substiate almost paiallel 
and almost anti parallel to the helicity of the incoming light In oidei to check foi aiti 
facts on the difference spectrum, due to, e g the influence of the magnetic field on the 
outcommg electrons, the expenment was lepeated with χ lays emitted in the plane of the 
storage ring No diffeience was found in this case for the two magnetization directions 
of the sample 
The theoretical difference curve in Tig 8 17(a) is fitted to the one of the expenment, 
multiplied by a factoi 5 to coriect foi the late of cnculai polanzation oí the light The 
shape of the cncular (and lineai) dichioism is independent of the exact splitting of the 
ground state [21, 39], and the shape of the expeiimental cnculai dichioism matches veiy 
well the theoretical curve The onlv paiametei which can ìeliably be extiacted fiom 
the circular dichroism data is {Mj), the expectation value of Mj along the piopagation 
direction of the light Ггот the spectia we deduce a value ot {Mj) = 0 61, leading to a 
total magnetic moment M = gaj(Mj)fíB = 0 S χ 0 61 = 0 49/tß С 01 юс tod foi the angle 
between the light propagation and the sample suiface, this gives M = 0 49/cos 15° = 
0 51 μΒι along the magnetization of the Fe substiate Supposing a puie Zeeman splitting 
of the ground state, this would conespond to a magnetic (exchange) field of 17 3 Τ In 
Fig 8 17(a), also the computational spectia foi this splitting aie given 
In Fig 8 17(b), the linear dichroism foi the same sample is ïepoited The computa 
tional spectra are calculated with the Zeeman splitting used foi Fig 8 17(a) Ih is íesults 
in a theoretical dichroism which is much smallei than expeiimental!} obsei\ed confimi 
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ing that the pure Zeeman splitting again is not a good appioximation Also in this case 
CEF effects apparently play an important role In the Zeeman model, (Mj) = 0 61 
would correspond to (Mj) = 2 61 (См = 1 5 χ IO" 2 ), while experimentally a value of 
(Mj) = 2 49 ( C M = 5 χ IO"2) is obseived 
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Fig. 8.17. Cnculai (a) and lineai (b) dichioism foi 0 4 ML of Pi on Fe(100), 
evapoiated and measuied with the sample at 100 К The calculated spectia are for a 
magnetic field of 17 ί Τ Ί lie diffeience cuive foi the e\peiintentai ciicular dichioism 
is multiplied bj a fartoi 5 with respect to the theoictical curve, to account for the 
incomplete polarization of the light The calculated circular dichioism is fitted to the 
experiment and the same parameters are used to calculate the linear dichroism 
It has to be mentionc d that the size of the obseived cnculai dichioism depends cuti 
cally on the piepaiation piocediue The spectia m Fig 8 17(a) featuie the biggest effect 
we have obseived <\lso othei samples showed cnculai dichioism, with the same sign and 
shape, but the effect was smallei Γοι a stiong exchange coupling the quality of the Fe 
suiface is piobabh ciuciai \nothei factoi which might play a iole is the piessuie the 
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base pressure during this experiment was 7 χ I O - 1 1 rnbar and dining evapoiation of Pr 
went up to 5 x 1 0 - 1 0 mbar These pressures are a factor 2 3 bettei than in the previous 
experiments It is known that for instance photo-emission experiments on RE sui face 
layers have to be done in a vacuum below I O - 1 0 mbar to keep the sample clean in the 
time scale of the measurements (usually some hours) 
0 5MLPronFe(100),T= 100 К 
ΔΜ = 0 
ДМ = ±1 
normal ine 
grazing ine 
diff (th; 
diff (exp) 
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Photon Energy (eV) 
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Fig. 8.18 Lineai dichioism foi 0 5 ML Pi on Fe( 100), deposited and measuied 
with the substiate at 100 К The calculated spectra are foi a CEF with Соч 
symmetry and e = 0 2 
In Fig 8 IS, the lineai dichioismof 0 5 MLof Pi on Fe(100) o\apoiated and measuied 
on a cold substiate (100 K) is shown Foi the theoietical ciu\es a C '
x l splitting is used 
with ( = 0 2 ((M2) = 2 47) Both the shape of the absoiption spectia and ot the 
difference cui ve coi respond to the expenment \ei\ well 
The pioblem is to lepioduce both the lineai and the cuciilai dichioism conocth 
at the same time The (suiface) ciystal field appaienth still is tlie mam paiametei in 
deteimining the ground state splitting, slighllv modified In ihr e\change mteiaction with 
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the substrate This situation is quite similai to what happens in Pi metal, which has 
a distoited hep structuie there the stiong axial CEF at the hexagonal sites leads to a 
puie | 0) giound-state and a pure | ± 1) excited doublet at about 30 К (~ 2 6 meV) [36] 
higher energy Fields along the symmetry axis do not couple the giound state with any 
excited state, whilst fields applied normal to the axis can induce a moment via coupling 
to the | ± 1) doublet In this case our simplified calculation scheme, where the splitting 
of the ground state is defined with respect to a ceitam quantization axis (which is the 
main axis of symmetry for a CEF or the magnetization dnection for a magnetic field), 
can not be used anymore In the case desciibed heie, and in geneial for RE overlayers 
on an in-plane magnetized substrate, the symmetry axes for CEF and magnetic field are 
perpendiculai to each other, which makes it impossible to choose one unique quantization 
axis, with the coriesponding level scheme This can also be seen fiom the fact that now 
there aie not two, but three inequivalent peipendiculai directions, with the polarization 
of the light along the suiface noi mal, in the suiface along the magnetization direction 
and in the surface peipendicular to the magnetization dnection 
To piopeily calculate the linear and circular clichioism, the full calculation has to be 
done The ciystal and magnetic fields aie introduced as a second older peiturbation on 
the atomic wavefunctions, and symmetiy aiguments aie used to deteimine the splitting 
of the giound state, using group theoiy Foi л magnetic field peipendiculai to an axial 
crystal field only one minor plane, containing the magnetization axis and the ç-axis 
of the ciystal field, is left A symmetry this low can not (yet) be introduced into the 
calculations 
8.2.4 L = 0 —> magnetic dichroism: Gd/Fe 
Among the lare earths, Gd takes quite a special place It has seven 4/-electrons and the 
4/shell is theiefore exactly half-filled Accoidmg to Hund's iules this gives a ground state 
8
^7/2i with 5 = 7/2 and L = 0 Gd has thus no oibital moment and in the ground-state 
CEF in tei actions do not play a iole In pi inciple, they can still have an influence thiough 
some mixing in of the fiist excited state, but in Gd this state (6ίτ·/2) bes very high above 
the ground-state (~ 4 eV [37]) Neveitheless, Gd metal still contains an easy axis of 
magnetization, piobablj due to the (small) magnelo-ciystalline anisotropy caused by 
the 5<i elections and the dipole-dipole inteiaction between the Gd moments Gd metal 
is fenomagnetic and, since the magnetic oidenng is caused by the indirect exchange 
inteiaction between the Gd ions, the laige spin moment íesults in the highest oidering 
temperatine of all the laie eaiths, Tc =293 К 
The magneto ciystalhne anisotiopy foi Gd is two oideis of magnitude smallei than foi 
most of the othei RE [36] Theiefore, the Gd moments aie easiei to align and completely 
anti fenomagnetic alignment with lespeet to 'IM moments is usually found, both in 
Gd TM alloys and in Gd oveilayéis deposited on TM substiates This was confiimed 
by Spin Polaiized Augei (SPAES) measuiements [2, 3, 7] and by spin íesolved photo 
emission [4, 6] The polanzation of the elections in SPAES, using the Ν^ΝβτΝβτ Auger 
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lines, was observed to be constant for coverages up to 1 ML and rapidly decreasing for 
thicker films [2]. From the temperature dependence of the signal a magnetic ordering 
temperature of 800 К was deduced for 1 ML Gd/Fe, while the effective polarization 
decreased linearly from an extrapolated 100% at 0 К to « 25% at 600 К [7]. The strict 
anti-ferromagnetic coupling between the Fe substrate and the Gd overlayer was also seen 
using SPAES to take element specific hysteresis curves [2]. 
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Fig. 8.19. Calculated Gd M45 absorption edges taken with the polarization 
vector of the ight parallel (dots) and perpendicular (line) to the magnetization 
axis. The spectra arc calculated at 0 К and RT, iiipposing a pure Zeeman 
splitting of the ground state with Η = 50 T. 
Except for the easy alignment of the Gd moments, the absence of CEF effects on the 
Gd 4/electrons has a particular advantage for x-ray dichroism measurements. There is 
no need to use circularly polarized light to separate magnetic from CEF effects, since in 
this case also linear dichroism will be exclusively caused by magnetic effects, giving rise 
to a pure Zeeman splitting of the ground-state. The disadvantage is that the splitting of 
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the ground-s ta te mult ip let is very small, clue to t h e absence of spin orbit in teract ion, and 
the AJ c o m p o n e n t s over lap almost completely In Fig 8 19, t h e theoret ica l spectra are 
reported for a m a g n e t i c field of 50 Τ at О К and RT T h e m a x i m u m dichroism possible 
( the difference divided by t h e sum) is about 10%, b u t at R T it is m u c h lower, even 
at relatively high fields T h e r e is only one m a m peak in the M 5 absorpt ion, and t h e 
dichroism consists of a change in intensity accompanied by a small shift in energy This 
can also be seen from t h e difference curve, which has a derivative like s h a p e This makes 
the spectra very h a r d to align, since we observed t h a t shifts in energy also occurred upon 
contaminat ion of t h e Gd layers 
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F i g . 8 2 1 . Auger spectia derivatives 
of the sample in Fig 8 20 (top) and of 
a 4 ML sample (bottom), both after 2 
houis in 5 x l 0 - 1 0 mbar 
In Fig 8 20, t h e normal incidence s p e c t i a a ie depicted for 1 ML of Gd on Fe, taken 
immediate ly aftei deposi t ing and two houis latei T h e r e is a shift in eneigy of about 
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О 1 cV to higher photon energy In Fig 8 21, an Auger spectium for this layer (after 
two hours) is shown, together with the one for a thicker la>ei (~ 4 ML) The size of the 
oxygen peak is larger for the 4 ML sample, which indicates oxidation of the Gd layer 
Several measurements were done with Gd layers evaporated with the substrate at RT 
and at 100 K, but the above mentioned considerations made it hard to draw conclusions 
from them Therefore, we also did some experiments with layéis of Gd with several 
monolayers of Fe evaporated on top, to avoid contamination In Fig 8 22, the linear 
dichroism is shown foi a 5 MLTe/1 ML Gd/Fe(100) sandwich, prepaied and measuied 
with the substrate at 100 К Also the theoretical spectra are given, supposing a Zeeman 
splitting of the ground state To fit the dichioism, a magnetic field of 45 Τ had to 
be introduced, giving a magnetic moment pei Gd atom, ciloug the Fe magnetization 
direction, of g(M) = 2 * 2 45 = 4 9μΒ Using the same split) mg, also the moments at 
other temperatuies can be calculated, ìesulting in values of 3 4 ¡LB at 175 K, 2 \μ& at 
RT and 1 1 μ
Β
 at 600 К 
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These results can be compared to the spin polarized results mentioned before The 
spin polarization is defined as Ρ = (NT - Ni)/(NT + N | ) , where N | (J.) is the number 
of electrons with magnetic moment parallel (anti parallel) to the quantization axis of 
the detector, which usually is taken parallel to the magnetization axis in the sample 
Supposing that a polaiization of 100% conesponds to a magnetic moment per Gd atom 
of 7 μΒ (the satuiation value for atomic CM), the spin polarization is equal to g(M)/7 Ομβ 
and g(M) = Ρ * 7 0μ
Β
 Refs 2 and 7 give spin polanzations of 45% and 25% foi 1 ML 
of Gd on Fe(100) at RT and 600 K, conesponding to magnetic moments of 3 15 and 
1 75 цв These values are about 50% higher than deduced from the linear dichroism but 
are reasonable consideiing the fast diop in spin polaiization obseived by Taborelli when 
going to higher coverages (from 45% to 20% polarization going from 1 to 2 ML, at 360 K) 
They also compaie well to the value of Cai bone et al [4], who found 60% polaiization 
for 1 ML of Gd in photo emission (at 175 K), corresponding to a magnetic moment of 
4 2 μ
Β 
Wc also tried to measuie the ciiculai dichioism of the same sample, resulting in the 
spectra of Fig 8 23 The theoietical cnculai dichroism foi Gd is much larger than the 
lineai dichioism, but becomes negligible it the late of cnculai polaiization of the light is 
very low In Fig S 23, the expenmental spectia aie given together with the experimental 
difference (multiplied by a factor 5) and the theoretical one, supposing the same splitting 
as in Fig 8 22 The theoietical diffeience is divided by a factoi 33 to account for the 
polarization rate (~ 3%) It is clear that, with a polaiization rate this low, a much better 
signal to noise latio is needed to obseive encular dichroism 
8.3 Conclusions 
The expenmental study of seveial RE o\eilayei systems allows us to diaw some geneial 
conclusions 
ι) Suiface ciystal field effects aie the dominant peituibation teim in determining 
the level scheme of RE ions in an o\eilayei This was clearly pioved using several 
RE/substiate combinations It was also shown that CEF induced lineai dichroism is 
not limited to suifaces, but can be piesent and strong in bulk samples as well, piovided 
that the К E site symmetry is low enough 
n) A notable exception to the pievious statement is ìepiesented by Gd ions Since Gd 
has a spin magnetic moment only, civ stal field effects are absent and a stiong exchange 
coupling with the substrate entirely deteimines the peituibed level scheme 
in) Choosing an appiopnate substiate/oveilajer pair (Pi/Fe), we have pointed out, 
b> combined lineai and cnculai dichioism measuiements, the coexistence of exchange 
and CEF effects in the RE overlayei Also in this case, howevei, the surface crystal field 
appeals dominant in determining the line shape of the absoiption spectia 
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Appendix A 
Calculations and Line Shapes of the 
Rare Earth M4 5 absorption edges. 
The M4 <, absorption edges presented m this thesis are calculated using an atomic ap-
pioach The RE is taken in its ionic form, considenng only the 3d and 4/shells, all 
the others being either full or empty Both the initial (4 / N ) and final (3¿ 94/ í v + 1) state 
configuration of the absorption process are split in multiplets, which for the final state 
configuration can consist of thousands of levels Usually for the initial state configuration 
only the state lowest in energy, given by the thiee Hund's rules, has to be considered 
The ensemble of the transitions from the Hund's rule ground state to all the possible ex 
cited states is calculated accoiding to the code developed by Cowan [1] and implemented 
at the universities of Groningen and Nijmegen The high number of possible transitions 
is drastically reduced by including the selection rules for J', the total momentum in the 
final state |J 1| < J ' < J + l In most RE spectra, the three J — J' = Δ J components are 
clearly separated in energy If polaiized light is used, the interplay between the selection 
rules on Δ J and AMj enters the absoiption cross section through the 3j-symbols for 
the composition of angular momenta, giving an intensity of the A3 selected lines which 
depends on Mj and ΔΜ./ This dependence of the absorption spectra on the polarization 
of the light (ΔΜ;) has been extensively described in the works of Thole et al [2, 3], 
Goedkoop et al [4, 5] and Kappeit [6] 
In this appendix a closer look will be given to the line shape ol the unpolanzed spectra, 
like they aie measured for polycrystalhne samples or at temperatures high enough to 
evenly occupy the different magnetic oi crystal field split levels Calculations for all 
rare earths, together with experimental spectra foi rare earth metals, were reported by 
Thole et al [2] It was observed that the highest peaks in the experimental spectra were 
always lower than expected from theoiy This was attnbuted to saturation effects in the 
experimental spectia, which certainly play a iole in the case of bulk raie eaith metals 
Howevei, also foi thin surface layéis and diluted samples we found a similar discrepancy 
between theoiy and experiment 
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Fig. A. l . (a) Theoretical and expeiimental M4 5 edges of Pi The expeiimental 
spectrum is for 0 5 ML of Pi on Fe(100), the theoietical one is calculated with 
Cowan's program using the paiameteis of Thole et ai [2] (b) M4 edge of I he same 
spectra, with the three Δ J components 
In Fig A 1 theoretical and expeiimental spectia aie shown foi P i 3 + The theoietical 
spectra are calculated with the parameters used by Thole et al [2] The electiostatic 
and exchange parameters, obtained with Cowan's atomic Hai tree Fock piogiam [1], weie 
scaled down to 80% to simulate solid state effects [7] The M5 edge was convoluted by 
a Lorentzian of width 2Γ5/2 = 0 5 eV full width at half maximum (FW'HM), the M4 by 
a Fano line shape of 2Г3/2 = 0 9 eV and asymmetiy paramptei q3//2 = б The whole 
spectrum was moreover convoluted by a Gaussian with FWHM = 0 3 eV to include 
instrumental broadening 
The experimental spectium is deduced fiom the spectra of Tig S 18 foi ϋ 5 ML of Pi 
on Fe(100) The unpolanzed spectium can be composed from the expeiimenl using the 
formula-s of Ref 5 If N is the spectium for noimal incidence, G for giazmg incidence and 
[/the unpolanzed spectium, then in this case, with the quantization axis peippndiculai 
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to the surface: 
N = I ( / H J . + Aj},) 
G = A°JJ, cos215° + £ ( / 1 ^ , + ¿ j ] , )s in 215° 
U = l(A)j, + A°JJ, + Aj},) « 0.643JV + 0.357G 
Though the global shape of the spectrum is reasonably well reproduced by theory, there 
are some clear discrepancies. The peak of the M5 edge is lower and broader than expected 
from theory. Since the experimental spectrum is for 0.5 ML of Pr on Fe(100), saturation 
effects can not be responsible for this. The same holds for the relative height of the first 
peak to the other, more intense peaks in the M4 edge, which is too low in the calculation. 
Another point is that the total energy spread of the theoretical spectrum is too large, 
which becomes evident especially in the distance between the two highest peaks. 
Figure A.2. Experimental 
and theoretical M4 edge of Pr. 
The spectra are calculated with 
(A) the parameters of Thole et 
al. [2] (В) a further reduction 
of the HF parameters (see text) 
(C) an energy dependent broad­
ening. 
944 948 952 956 
Photon Energy (eV) 
In his thesis [6], R. Kapperl showed for the case of Dy that a much better agreement 
between theory and experiment could be obtained with a further reduction of the HF 
parameters, and by introducing an energy dependent broadening. In Fig. A.2, the M4 
edge of Pr is shown again. The bottom curve (marked A) is the one reported before. 
τ — • — ι — · — ι — • — г 
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For curve В the Coulomb parameters Fk,, and Ykd¡ were reduced to 70 and 80% of their 
Hartree-Fock values, respectively, and the exchange parameteis G¿, to 75% The broad 
ening was kept the same as for curve A. The energy spread of the spectrum gets smaller 
and follows the experiment better The two highest peaks are not cleaily discernible 
anymore However, the relative heights of the three peaks aie still wrong 
This can be partly resolved, if diffeient broadenings aie used for the different peaks 
This is done for curve С in Fig A 2, calculated with the same values foi the Slatei 
integrals as for curve В The three AJ components were bioadened with Fano lineshapes 
with q 3 / 2 = 7 and 2Г 3 / 2 = 0 54 for Δ J = + 1 , 2Γ 3 / 2 = 0 94 for Δ J = 0 and 2Γ 3 / 2 = 1 2 
for AJ = - 1 
0.002 
Fig. A.3. Calculated strengths 
of 3di04f2 —VPAp absoiption li­
nes (positive scale) and calculated 
lifetime bioadening I due to 
3dAf4f(d Augei decay Thebioad 
ening !•> îepoited on a negative 
scale foi bettei visibility 
930 940 950 
Energy (eV) 
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The reduction of the Slatei mtegials is quite aibitiaiy, since the influence of the solid 
state on these parameters is not well known In contiast, the enei g ν dependence of the 
broadening has a well based physical ongin The coie hole cieated ш the absoiption 
process decays in more than 90% of the cases thiough an Align piocess The matnx 
elements for Augei decay m genei al will inciease going to highei eneigies, leading to 
lifetimes which decrease as a lunction of eneigy This aigument was icccntly used to 
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explain Ni 3p x-ray photo-emission spectia [S] 
In Fig. A 3, the line strengths, togethei with the broadening parameteis Г for the 
diffeient lines in the 3<із/2 and 3<4/2 multiplets, are îeported foi "idAfif Auger decay. 
The lifetime broadening Г fiist incieases veiy fast going to higher energies, and then 
becomes moie 01 less constant Foi Augei processes in which only one /-electron is 
involved (like 3dAd4f}, the broadening paiameter will depend less on the final state, 
while foi piocesses like 3d4dAd it will be the same for all the lines. In piinciple Г 
should be calculated foi all the decay possibilities, for every multiplet line, to give the 
line dependent broadening This appioach gave very good results for Ni 2 + [9], but is 
too tedious for most RE, where there are sometimes thousands of lines, and many decay 
channels Instead, foi most calculations piesented in this thesis the broadening was 
changed foi each Δ 7 component, чпсе they aie usually well giouped in eneigy 
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Summary 
In this thesis, the range of applicability of χ ray absorption spectroscopy with polarized 
χ rays (X lay Dichroism) is investigated Examples aie given of the use of x-ray dichioism 
foi the study of magnetic ordering (feiio and antifeno), and of Ciystal Field effects 
In the first three chapteis, the experimental and theoretical basis foi the measure 
iments and for then inteipietation is given In Chaptei 4, some pilot measurements taken 
on the L2 3 absoiption edges of Ni in a Ni(llO) single crystal arc piesented The circular 
dichroism has been widely investigated and discussed in liteiatuie, and our results agree 
well with these îefeience data We used sum iules to extiact values for spin and orbital 
moments the resulting values agree well with theoiy and with values found with other 
techniques Measurements, taken with lmeaily polanzed light at different angles of inci 
dence of the χ rays, show a cleai angulai dependence of the spetti a, which is probably 
due to saturation effects, though the existence of lineai dichioism could not be excluded 
The losults foi bulk Ni seived as a basis to inteipiet similai measuiements on thm 
Ni layéis evapoiated on a Fe(100) single ciystal (Chaptei 5) It is lepoited by several 
authois that, for low coveiages (less than 5 monolayeis) Ni glows epitaxially on Fe in 
the metastable bcc phase On the contiaiy, no agieement was found about the magnetic 
pioperties of these layers Experiments which appealed in liteiatuie do not agree whether 
or not these layéis aie magnetic, while calculations piedict a stiongly enhanced moment 
for 1 and 2 monolayeis of Ni on Fe Oui ìesults show unambiguously that the layers are 
magnetic The use of the sum rules foi suiface layéis is controveisial, but the absence of 
linear dichioism in these thin layéis, demonstrated by oui measuiements, suggest that in 
this case they might apply Using them on oui cu culai dichioism data ìesults in magnetic 
moments smaller than piedicted and also smallei than foi bulk fee Ni The direction of 
the ÍM moments is paiallel to those of the Fe substiate, due to the stiong exchange 
inteiaction at the inteiface Foi \ i diluted in Fe we found a stiong enhancement of the 
oibital moment 
Since cnculai dichioism is ìelated to the piesence of a net magnetic moment, this 
technique does not apply to antiferiomagnets Lineally polanzed light, however, can 
give valuable ìesults In Chapter 6, measuiements aie lepoited on thm layers of anti 
feiioinagnctic NiO, epitaxially giown on MgO substiates A compaiison of the obseived 
dichioism with calculations shows that the magnetic moments aie duected along the 
suiface noi mal By measunng the dichioism foi diffeient layei thicknesses as a function of 
tempeiatuie, we could deteimine the layei thickness dependence of the Neel temperatuie 
Foi the L2 3 edges oi id tiansition metals like Ni, magnetic effects are the main 
souice ot dichioism Foi the M4 5 edges ol Raie baiths, ciystal fields aie of similar 
01 highei impoitance, as shown in Chaptei 7 and S The often laige oibital moments 
and the stiong spin orbit coupling in Raie Eaiths cause them to ha\e a large magneto 
ciystallme anisotiopy, making it haid to dnect the magnetic moments In Chaptei 7, 
measurements die lepoited on amoiphous TbFe alloys The l b moments aie duected 
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mainly by the exchange ïnteiaction with the Fe moments, but the ciystal fields cause 
that the alignment is not complete This can be ïepresented by an umbiella-stiuctuie, 
where the Tb moments lay in a cone around the net magnetization dnection 
The measurements presented in Chaptei 8 demonstrate the mteiest of combined ex 
penments with linearly and circularly polanzed light, to separate magnetic and ciystal 
field effects In this Chapter, expei ïments on thin oveilayeis of Raie Eaiths aie desciibed 
Also for these layers there is an exchange interaction with magnetic substiates, but it 
usually is not large enough to dnect the magnetic moments The ciystal held (which 
at the surface usually has a low symmetiy) appeals to be moie impoitant in splitting 
the ground state than a possible exchange inteiaction with a (magnetic) substiate An 
exception is Gadolinium which has no oibital moment and theiefoie is not influenced by 
crystal field effects In that case, also linear dichroism is only caused by magnetic effects 
and we used it to measuie the stiength of the exchange inteiaction foi thin Gd layéis on 
Fe(100) 
Conclusion: Though the accent nowadays lies on cuculai dichioism measuiements, 
in this thesis it is demonstiated that measuiements with lmeaily polanzed light can give 
valuable results, though we also discuss some limitations In fact, it is the combination 
of lineai and circular dichioism measuiements which can give the maximum informa 
tion Examples of cuculai and lineai dichioism, and then combination, aie given for 
ferromagnetic and anti fenomagnetic matenals and foi ciystal field studies 
The anisotiopy of thin Ni lajeis evapoiated on Fe appeals to be caused mainly by a 
magnetic interaction with the substrate Foi oveilayers of most Raie Eaiths, howevei, 
it is mainly the ciystal field which causes dichioism and magnetic ìnteiactions with the 
substrate play only a minoi iole The size of the oibital moment and the magneto 
crystalline anisotmp) is theieby of ciuciai împoitance 
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Samenvatting 
Bijna alle metingen gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift zijn gedaan op bundellijn SA22 
in het synchrotron SuperACO in Orsay (Fianknjk) Een synchrotron is een meestal 
cirkelvormige ring waarin met grote snelheid elektronen of positionen ïonddraaien, die 
in een baan woiden gehouden met behulp van afbuigmagneten Bij het afbuigen komt 
straling vrij, met een eneigie die vaneeit van enkele eV (zichtbaar licht) tot enkele keV 
(röntgenstralen) De SupeiACO ling heeft een omtrek van 72 meter en de positronen 
draaien ïond met een eneigie van 800 MeV en met bijna de snelheid van het licht 
Een van de snelst gloeiende takken van het onderzoek met synchiotron stialing 
is X ray ofwel Rontgen Dichioisme, het veischil in absorptie van een matenaal voor 
lontgensüalen met velschillende polaiisatieiichtmgen Vooial cuculair dichroisme, het 
verschil m absorptie vooi links en ïechts gepolanseerd licht, speelt daaibij een belangnjke 
ιοί Onlangs zijn somiegels ontwikkeld, die het mogelijk maken uit het dichioisme en de 
bijbehorende absorptiespectra vei wachtingswaaiden af te leiden voor de spin en baanmo 
menten van het gemeten matenaal Dit maakt het vooral voor magnetisch ondeizoek een 
zeer belangnjke en kiachtige techniek Een gioot voordeel van lontgendichroisme is hier 
bij dat het element selectief is zodat velschillende elementen m een legenng afzondeihjk 
kunnen wolden gemeten Bovendien zijn de weikzaine dooisneden vooi ïontgenabsoiptie 
meestal gioot, zodat steik \ ei dunde matenalen of dunne oppeivlaktelagen zondei veel 
moeite en in ïelatief koite tijd kunnen woiden gemeten 
Dichioisme kan optieden wanneei de sfensche symmetne, die aanwezig is ïond een vrij 
atoom, woidt veibioken dooi bij vooi beeld een magneetveld of een elektnsch veld Dit kan 
zowel een uitwendig aangelegd veld zijn als een inwendig veld, wat ontstaat ten gevolge 
van niteiacties tussen atomen in een vaste stof Een inwendig magneetveld woidt meestal 
veiooizaakt dooi een wisselweikmg tussen spin momenten van velschillende atomen, de 
zogenaamde exchange inteiactie Het elektmstatische veld uitgeoefend op de elektionen 
van etn atoom dooi de omimgende atomen woidt het kiistalhjne elektische veld of 
koitweg kiistdheld genot md 
Vooi de aanwezigheid van ruculaii dichioism is het nodig dat het gemeten matenaal 
(di netto magnetisch moment bezit Dit is het geval vooi ieno en feiiimagnctische 
mateiialen en vooi pai amagnetische niateiialen m een uitwendig magneetveld Ciiculaii 
dichioisme komt dus niet vooi in anti fenomagneten en in matenalen waai de anisotiopie 
alleen woidt veioorzaakt door kiistalvelden In die gevallen kan nog wel informatie 
wolden veikiegen met behulp van linean gepolariseeid licht 
Op bundelli]n S\12 van SupeiACO zijn linean gepolaiiseeide ïontgenstialen met 
e( η poldiisdtie \ au bijna 100c/í in nume mate beschikbaai maai ciiculaii gepolanseeide 
ìoiilgtiistialen veel niindei Daaiom hebben we eeiste enkele testmetingen gedaan aan 
bektndí mdUiirtldi om aan te tonen dat het meten \an ciiculan dichioisme desondanks 
haaibaai is In Ilooldstuk 1 wolden ïesultaten beschieven \dii metingen aan een Ni(110) 
eenknstal die goed oveieenkomen met ïesultaten van andeie gioepen in andeie syn 
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chrotrons We hebben uitgezocht wat de inv loed is van de evpenmentele geometi ie, zoals 
de hoek van inval van de lontgenstialen, op de ι esulta ten Bovendien hebben we de 
somregels toegepast op onze ïesultaten en de gevonden waaiden vooi spin en baanmo 
menten komen uitstekend overeen met beiekenmgen en met metingen gedaan met andeie 
technieken 
De resultaten voor bulk Ni(llO) hebben gediend als basis om soortgelijke metingen 
aan dunne Ni lagen opgedampt op een Fe(100) eenknstal te inteipieteien (Hoofdstuk 
5) Voor geringe laagdiktes (minder dan 5 monolagen) groeit Ni epitaxiaal op Fe, in de 
metastabiele bcc structuur De tot nu toe in de literatuur veischenen experimenten geven 
geen uitsluitsel ovei het wel of niet magnetisch zijn van deze lagen, tei wijl beiekeningen 
een steik veigroot moment vooispellen vooi 1 en 2 monolagen Ni op Fe Onze metingen 
laten zien dat de lagen in ledei geval magnetisch zijn Toepassing van de somicgels op 
onze metingen geven echtei aan dat het magnetisch moment kleinei is dan vooi speld en 
ook kleiner dan voor fec Ni metaal De lichting van de Ni mom« riten is paiallel aan die 
van het Fe substraat, dooi de sterke exchange inteiactie tussen de beide metalen Voor 
Ni verdund in Fe hebben we een steike veigroting van het baanmoment gevonden 
Zoals gezegd, is ciiculan dichioisme veibonden met de aanwezigheid van een netto 
magnetisch moment, en is dus niet van toepassing op anti fenomagneten Linean gepo 
lanseerd licht kan wel waaidevolle ïesultaten opleveien, zoals aangetoond in Hoofdstuk 
6 Daarin worden metingen beschieven aan dunne lagen anti fenomagnetisch NiO, epi 
taxiaal gegroeid op MgO substiaten Een veigehjking van het uaaigenoinen lineane 
dichioisme met beiekcnmgen leeit dat de magnetische momenten gencht zijn loodiecht 
op het oppci\lak Dooi vooi velschillende laagdiktes het dichioisme te uitten als functie 
van de tempeiatuui, hebben we de laagdikte afhankelijkheid van de Neel temp ei at u ui 
kunnen bepalen 
Voor 3¿ ovei gangsmet alen zoals Ni spelen voornamelijk magnetische effecten een ιοί 
bij het optieden van dichroisme Vooi zeldzame aaiden zijn kiistahelden van veigehjk 
bare of zelfs groteie invloed, zoals aangetoond in Hoofdstukken 7 en 8 De vaak grote 
baanmomenten en de steike spin baan koppeling in de zeldzame aaiden maken dat deze 
een giote magnetische anisotiopie bezitten, waaidooi de magnetische momenten moeilijk 
zijn te richten In Hoofdstuk 7 wolden metingen beschieven aan amorfe ТЬГе legeiingen 
De Tb momenten woiden voornamelijk gencht dooi de exchange iniciadle met de Ге 
momenten, maai het knstalveld zoigt dat de uitlijning niet volledig is Dit kan wolden 
vooigesleld dooi een paiaphi stiuctuui, waaibij de Tb momenten in e< η kegel ïond de 
netto magnetisatieiichting liggen 
De metingen in Hoofdstuk 8 tonen het belang aan van gecombmeeide metingen met 
linean en ciiculau gepolanseeid licht, om magnetische en knstalveld effecten te kunnen 
scheiden In dit Hoofdstuk woiden metingen beschieven aan dunne zeldzame aaid lagen 
Ook vooi deze lagen bestaat een exchange inteiactie met magnetische substiaten maai 
deze is meestal niet gioot genoeg om de magnetische momenten te lichten Het blijkt 
dat het knstalveld (dat aan het oppeivlak meestal een lage svmmctiie heeft) een gioteie 
rol speelt in het splitsen van cle giondtoestand clan een eventuele f\chdiige mteiactie 
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met een (magnetisch) substraat Een uitzondeimg hieiop voimt Gadolinium dat geen 
baanmoment bezit en daaidooi met wordt beïnvloed dooi knstalveld effecten In dat 
geval woidt ook linean dichroisme geheel veioorzaakt door magnetische effecten, en we 
hebben het gebruikt om de steikte van de exchange interactie te meten voor dunne Gd 
lagen op Fe(100) 
Conclusie: Hoewel de nadruk momenteel op cnculair dichroisme ligt, wordt m dit 
proefschrift aangetoond dat metingen met lineair gepolanseeide röntgenstralen waarde-
volle informatie kunnen opleveren, hoewel we ook enkele beperkingen bespreken Het is 
in feite de combinatie van lineair en cnculair dichroisme die de maximale informatie kan 
geven In dit proefschiift worden vooibeelden beschreven van de toepassing van lineair 
en cnculaii ïontgen dichioisme, en de combinatie daarvan, op de studie van ferromag-
netische, anti feiiomagnetische en knstalveld effecten m dunne ovei lagen 
De anisotiopie van dunne Ni lagen opgedampt op Fe blijkt voornamelijk te wor-
den veiooizaakt dooi de magnetische mteiactie met het substiaat Voor overlagen van 
zeldzame aarden zijn het echtei vooial knstalvelden die dichioisme verooizaken, en mag-
netische m tei acties met het substraat sjoelen slechts een geringe ιοί De grootte van het 
baanmoment en de magneto-kiistalhjne anisotiopie zijn daaibij van ciuciaal belang 
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